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Izvleček
V zadnjih letih se je močno povečala količina daljinskih satelitskih opazovanj
(meritev), tako atmosferskih aerosolov in redkih plinov, katerih vsebnosti se prostorsko in časovno spreminjajo, kot tudi iz meritev sevalnosti izluščenih navpičnih
proﬁlov vlage in temperature. Ta trend povečevanja daljinskih opazovanj se bo
nadaljeval z izstrelitvijo satelitov Aeolus in EarthCARE. Pričakovano je, da bo Aeolus še posebej v tropih precej izboljšal točnost vetra v analizi, t.j. začetnem pogoju
za meteorološko napoved. Vseeno pa bo skupno meritev vetra še vedno mnogo
manj kot ostalih meritev, zato bo ta v začetnem pogoju še vedno precej odvisen od
natančnosti prejšnje kratkoročne napovedi, ozadja, in načina predstavitve kovarianc
napak ozadja.
V tej študiji ocenjujejmo možnost luščenja polja vetra iz meritev koncentracije
vlage in aerosolov ter opazovanj ostalih masnih spremenljivk (npr. temperature)
s pomočjo štiridimenzionalne variacijske asimilacije opazovanj (4D-Var). V 4DVar se namreč z integracijo enačb atmosferskega modela znotraj asimilacijskega
okna informacija o opazovani količini prostorsko in časovno porazdeli ter vpliva tudi
na ostale spremenljivke. Točneje, opazovanja mase vsebujejo tudi informacijo o
advekciji z vetrom. Z dobrim poznavanjem količin, ki se z vetrom advektirajo, lahko
torej vetru “sledimo” (ang. wind tracing). V praksi je zaradi nezvezne, nelinearne
dinamike vlažnih procesov ter mnogih procesov aerosolov, ki ne ohranjajo skupne
mase, luščenje vetra zahtevno in podvrženo napakam. Kljub temu so nekatere
pretekle študije že pokazale, da v 4D-Var asimilaciji opazovanja vlage močno vplivajo
na polje vetra tako v tropskih predelih kot v zmernih širinah.
Problem luščenja vetra v 4D-Var študiramo s srednje zahtevnim prognostičnim
modelom s predpisanim vertikalnim proﬁlom, ki simulira nelinearne interakcije
med vetrom, temperaturo, vlago in aerosoli. Model vključuje preprost ﬁzikalni
opis kondenzacije in vpliv pri tem sproščene latentne toplote na atmosfersko dinamiko, nasičena vlažnost pa je temperaturno odvisna. Prognostična enačba za
skupno razmerje mešanosti aerosolov opisuje zgolj procesa, ki najbolj vplivata na
spreminjanje prostorske porazdelitve aerosolov: advekcijo in izpiranje aerosolov s
padavinami. 4D-Var asimilacija je formulirana v inkrementalnem načinu. Kontrolna spremenljivka za vlago je transformirana relativna vlažnost. Dinamične spremenljivke (horizontalni komponenti vetra in temperatura) so projicirane na ekvatorialne valove in asimilirane multivariatno, vlaga in aerosoli pa so asimilirani univariatno.
Vsi eksperimenti v študiji so tipa OSSE (ang. observing system simulation experiment, t.j. eksperiment, kjer so opazovanja simulirana) in so pripravljeni v tropski
domeni, kjer je negotovost vetra v analizi operativnih prognostičnih modelov največja. Rezultati študije kažejo, da je luščenje vetra v nenasičeni atmosferi tako iz
opazovanj vlage kot aerosolov najbolj odvisno od prostorske gostote in natančnosti
opazovanj ter časovne pogostosti opazovanj in dolžine asimilacijskega okna. Prvi dve
opišeta gradiente v poljih snovi, drugi dve pa dajeta informacijo o advekciji. Če je
atmosferski tok linearen, potem je prostorska gostota opazovanj bolj pomembna kot
njihova pogostost, obratno pa velja v nelinearnem toku. Izkaže se, da je uspešnost
luščenja vetra funkcija nelinearnosti asimilacijskega problema.
V nasičeni atmosferi se analiza vetra, pridobljena z asimilacijo opazovanj vlage,

močno izboljša, če asimiliramo še opazovanja temperature. Intenziteta kondenzacije
je namreč odvisna od najmanjše spremembe nasičene vlažnosti, torej tudi od temperature. 4D-Var s perfektnim modelom atmosfere lahko v primeru, ko opazovanja
zadosti dobro opišejo prostorske gradiente, izlušči informacijo o vetru tudi v območjih s padavinami in močno nelinearno dinamiko.
Luščenje vetra iz opazovanj aerosolov v nasičeni atmosferi je precej zahtevnejše. V tem primeru je glavni proces, ki spreminja porazdelitev aerosolov, izpiranje.
Majhna začetna napaka v termodinamičnih poljih (vlaga, temperatura) ozadja se
v procesu asimilacije še poveča. Ta pozitivna povratna zanka povsem uniči analizo
vetra. Rezultati kažejo tudi, da je asimilacija aerosolov z učinkom na polje vetra
smiselna, če je magnituda neznanih izvirov/ponorov aerosolov manjša od magnitude
advekcije.
Nazadnje je potencial luščenja vetra ocenjen še kvantitativno z ansamblom
eksperimentov in asimilacijskim modelom z modelsko napako, pri čemer variiramo
model kovarianc napak, razpoložljivost in natančnost opazovanj ter druge asimilacijske nastavitve.

Ključne besede: luščenje vetra, 4D-Var, tropska asimilacija, prilagajanje
v pridruženem modelu, kontrolna spremenljivka za vlago, nelinearnost,
vlažni procesi, aerosoli.
PACS: 92.60.hf, 92.60.Ox, 92.60.Wc

Abstract
The increasing amount of remotely sensed data on atmospheric trace constituents
has been provided by satellites in recent years as well as numerous vertical temperature and moisture proﬁles in form of radiances. This trend is going to continue with
the launch of the Aeolus and EarthCARE satellites. In spite of signiﬁcant improvements in atmospheric wind analyses expected from the Aeolus mission, especially in
the tropics, there will remain a large gap between the number of available wind ﬁeld
and mass ﬁeld observations. The initialization of wind ﬁeld will remain strongly
dependent on the quality of the background state and the modeling assumptions
regarding the background-error covariances.
The thesis addresses the potential of the four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) to retrieve the unobserved wind ﬁeld from the observations of
atmospheric tracers and the mass ﬁeld (temperature, moisture) through the 4D-Var
internal model dynamics and the multivariate relationships in the background-error
term. These mass-ﬁeld data provide the information on advection. The presence of
discontinuous and nonlinear moist dynamics as well as numerous non-mass conserving aerosol processes make the wind tracing very diﬃcult and susceptible to errors.
On the other hand, moisture observations were shown to inﬂuence wind in both
tropics and midlatitudes.
The problem of wind retrieval is studied using a novel intermediate-complexity
4D-Var data assimilation system which simulates nonlinear interactions between
wind, temperature, moisture and aerosols. The description of moist processes includes a simple representation of condensation and the impact of released latent heat
on dynamics. The prognostic equation for the total aerosol mixing ratio describes
the dominant processes aﬀecting the aerosol spatial distribution: advection and wet
deposition by precipitation. The 4D-Var assimilation applies the incremental approach and uses a transformed relative humidity as control variable. In contrast
to the model dynamical variables, which are analyzed in the multivariate fashion,
moisture and aerosol data are assimilated univariately.
The observing system simulation experiments are performed for the tropics,
where the lack of wind information is most critical. Results show that the wind
tracing from both aerosol and moisture data in unsaturated atmosphere largely depends on the spatial density and accuracy of the observations as well as the frequency
of observation update and assimilation window length. The ﬁrst two are needed to
describe the spatial gradients of tracer and the last two provide information about
the advection. In the case with linear ﬂow, the spatial density of observations is
more important than their update frequency while the opposite holds in nonlinear
ﬂow. There, the accuracy of wind tracing depends on the level of nonlinearity.
In saturated atmosphere, combined assimilation of moisture and temperature
data is shown to signiﬁcantly improve wind analyses, as the intensity of the condensation process is susceptible to slightest changes in saturation humidity and thus
temperature. The perfect-model 4D-Var with moisture observations can extract
wind information even in the precipitating regions and strongly non-linear ﬂow provided suﬃcient observations of humidity gradients.
Wind tracing from aerosol data in saturated atmosphere is more complex, as
the dominant aerosol process becomes deposition. As a result, small prior errors in

thermodynamic ﬁelds (humidity, temperature) can amplify in a positive feedback
loop, ruining the wind analysis. The results suggest that the assimilation of aerosols
(and tracers in general) with feedback on winds is beneﬁcial if the local rate of
unmodeled or unknown aerosol sources and sinks (e.g. unmodeled wet deposition)
is lower than the local magnitude of the wind advection rate, or else the analysis is
ruined.
Last, an ensemble of assimilation experiments provided a quantiﬁed estimation
of the wind tracing potential for various modeling choices regarding the backgrounderror covariance model, observation availability and accuracy, and assimilation settings.

Keywords: wind tracing, 4D-Var, tropical data assimilation, adjoint adjustment, humidity control variable, nonlinearity, moisture observations,
aerosols.
PACS: 92.60.hf, 92.60.Ox, 92.60.Wc
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Composition of the atmosphere

The Earth’s atmosphere is a shallow layer of gases and particulate matter encompassing the planet. Due to gravitational forcing and the compressibility of gases,
the air density decreases approximately exponentially with height, with one half of
the mass of the atmosphere lying below 5.5 km. While the concentration of the
permanent gases, e.g. nitrogen, oxygen and argon, changes only over geologic time
scale (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006), the concentration of the next most abundant gas,
the water vapour, is highly variable on the advective time scale. In contrast to permanent gases, whose volume fraction is vertically homogeneous, the water vapour is
found predominantly in the lower troposphere, where its distribution is controlled
by the evaporation and condensation, as well as by the advective transfer. The
conversions of the energy associated with the phase transitions of the atmospheric
water strongly impact the atmospheric dynamics.
The remaining atmospheric gases, trace gases (ozone, carbon dioxide, methane,
nitrous oxide, etc.), together represent less than 1% of the total concentration, but
play along with water vapour a key role in the Earth’s radiative balance. Many of
them act as thermal insulators, which absorb longwave radiation from the Earth’s
surface and emit part of this radiation back to the surface.
Solid or liquid atmospheric particles or their suspensions are called the aerosols.
Their main climate role is to reﬂect electromagnetic solar radiation back to space
and thus cooling the Earth (Schwartz, 1996). Their indirect impact on climate
arises from their role as a cloud condensation nuclei, and as such they inﬂuence cloud
formation and cloud radiative properties. Even though the amount of trace gases and
the aerosols largely determines the present and future state of the climate, neither of
those importantly aﬀects the atmospheric dynamics on the synoptic (approximately
one week) large scale the way water vapour does. Thus they are termed passive
tracers and the moisture is an active tracer, as it actively inﬂuences the dynamics.
The role of the aerosols in the cloud microphysics is one of the least understood
components of the climate system (Solomon et al., 2007). In an attempt to better
quantify the aerosol net radiative forcings and thus to reduce the uncertainty of the
future climate predictions associated with aerosol-humidity coupling, several new
spaceborne observing systems will be deployed in the near-future. Aside, this will
also provide a plethora of four-dimensional information on the aerosol ﬁelds.
The purpose of this thesis is to exploit the potential usefulness of this data for
17
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Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP). The thesis relies on the idea that in the data
assimilation, a process which prepares the optimal initial condition for the forecast,
the winds can be extracted from the observed changes in tracer distribution. The
latter was already successfully demonstrated in the NWP models with the moisture
data (e.g. Bormann and Thépaut, 2004; Geer et al., 2008). It is speculated, that
the dense and frequent vertical proﬁles of aerosols could provide a similar positive
impact. An eﬃcient way of estimating the wind tracing potential from aerosol
data is to explore the interactions of aerosols with moisture and dynamics in a
simpliﬁed model, in which only the main processes aﬀecting the aerosol distribution
are described.

1.1.1

Aerosols

The aerosols are a suspension of ﬁne solid or liquid particles in a gaseous medium (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006) with the size of the particles varying from a few nanometers
to tens of micrometers. Figure 1.1 shows the typical number and volume (∼mass)
distributions of the atmospheric aerosol, with almost total aerosol mass represented
by the particles with diamater greater than 0.1 µm. Commonly, the aerosols are
classiﬁed into two modes: ﬁne mode with aerosol diameter size less than 2.5 µm and
coarse mode with the diamater size greater than that.

Figure 1.1: Typical number and volume (∼ mass) distributions of diﬀerent aerosol modes.
From Seinfeld and Pandis (2006).

The primary natural source of the aerosol is the wind-borne dispersal of the material from the Earth’s dry continental or ocean surface, resulting mainly in coarse
mineral (soil) dust aerosol and sea salt and to a much lesser extent the organic
aerosol, e.g. pollen. The aerosols are also formed in an atmosphere by the gasto-particle conversion processes (Pandis et al., 1992), they are emitted due to an18
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thropogenic industrial activity and can be broght in the atmosphere by the volcanic
activity. The mass emission from those is on average one to two orders of magnitude lower than the emission from primary natural sources (Andreae and Rosenfeld,
2008). As the emission sources are mostly limited to the bottom boundary, the
mass concentration of aerosols strongly varies vertically - it decreases approximately
exponentially with altitude. Apart from the isolated regions of cloud related convection, there is no eﬀective vertical aerosol transport. Thus, the aerosol concentration
at few kilometers altitude is barely inﬂuenced by the emissions from the Earth’s
surface.
The particle size and composition is altered by diﬀerent dynamic processes, e.g.
by coagulation with other particles, by chemical reactions, by activation, i.e. by
formation of cloud/fog droplets in the presence of humidity supersaturation, by
evaporation of droplets, etc. Aerosol particles are ultimately removed from the
atmosphere, which is mostly done by two mechanisms: wet and dry deposition.
Wet deposition (Flossmann et al., 1985; Rasch et al., 2000) is the main aerosol sink
and is on average responsible for 80% to 90% of the total aerosol mass removal. It
denotes both in-cloud scavenging (rainout, aerosols are cloud condensation nuclei on
which cloud droplets grow and can become rain droplets) (Croft et al., 2010) and
below-cloud scavenging (washout, impaction scavenging, as the particles are removed
by impaction with falling rain, snow) (Croft et al., 2009). Dry deposition (e.g
Sportisse, 2007; Petroﬀ and Zhang, 2010) is a transport of aerosols from atmosphere
back to the surface in the absence of precipitation due to e.g. gravitational settling,
eddy diﬀusivity and impaction. Dry deposition mainly aﬀects larger particles, as
they have more inertia (they cannot follow the ﬂow streamline) and also as the
settling velocity is proportional to the square of their size. The general eﬃciency
of the deposition processes and thus the lifetime of the particle in the atmosphere
is dependent on the aerosol chemical and physical properties (e.g. aerosol size) and
location. As the typical residence times of the tropospheric aerosols are relatively
short, ranging from few days to few weeks, and the source areas are geographically
highly nonuniform, the concentration spatial distribution, size distribution and the
composition vary widely over the Earth.
Regardless of the sources and sinks, on average, the main process governing
the spatial distribution of the aerosol concentration is the wind transport, i.e. the
aerosols can be transfered far away from the source regions via advection. The
aerosol particles of our interest which represent the bulk of the mass (size greater
than 0.1 µm) experience the movement as in a continuum and attain the speed of
the surroundings very quickly. Following Seinfeld and Pandis (2006), the full mass
balance equation for the mass concentration ci of each aerosol specie i in the ﬂuid
can be expressed as:
∂
∂ 2 ci
∂ci
+
(uj ci ) = Di
+ Ri (ci , T ) + Si (x, t),
∂t
∂xj
∂xj ∂xj

i = 1, 2, . . . , N

(1.1)

where uj is the j-th component of the ﬂuid velocity, Di is molecular diﬀusivity of
the specie i in the atmosphere, Ri is the generation rate of species i by chemical
processes and Si is the addition/removal of species i at location x and time t. While
the ci must satisfy (1.1), the ﬂuid velocities uj must satisfy the equations governing
the atmospheric ﬂow. In this study, signiﬁcant simpliﬁcations will be made to (1.1),
as we are only interested in describing those processes, which contribute the most
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to the changes in spatial distribution of the total aerosol mass on the time-scale of
1 day.
By observing the spatial distribution of the aerosol concentration and accurately
describing the main mechanisms aﬀecting this distribution, the information on the
underlying aeolian advection process could be inversely extracted. However, the
prediction of aerosols is prone to errors due to uncertainties in modeling of the
emissions, wet deposition and (to a lesser extent on the 1 day time-scale) transport
and their impact on cloud and rain formation.

1.2
1.2.1

Modeling of atmospheric dynamics
Equations governing the atmospheric ﬂow

The atmospheric dynamics is described by a set of nonlinear partial diﬀerential equations, which describe the ﬂuid kinematics, thermodynamics and physical processes
involved in the radiation transfer, changes of moisture content and phase, and the
exchange of water, heat and momentum with the underlying ocean or land surface.
The equation for the conservation of momentum (also termed Euler equation of
motion) describes the acceleration of the ﬂow in an Eulerian control volume in a
reference frame rotating with Earth. It takes the following form:
∂v
1
+ (v · ∇)v = − ∇p − 2Ω × v + g + Fr ,
∂t
ρ

(1.2)

where v ≡ ui + vj + wk is a 3D wind vector. Term −(1/ρ)∇p is the pressure
gradient (speciﬁc) force, which accelerates the ﬂuid parcel towards area of lower
pressure. Term −2Ω × v represents the Coriolis acceleration due to relative motion
in the rotating frame. Fr denotes the frictional force, while g denotes the sum of
centrifugal and gravitational forces.
The continuity equation expresses the conservation of mass and states that the
local rate of density change is equal to mass convergence
∂ρ
= −∇ · (ρv),
∂t

(1.3)

where ρ is air density.
The ﬁrst law of thermodynamics for a moving ﬂuid element in thermodynamic
equilibrium states, that the change of the internal energy of the system is the difference between heat added to the system and the work done by the system. With
some rearrangement, the equation for the conservation of energy becomes
cp

dT
1 dp
1 dQ
−
=
,
dt
ρ dt
m dt

(1.4)

where cp is the speciﬁc heat of air at constant pressure and dQ/dt is diabatic heating
rate. Temperature, pressure and density are related also by equation of state, i.e.
the ideal gas law
p = ρRT,
(1.5)
where R is the speciﬁc gas constant for air.
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Moisture conservation is deﬁned by the following equation
∂ρq
= −∇ · (ρqv) + Pq ,
∂t

(1.6)

where q can denote either gaseous (speciﬁc humidity), liquid or solid (ice) phase
of water. Usually, each is simulated seperately. Pq denotes contributions of the
physical processes (evaporation, condensation, etc.) The set of equations is also
called primitive equations, ﬁrst written down together by Norwegian physicist and
meteorologist Vilhelm Bjerknes (1904).

1.2.2

Numerical modeling of the atmosphere

Numerically integrating the above set of dynamical equations provides a time evolution of the basic meteorological ﬁelds: wind vector ﬁeld v, pressure p, air density
ρ, temperature T and speciﬁc humidity q. Predicting the future atmospheric state
requires information about the present state of the atmosphere. Much before the
age of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP), Bjerknes stated two conditions to get
the best weather forecast:
1. “the present state of the atmosphere must be characterised as accurately as
possible,”
2. “the intrinsic laws, according to which the subsequent states develop out of
the preceeding ones, must be known.”
Nowadays, the main tool to produce the weather forecast is NWP. NWP models
consist of numerical approximations to predictive equations, which are integrated
in time from an estimate of the recent atmospheric state, i.e. an initial condition.
Accurately deﬁning initial ﬁeld variables requires continuous observations of the
atmosphere and using them in such manner that they are dynamically consistent
with the atmospheric ﬂow. This process is referred to as data assimilation (Holton,
2004).
NWP is a nonlinear initial value problem. The nonlinear chaotic nature of atmospheric dynamics (Lorenz, 1963) results in a forecasted atmosphere evolution being
highly sensitive to initial conditions. Thus, the atmosphere has a ﬁnite limit of
predictability (Lorenz, 1969).
The accuracy of the weather forecast is also largely dependent on the exactness
of the numerical approximation of dynamic equations. The higher the numerical
resolution and the better the approximations of the natural processes, the closer
is the predicted evolution to the true evolution of the atmophere. However, with
increasing resolution, the problem becomes computationally extremely expensive.
Certain atmospheric phenomena cannot be resolved by dynamic equations on the
model grid of limited resolution or they may be computationally to complex to be
explicitly computed. For example, the convective cumulus clouds are spatially too
small to be resolved by the current operational global NWP models, whose horizontal
resolution spans between 8-10 km. Therefore they have to be parametrized. Physical
parametrizations1 describe these processes and connect them to prognostic model
“Physical processes“, “model physiscs“ or only ”physics” are jargon expressions in NWP for
processes, that are not resolved on the current NWP numerical grid resolution and need to be
parametrized.
1
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variables at resolved scales. However, these parametrizations are often the largest
source of uncertainties in both weather forecasting and climate models. Other such
processes include cloud microphysics, radiation, vertical diﬀusion, shallow and deep
cumulus convection, gravity-wave drag, aerosol physics, subgrid orography, landsurface processes, atmosphere interactions with land and ocean, etc.
The inclusion of the physical processes descriptions in the atmospheric prediction
models signiﬁcantly improves the forecast performance, but its computation requires
a vast amount of computing resources. Thus, NWP models are run on world’s fastest
supercomputers.

1.3
1.3.1

Observations
Global observing system

In a more than 100-year long history of meteorological recordings, atmospheric
measurements have provided an essential part in our understanding of climate and
weather phenomena. In this period, the observations evolved from human-operated
discrete measurements at ﬁxed locations (in-situ) to automatic continuous measurements of 3D ﬁelds. The ﬁrst are termed conventional observations (including land
stations, ships, buoyas, radiosondes, aircrafts, radars, lidars, etc.), while the second
are spaceborne (satellite) observations, which nowadays represent the vast majority in the global observing system. Conventional observations are both temporally
and spatially very inhomogeneously distributed and include point measurements of
basic meteorological variables. On the other hand, spaceborne observations provide almost continuous monitoring. In certain regions, e.g. over the oceans and
sparsely inhabitated places, satellite observations are the only source of meteorological information. The output quantities of spaceborne measurements are integrated
at various resolutions and describe properties of the atmosphere indirectly, e.g. in
form of radiances, transmissivities (optical depths), extinction coeﬃcients, etc.
Depending on the observed variable, observations can be also divided into two
groups: those observing the mass ﬁeld and the observations of wind ﬁeld. Observations of mass ﬁelds are mostly spaceborne. They include temperature, pressure,
moisture observations and from recently also a growing amount of composition observations (atmospheric trace gases, aerosols).

1.3.2

Need for wind information

Dense wind proﬁle observations or any other way to obtain information on wind ﬁelds
is indispensable in order to accurately initialize NWP forecast model, especially in
the tropics (Žagar et al., 2008). A lack of wind measurements over many parts of the
globe has been for long recognized as the largest missing component of the global
observing system (Baker et al., 1995, 2014). New wind observations will become
available soon thanks to the ﬁrst spaceborne Doppler wind lidar (Stoﬀelen et al.,
2005) mounted on the polar-orbiting Aeolus satellite that will provide the global
coverage with wind proﬁles twice per day. However, this is a demonstration mission
that will last couple of years only and the gap in the observing system will remain.
The wind data gap is especially large in the tropics where data assimilation for
NWP faces challenges that far exceeds those in the midlatitudes. Figure 1.2 shows
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the radiosonde observations that were received at European Center for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for the assimilation purposes on January 3,
2017, at 00 UTC. Radiosonde sites are very unequally distributed and are constrained to the continental areas, mainly over the Maritime Continent and South
America. Wide regions (the eastern Paciﬁc, Indian Ocean), remain virtually void
of any direct wind observations. Even though the tropics and subtropics (the belt
within 30◦ N and 30◦ S) represent one half of the Earth’s surface, the radiosonde measurements over the tropical land areas make only a small percentage of the global
radiosonde observations.
ECMWF Data Coverage (All obs DA) - Temp
03/Jan/2017; 00 UTC
Total number of obs = 688
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Figure 1.2: Global distribution of radiosonde observations at a randomly chosen recent
date (January 3, 2017, 00 UTC). Measurements from 688 radiosonde stations around the
globe observed the winds. Source: ECMWF.

In contrast to the synoptic scale (∼1000 km and larger scale) extratropics, where
mass and horizontal wind variables are coupled through geostrophic balance (balance
between Coriolis and pressure gradient force in (1.2))
1
2Ω × vh = − ∇h p
ρ

(1.7)

that holds lots of time, this kind of balance is often very weak on subsynoptic
scales and in the tropics. As a consequence, the wealth of indirect temperature
measurements provided by satellites is not as useful to constrain the wind ﬁeld as
they are in the extratropics, not even in the perfect-model case (Žagar et al., 2005).
In parts of the troposphere, atmospheric motion vectors (AMVs) data represent
an important source of wind observations, but in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere the only regular information on winds is provided by radiosoundings.
As a result, there may be occasional large discrepancies between reanalysis data (as
shown by Podglajen et al. (2014)) or between analyses (initial conditions) produced
by diﬀerent operational weather prediction centers, as shown in Figure 1.3 from
Baker et al. (2014).
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Figure 1.3: Root-mean-square diﬀerences in 300 hPa wind speed (m s−1 ) analyses produced by ECMWF and Global Forecast System (GFS) in a one year period from January
to December 2010. From Baker et al. (2014).

1.3.3

Monitoring of atmospheric composition

In the last two decades, an ever growing public concern about the global air quality and associated health hazards, as well as the risks connected to the changing
(warming) climate led to an increase in satellite remote sensing which provided
numerous observations of the atmospheric aerosols (in form of vertical proﬁles of
aerosol extinction coeﬃcients) in addition to the temperature and moisture proﬁles.
For example, several satellite missions, e.g. CloudSat with the cloud-proﬁling radar
(Stephens et al., 2009) and CALIPSO with the backscatter-aerosol lidar (Winker
et al., 2010) have been launched to better understand and describe the aerosol and
cloud impact on Earth’s energy budget, i.e. their radiative forcings, which are the
principal sources of the uncertainties in the climate projections. These will be followed by the EarthCARE (Earth, Cloud, Aerosol and Radiation Explorer) satellite
(Illingworth et al., 2015), which will carry all the above mentioned instruments and
the radiometer to directly compare the radiation ﬁelds deduced from these proﬁles
with the observed radiances. It is expected that this data will hugely improve our
understanding of the aerosol, cloud and precipitation coupling. The global picture
of the aerosols is enclosed by the vertically integrated data in form of aerosol optical depth (AOD), provided by more conventional passive sensors, e.g. MODIS and
MISR (Diner et al., 1998) spectroradiometers on boards of Terra and Aqua satellites,
and the AERONET surface aerosol observations (Holben et al., 1998).
The projects GEMS (Global and regional Earth-system Monitoring using Satellite and in-situ data) and MACC (Monitoring Atmospheric Composition and Climate) have recently developed a comprehensive monitoring and forecasting systems
for trace atmospheric constituents important for climate and air quality as a part of
Europe’s Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES). Both MACC
and GEMS build on the global NWP system operated by the ECMWF. In these
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projects, the ECMWF data assimilation system based on the four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var) is combined with the expertise of the diverse research groups engaged in atmospheric composition modeling to build an integrated
monitoring system (Hollingsworth et al., 2008). Thus, the NWP problem has lately
changed from forecasting only the basic meteorological ﬁelds to predicting also the
atmospheric composition (Morcrette et al., 2009; Benedetti et al., 2009).
The growing amount of data on atmospheric composition and the inclusion of
aerosol dynamics description in the NWP models thus gives motivation to explore
the potential of aerosols as the carriers of wind information.

1.3.4

Assimilation of observational data

Despite the wealth of observational information available, the observations alone do
not provide enough information to initialize NWP models. For example, the operational NWP models such as Integrated Forecast System (IFS) of ECMWF nowadays
consist of ∼ 109 degrees of freedom, while the number of used observations is “only”
around 40 × 106 . Therefore, to obtain the best estimate of the true atmospheric
state at a given time, the analysis, the observational information is combined with
a priori information, provided by the previous (6 or 12 hour) short-range forecast.
The incorporation of observations in the NWP system is called data assimilation.
The best estimate of atmospheric state is used as initial condition (IC) for the
model forecast. This (short-range) forecast is then used as a background in the
next assimilation cycle, which produces the initial condition for the next forecast,
and so on. This process is called cycling. Thus, the main role of observations is
to continuously “kick” the model state towards real atmospheric state. Otherwise,
the (imperfect) prediction model would lose the track of the ongoing atmospheric
dynamics and drift away. Nowadays, observations provide only about 15% of the
information to the initial condition, with the remaining 85% coming from the model,
which has accummulated the information from all observations in the previous assimilation cycles (Holton and Hakim, 2012).
As mentioned earlier, the quality of the weather forecast largely depends on the
quality of the initial condition, while the latter depends on:
• amount and accuracy of the observations;
• precision of the numerical model, which aﬀects the accuracy of the provided
background information;
• eﬃciency of the data assimilation methods.
Therefore, there has been a continuous push towards research and operational implementation of increasingly advanced data assimilation schemes.
The development of four-dimensional variational data assimilation (4D-Var)
(Lewis and Derber, 1985; Dimet and Talagrand, 1986) and its operational implementation (Courtier et al., 1994) allowed observations to be temporally distributed
over a longer (6- or 12-hour) time interval, termed assimilation window. Another
remarkable ability of 4D-Var is the tracing effect, i.e. that it can infer increments
to dynamical variables (e.g. wind and temperature) from observations of radiances,
clouds, precipitation and others without prescribing their relationships in advance.
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Figure 1.4: Diﬀerences in 5-day forecasts of 850 hPa zonal wind speed between (at the
time) current ECMWF operational system with and without aerosol climatology, for the
monsoon months of June to August 2015. Source: ECMWF.

This means that the observation of one model variable is not only spatially and temporally distributed but that the information is also spread to other variables through
the forward integration of linearized model equations and backward integration of
their adjoint within the assimilation window. The process is termed internal adjustment (Žagar et al., 2004b). It follows, that the observed mass ﬁeld (e.g. temperature, humidity, aerosol mixing ratio) aﬀects the wind ﬁeld and vice-versa, even if no
predominant balances between those variables exist. Thus, it seems reasonable to
exploit the potential of observed mass variables, subjected to wind advection, and
4D-Var to better constrain the wind initial condition.

1.4

Past wind tracing attempts

Atmospheric composition impacts the atmospheric dynamics in diﬀerent ways, either
directly by changing radiative ﬂuxes or indirectly by modifying cloud properties.
However, these properties become important on the climate scale, and have little
eﬀect on the synoptic scale (Figure 1.4).
Nonetheless, not much is known about the dynamics of the coupling between the
aerosol, moisture and winds in the data assimilation process. In the ECMWF 4D-Var
data assimilation system developed for GMES (now Copernicus), the aerosols are
passive scalars, subjected to advection, convection and diﬀusion, without sources and
sinks (Benedetti et al., 2009). The feedback of the aerosol analysis increments on the
wind is turned oﬀ to avoid potential spurious wind increments due to observational
biases. That means that the aerosol prognostic equation is not used as a strong
constraint. Similarly, the impact of stratospheric ozone observations on the wind
analysis is also turned oﬀ (Han and McNally, 2010).
On the other hand, moisture observations in ECMWF 4D-Var system inﬂuence
the wind ﬁeld, both in the tropics and the midlatitudes. This was ﬁrst observed
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by Andersson et al. (1994) and later by Bormann and Thépaut (2004); Geer et al.
(2008); Peubey and McNally (2009). For example, Bormann and Thépaut (2004)
showed that the water vapor observations retrieved from the spaceborne MODIS
(Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) instrument can be used for deriving
high-latitude tropospheric wind information. In 4D-Var assimilation, mass observations aﬀect wind analysis through the internal model adjustment, i.e. during forward
and adjoint model integration (Žagar et al., 2004a; Bonavita and Holm, 2016), but
also partially through background error model balance constraints (except in the
tropics) and cycling.
This study was motivated by the question whether the time series of spatially
dense observations of aerosol concentrations may produce a positive impact on wind
analysis, similar to moisture observations. The aerosol distribution patterns often
involve sharp horizontal gradients suggesting their potential to describe the transport properties. Wind retrieval from perfect tracers has been a subject of a number
of studies, but the combined eﬀects of aerosols, moisture and temperature observations on wind tracing have not been studied yet. The goal of this thesis is to
highlight the potential of the combined mass ﬁeld observations in comparison to
direct (missing) wind data.
The theoretical foundation for studying wind retrieval from perfect tracer observations was provided by Daley (1995, 1996) who analytically studied wind tracing
in simple 1D and 2D transport models using an extended Kalman ﬁlter. With no
sources and sinks of constituents in the model, he concluded that the winds can
be retrieved in case of suﬃcient tracer ﬁeld variability (large enough spatial gradients in tracer ﬁeld) and suﬃciently frequent, dense (data voids small) and accurate
(particularly for low constituent concentrations) observations. A variety of studies
addressed the problem of 4D-Var wind tracing from perfect trace gases, especially
stratospheric and upper tropospheric ozone. Varying levels of realism included idealized models of diﬀerent complexities and exclusively simulated observations (Riishøjgaard, 1996; Allen et al., 2014, 2016) or full NWP forecast models together
with simulated observations (Peuch et al., 2000; Allen et al., 2013). Studies based
on perfect observations in general reported a positive wind retrieval outcome. Less
signiﬁcant, but still positive results were obtained also by using real observations in
a NWP 4D-Var environment. In experiments by Semane et al. (2009), assimilation
of stratospheric ozone proﬁles with ozone as a passive tracer reduced the wind bias
in the lower stratosphere and reduced the horizontal divergence background-error
variance by roughly the same order as the humidity-sensitive radiances. However,
the main limiting factor for wind tracing is the availability and accuracy of the observations. Thus, in the ECMWF operational setting, the impact of ozone tracer
data on cost function gradient (sensitivities) in the initial wind ﬁeld are preventively
turned oﬀ to avoid spurious wind increments due to biased observations in certain
atmospheric conditions (Han and McNally, 2010).
Studies indicating a positive impact of simulated and real tracer observations
on the wind analysis serve as a motivation to explore also the tracing potential of
aerosol data. Even if in principle the aerosols might be good tracers, in the large
system such as ECMWF the aerosol couplings with the dynamical variables are so
complex that the aerosol impact on the wind ﬁeld might still appear unrealistic.
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1.5

Simplifying the complex

NWP models are a set of extremely complex and computationally expensive numerical algorithms used to simulate the atmosphere for up to two weeks ahead.
Nowadays, global prediction models are run on the worlds fastest supercomputers, which are steadily approaching exascale, i.e. O(1018 ) ﬂoating point operations
per second. Therefore they are prohibitively costly for university-scale research.
Depending on the spatial extent and temporal scale of the studied weather phenomena and the research goals, there are several distinct options to decrease the
computational complexity without signiﬁcantly aﬀecting the outcome. These include the use of idealized grids, reducing the grid resolution and domain size (using limited area models), reducing the complexity of numerics (i.e. using simple
time-stepping schemes), decreasing the complexity of unresolved, parametrized atmospheric physics descriptions. The ability to simplify means to eliminate the unnecessary so that the necessary may “speak”.
Simpliﬁed atmospheric prediction models are indispensable tools for the data
assimilation research. In contrast to NWP models, an idealized framework aids
understanding and simpliﬁes research. Simpliﬁed models allow 1) to develop and
implement new algorithms faster than in the NWP case, 2) to test them with aﬀordable computational cost and 3) to perform numerical experiments in the controlled
environment in which various issues, diﬃcult to grasp in a real NWP, can easier
be understood and explained. However, simpliﬁed models should still be complex
enough to capture main dynamical and physical features of the phenomena of interest. Only then the results can be of any value for NWP. There is an abundance of
data assimilation studies performed with very simpliﬁed models, e.g. Lorenz (1963)
and Lorenz (1996) models or even with Burgers’ equation (Navier-Stokes equation
with a dropped pressure term). Although these models are nonlinear and some even
exhibit chaotic behaviour, the range of scales they describe, is vastly diﬀerent to
that in atmosphere. An important model that overcomes these disadvantages is
based on the rotating non-linear shallow water equations (e.g. Vallis, 2006), which
include both balanced (vorticity dominated) and gravity wave dynamics as well as
their interactions. Shallow water models (SWMs) were applied in a number of data
assimilation studies to develop new concepts and to study the value of mass-ﬁeld
and wind-ﬁeld observations (e.g. Žagar et al., 2004b, and references therein). A
majority of data assimilation studies with SWMs considered dry dynamics and thus
vastly underestimated the intrinsic nonlinearity of the atmospheric processes. Exceptions are studies of the tropical data assimilation by Žagar (2012) and Harlim
and Majda (2013) that are based on the SWMs coupled to the prognostic moisture
equations. A one-dimensional SWM for convective-scale data assimilation was recently employed in Goodliﬀ et al. (2017) and Robert and Künsch (2017) based on
the idea of Würsch and Craig (2014) with convection taking place when the ﬂuid
height reaches a predeﬁned level.
The research in this thesis uses the “less is more” approach, which was proven
very beneﬁcial already in Žagar (e.g. 2004). In order to understand the basics of coupled aerosol, moisture and wind dynamics in the 4D-Var internal adjustment, Moist
Atmosphere Dynamics Data Assimilation Model (MADDAM), an intermediatecomplexity system for the 4D-Var data assimilation (Zaplotnik et al., 2018), has
been developed. It includes a single vertical level spectral prognostic Moist Atmo28
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sphere Dynamics (MAD) model based on nonlinear shallow water equations (SWEs)
which is extended by the prognostic equations for speciﬁc humidity and total aerosol
mass mixing ratio with physically-based, albeit simple description of moist processes
- condensation, latent heat release, impact of saturation on propagation properties
of atmospheric waves and dependence of saturation humidity on temperature. The
inclusion of simple parametrizations of dry and wet deposition allows a simpliﬁed
representation of the most relevant aspects of the aerosol-moisture-wind feedback.
As MADDAM evolved from the pre-existing system developed for the tropics
(Žagar et al., 2008; Žagar, 2012), this research has beneﬁted from using the existing
tropical framework for data assimilation. However, due to complexity of the dynamics of the tropical atmosphere, this made the addressed topic even more challenging
to work with. It is also easy to argue that the wind tracing should focus on the
tropics, where the wind ﬁeld information is missing the most.

1.6

Research outline and thesis goals

The present thesis uses the four-dimensional variational data assimilation to quantify the extent to which the wind information can be extracted from atmospheric
tracers, namely tropospheric moisture and aerosols. The idea relies on the assumption that the mass tracers are generally almost perfectly advected by wind in the
linear dry case. However, the presence of nonlinear dynamics makes the wind tracing
challenging. A possibly far bigger issue is the impact of moisture on the aerosols.
The indispensable part of my research was to understand and establish a working
numerical framework with a forward nonlinear moist model based on shallow water
equations and included into the 4D-Var assimilation system (Zaplotnik et al., 2018).
A signiﬁcant new developments have been made to the existing framework (Žagar
et al., 2008; Žagar, 2012) for the purpose of this thesis. These include: incremental
4D-Var formulation (inner/outer loop), a new forecast variable representing the
aerosol and simple physical schemes for aerosol wet and dry deposition, a simple
scheme for large-scale convective precipitation, extensive simulation experiments
with non-linear moist dynamics, formulation of tangent-linear and the adjoint of
the discretized equations instead of the analytical adjoint, a new moisture control
variable and its background-error covariance model, a new element of the control
vector for the data assimilation of the aerosol mixing ratios.
The reformulated forward model and assimilation system allowed us to study
in detail the dynamics of most relevant aerosol-moisture-wind couplings in 4D-Var.
This numerical framework also allowed us to extend the current knowledge of wind
tracing by answering the following scientiﬁc questions regarding the tracing potential of moisture and aerosols, the role sources/sinks in the process, the role of
nonlinearities, assimilation settings, etc.
• How well can 4D-Var assimilation extract winds from the observations of moisture and aerosol?
• By how much does the amount of extracted wind change by varying spatial
density, update frequency and the error of the moisture and aerosol observations? At which spatial and temporal availability of tracer observation it
becomes useful to include feedback on winds?
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• How is the wind tracing dependent on the assimilation model settings, e.g.
assimilation window length, number of outer loop iterations?
• What is the impact of the prescribed tracer background error covariances on
tracing? How does wind-tracer coupling imposed with the wind convergence
term of the advection equation change the quality of the analysis and the
4D-Var cost function convergence?
• Does the wind tracing from humidity observations dynamically diﬀer to wind
tracing from aerosol observations? Why?
• To what extent do “artefacts” in aerosol dynamics, e.g. sources and sinks (dry
and wet deposition) unresolved by the assimilation model, which undermine
the assumption of aerosol being a perfectly advected tracer, decrease our ability
to extract wind from aerosol observations?
• Is wind tracing a function of ﬂow nonlinearity? How does the analysis quality
change in the regions with nonlinear ﬂow, e.g. in the areas of barotropic
shear instability, or in the precipitation regions with associated fronts. There,
discontinuous and highly nonlinear moist processes dominate the dynamics,
making both the perfect model assumption and TL hypothesis invalid.
Even though the study is addressed in a model of reduced complexity, the conclusions drawn from the experiments may be of beneﬁt for NWP.

1.7

Thesis outline

This section brieﬂy summarizes the remaining chapters of the thesis. The following two chapters present the modeling framework. Chapter 2 describes the development of the forecasting system involving the interaction between the humidity,
aerosol and dynamics, and demonstration of the complex dynamics represented by
the new model. Chapter 3 describes the variational data assimilation modeling and
is concluded with single observation experiments, which address sensitivity of the
analysis to the applied background-error covariance model. Factors aﬀecting the
wind tracing from aerosol and moisture observations are discussed using a number
of simple controlled experiments in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents comprehensive
results from the ensembles of experiments with tracers, moisture and dynamics in
4D-Var in various ﬂow settings. In particular, multiple experiments with the assimilation of tracers and moisture observations are compared with the eﬃciency of data
assimilation using observations of dynamical variables. Conclusions, discussion and
outlook are given in Chapter 6.
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Modeling
moisture-aerosol-dynamics
interaction
This chapter presents the forecasting model for the thesis, the Moist Atmosphere
Dynamics (MAD) model. It is based on the work of Gill (1980, 1982c) and built
upon the shallow water model, previously used by Žagar et al. (2008); Žagar (2012).
The chapter is organised as follows. First, a brief description of the tropical dynamics is given, followed by the description of Gill’s simpliﬁed model of the tropical
atmosphere. In this thesis, as already mentioned, tropics are the domain of our
interest as the need for better wind analyses is greatest there. Then, the model
equations are formulated. First, the MAD model dynamic equations are described
and compared to the classical SWEs. This is followed by the description of moist
processes, which originates from Žagar (2012) but has been substantially revised
and adjusted for the purpose of this thesis. Then, a new feature of MAD model, the
prognostic equation for aerosol tracer dynamics, is described. MAD model numerical procedures and setup for experiments are presented next. Lastly, the forecast
model dynamics are demonstrated using the adjustment experiments.

2.1

An overview of equatorial dynamics

Tropical dynamics (equatorward of 15◦ N/S) are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent and much
harder to predict than midlatitude dynamics. The primary energy source for the
circulation in the midlatitudes is the atmospheric potential energy available for
the conversion into kinetic energy, also known as the available potential energy
(APE). APE is the diﬀerence between the total potential energy and the minimum
total potential energy that could result from an adiabatic vertical redistribution of
mass (Lorenz, 1955; Holton and Hakim, 2012). While APE is proportional to the
magnitude of the zonally averaged meridional temperature gradient, it cannot be
the driver of circulation in the tropics, where the temperature gradients are very
small. In the tropics, the primary energy source is the latent heat release due
to condensation associated with the convective cloud systems as well as mesoscale
tropical disturbances, such as equatorial fronts. Other, diabatic, sources include
radiative cooling and heating/cooling as a result of atmosphere-ocean heat exchange.
The warming induces a dynamical response in form of large-scale travelling
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equatorially-trapped waves, which decay away from equator but can travel in zonal
direction along the equator for several thousand kilometres. This way the diabatic
heating aﬀects circulation not only locally but induces remote response further away
as well. Thus, the large-scale equatorial features appear teleconnected. These properties of tropical circulation are captured by a simpliﬁed model used in the thesis.
An important property of the equatorial dynamics is the change of Coriolis parameter f across the equator (f < 0 in the Southern Hemisphere), which allows
the existence of Kelvin and mixed Rossby-gravity (MRG) wave motions along with
Rossby and inertio-gravity (IG) waves, which are present also in the midlatitudes.
These eigenmodes of the equatorial dynamics were ﬁrst described by Matsuno (1966)
using linear wave theory on the equatorial β-plane.
Another important property of the tropical motions is the smallness of Coriolis
force (Coriolis parameter |f | ≤ 10−5 s−1 ) which, in contrast to the midlatitudes,
cannot balance the pressure gradient force. The adjustment of the ﬂow to the induced heating perturbation is slow in the tropics. The perturbation excites travelling
IG waves, which disperse the potential energy outwards. IG waves are thus much
more important in the description of the equatorial dynamics than of midlatitude
dynamics.
In the tropics, instead of horizontal balances, there exist some well deﬁned vertical balances, which can be depicted by the thermodynamic equation (for potential
temperature θ)
∂θ
∂θ
∂θ
J θ
∂θ
+u
+v
+w
=
,
(2.1)
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
cp T
where J is heating rate per mass (in units J kg−1 s−1 ) due to latent heat release or
radiation. For example, outside convective regions and in the absence of precipitation (and related condensation heating), the radiative cooling due to the emission
of longwave radiation is approximately balanced by adiabatic warming due to subsidence with very low vertical wind speeds, resulting in an almost nondivergent
horizontal ﬂow (Charney, 1955). In the case of convective precipitation, the condensation heating is balanced by the adiabatic cooling due to vertical motions, on
average an order of magnitude larger than in non-precipitating regions (Holton and
Hakim, 2012). The bulk of these vertical motions occurs inside the deep cumulus
convective clouds, also denoted “hot towers”. There, the condensation heating is not
distributed evenly and peaks (up to 10 K day−1 ) in the midtroposphere (at around
400 hPa). The associated convective updrafts eﬀectively couple lower and upper
tropospheric layers and mix vertically the tropical atmosphere, reducing the vertical
moisture and temperature gradients (Holton and Hakim, 2012).

2.2

Gill’s model of tropical atmosphere

Large-scale tropical dynamics are predominantly driven by the balancing of heat
sources and sinks with the main heat source being latent heat release. The fuel for
it is provided by moisture, which is advected with the ﬂow, that depends again on
the location and the magnitude of heat sources (Davey and Gill, 1987). In order to
understand the interactions between the ﬂow, moisture and their impact on tropical circulation, Gill (1980) constructed a simpliﬁed model. He assumed that the
diabatic heating due to latent heat release from condensation has approximately
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Figure 2.1: Simple model of tropical (convective) atmosphere following Gill.

half-sinusoidal vertical structure with a maximum near p(HM ) ≈ 400 hPa, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Such forcing projects mostly onto the first (vertical) baroclinic
mode. The heat source generates a local warm anomaly (potential temperature
perturbation θ > 0) between the boundary layer (above the ocean at p(HB ) ≈ 900
hPa) and the tropopause (p(HT ) ≈ 100 hPa). Warming of the vertical column results in its stretching, as depicted by the hypsometric equation. By presuming that
the tropical dynamics occurs in a closed lid bounded by rigid horizontal planes at elevations HT and HB , it follows that the pressure at top level rises above the heating
area, therefore δpT > 0. This results in a horizontal pressure gradient force, which
forces a divergent horizontal wind in the upper layer (Holton and Hakim, 2012).
To maintain the heat balance in (2.1), the diabatic heating and the adiabatic
cooling of rising air must be approximately balanced. Therefore, the vertical winds
must also have half-sinusoidal structure with w(HB ) = w(HT ) = 0 and ∂w/∂z = 0
at HM . The proposed baroclinic vertical structure agrees very well with the observed cloud clusters’ average vertical motion, expressed as ω = dp/dt in units Pa
s−1 (Figure 2.2a, from Williams and Gray 1973). The relationship between heating
and vertical wind is exactly one-to-one in the limit in which horizontal temperature gradients are exactly zero and mean potential temperature profile ∂θ0 /∂z does
not change with time. Thus, the vertical wind satisfies also the mass conservation
constraint.
Below the heating area, the pressure perturbation is negative (δpB < 0) in comparison to the surroundings at the same elevation. The pressure perturbation has
approximately cosinusoidal vertical structure with positive anomaly above the heating zone and negative below. Thus, the lower layer horizontal pressure gradient
forces convergent winds, which compensate the upper layer divergence. The vertical
profile of the horizontal winds also attains a cosinusoidal structure with the lower
layer winds entering the deep convective cloud system, while the upper layer winds
are directed oppositely and are detraining the convective area. Again, the fixed horizontal wind profile mimics the observed conditions in deep convective cloud clusters
very well, as shown by Figure 2.2b. Even more, the cosinusoidal profile applies well
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even in case of clear sky, i.e. outside of convection areas. However, the direction of
the winds is now opposed and their magnitude is lesser.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Observed mean vertical proﬁles of 4◦ -square area average vertical velocity
at the center of a mesoscale convective cloud system; (b) same but for divergence δ = ∇·vh .
From Williams and Gray (1973).

The assumed ﬁxed baroclinic vertical structure for warming rate QLH due to
latent heating, potential temperature perturbation θ′ , vertical wind w, horizontal
wind vh = (u, v) and pressure perturbation p′ is (Davey and Gill, 1987):
QLH = Q̃LH (x, y, t) sin (z/H) θ0 (z)/θ00
θ′
w
vh
p′

= θ̃′ (x, y, t) sin (z/H) θ0 (z)/θ00
= w̃(x, y, t) sin (z/H)
= ṽh (x, y, t) cos (z/H)
= p̃′ (x, y, t) cos (z/H) ρ0 (z)/ρ00

(2.2)

where z = 0 at elevation HB and z = πH at elevation HT (Figure 2.1) with constant
characteristic depth H = 4500 m. θ00 and ρ00 are typical values of θ0 and ρ0 at
midtroposphere and bottom level, respectively. With the assumed vertical proﬁle,
the problem of tropical dynamics reduces to the horizontal and temporal variations
of the ﬁelds (denoted with tilde). To avoid apriori speciﬁcation of heat sources,
Gill (1982c) included the moisture equation, linearized around the saturated state.
Moisture, the main source of convective heating, is assumed concentrated in the
lower troposphere. Thus, the moisture ﬂux is determined by the convergence of
the bottom level winds and the total column moisture, the bulk of it coming from
the lower layer. In case of lower level convergent ﬂow in the saturated enviroment,
precipitation is triggered and the latent heat released.
Such picture of tropical circulation has been studied by A. Gill and colleagues
in a number of papers (Gill, 1980, 1982c,b; Heckley and Gill, 1984; Davey and Gill,
1987).
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2.2.1

Equations of dynamics

The equations of dynamics describe the potential temperature perturbations at
midtropospheric level HM where the deep heating is maximal, and the horizontal motions beneath this level. The mean background atmosphere is at rest with
potential temperature θ0 (z), density ρ0 (z), pressure p0 (z), and bouyancy frequency
N , deﬁned as
g ∂θ0
N2 =
.
θ00 ∂z
The nonlinear model equation for potential temperature perturbation is derived by
perturbing potential temperature in the thermodynamic equation (2.1)
∂θ′
∂θ′
∂θ′
∂θ0 ∂θ′
+u
+v
+w
+
∂t
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂z

!

= (QLH + Q)

θ0
,
T

(2.3)

where w is vertical wind velocity, QLH is mid-level warming rate due to latent heat
release, whereas Q represents warming rate due to diabatic forcings (both variables
have units K s−1 ). The horizontally and temporally varying vertical wind (with
tildes dropped) is expressed from the continuity equation for the incompressible
atmosphere using ansatz (2.2)
H

∂u ∂v
+
∂x ∂y

!

+ w = 0.

(2.4)

The ﬁnal model thermodynamic equation (with primes, tildes and index for horizontal wind all dropped) is obtained by assuming θ0 /T ≈ 1, noticing that ∂θ′ /∂z = 0
at HM (Figure 2.1) in (2.3) and combining that with (2.4):
∂θ
θ00 N 2 H
+ (v · ∇)θ −
(∇ · v) = QLH + Q − ǫθ θ.
∂t
g

(2.5)

Newtonian cooling term −ǫθ θ is added on the right-hand side to drive the potential
temperature perturbation towards zero, with the relaxation time scale τ = 1/ǫθ of
about 2 months.
The prognostic equations for zonal wind u and meridional wind v are derived
from the Euler equations of motion (1.2). First, to express the pressure gradient
term, the pressure perturbation due to deep heating needs to be related to potential
temperature perturbation. The derivation follows from the thermodynamic equation
for dry adiabatic processes
cp

dθ
dp
dρ
= cv − cp
.
θ
p
ρ

(2.6)

and the vertical primitive equation in the absence of turbulent mixing, diﬀusion and
friction processes
dw
1 ∂p
=−
− g ≈ 0.
(2.7)
dt
ρ ∂z
Its right-hand side, the hydrostatic term, is almost zero in the mean state of any
spatially large part of the atmosphere, meaning that the mean vertical acceleration
is negligible, the vertical velocity constant and most probably zero. Even though
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important perturbations from this mean state exist in the tropical deep convection
areas and midlatitude thermal cyclones, it is assumed that the atmosphere is hydrostatically balanced. Then, (2.6) and (2.7) are approached by the perturbation
method, dividing the ﬁelds p, ρ, θ into temporally and horizontally averaged mean
state and the local deviation from the mean state as
η(x, y, z, t) = η0 (z) + η ′ (x, y, z, t),
where η denotes each of above mentioned ﬁelds. From (2.6), one obtains
p′
ρ′
θ′
= γ −1 − ,
ρ0
p0 θ0
where γ = cp /cv . The equation relates perturbation values p′ , ρ′ and θ′ , which
represent the diﬀerences between the lifted air parcel’s and environment’s properties.
However, the pressure perturbations vanish almost immediately by the excitation of
sound waves and the parcel pressure attains the environment’s pressure, therefore
p′ = 0 and ﬁnally
ρ′
θ′
≈−
(2.8)
ρ0
θ0
Applying the perturbation method to (2.7) gives the relation of pressure and potential temperature perturbations through hydrostatics, i.e. ∂p′ /∂z + ρ′ g = 0. Combining this with (2.8) gives
θ′
∂ (p′ /ρ0 )
=g .
(2.9)
∂z
θ0
Taking into account Gill’s vertical structure ansatz (2.2), the ﬁnal relationship becomes
ρ00 gH ′
θ.
(2.10)
p′ = −
θ00
This expression relates pressure perturbation and potential temperature perturbation amplitudes. For pressure perturbation at z = 0 and potential temperature
perturbation at z = πH/2, the same expression (2.10) holds, while the sign is reversed for pressure perturbation at z = πH. Thus, a warm midtroposphere anomaly
due to latent heat release results in δpB < 0 and δpT > 0.
Considering relation (2.10), the model equations of motion take the following
form
∂u
gH ∂θ
+ (v · ∇)u − f v =
− ǫu u,
(2.11)
∂t
θ00 ∂x
∂v
gH ∂θ
+ (v · ∇)v + f u =
− ǫv v.
∂t
θ00 ∂y

(2.12)

Frictional processes for momentum are parametrized by ǫ terms with the Rayleighwind friction relaxation time scale 1/ǫu , 1/ǫv equal 2 months. The Coriolis parameter
f is replaced by the equatorial β-plane approximation: f = βy, where β = ∂f /∂y =
2Ω/Re = 2.28 · 10−11 m−1 s−1 , and Re is the radius of Earth.
Gill’s model describes the basic dynamical features of the tropical atmosphere.
The system of Equations (2.5, 2.11 and 2.12) describes a variety of equatorial waves
with a spectrum of wavelengths, i.e. equatorial Rossby and inertio-gravity waves as
well as the two special tropical wave motions, the Kelvin and mixed Rossby-gravity
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waves. A. Gill later added to his basic model also the moisture equation (Gill,
1982c), but the description of moist processes in MAD model does not follow Gill
strictly, so it deserves own section.

2.2.2

Comparing Gill’s model and standard SWEs

The described equations for dynamics resemble classical SWEs on a rotating sphere.
The main diﬀerence is that in Gill’s model, the thermodynamic equation describes
the potential temperature ﬂuctuations θ at midtroposphere level (θ-system), while
the continuity equation in shallow water model describes the variations of the ﬂuid
depth h at some constant (or free) pressure surface (h-system).
The classical SWEs are derived from the primitive equations by assuming that
the atmosphere is a shallow layer of homogeneous density with vertical dimensions
negligible to horizontal dimensions. Thus, it is also reasonable to assume that the
atmosphere is hydrostatic. Depth-integration of continuity equation (1.3) results in
∂h
+ ∇ · (v h) = 0,
∂t

(2.13)

while the Euler equations (1.2) transform into
∂u
∂h
+ (v · ∇)u − f v = −g ,
∂t
∂x

(2.14)

∂v
∂h
+ (v · ∇)v + f u = −g .
∂t
∂y

(2.15)

In the θ-system, the dispersion relationships for the equatorial waves √
are the
same as in the standard SWEs, only the gravity wave phase speed c = gH is
replaced by c = N H.
Despite mentioned similarities, the θ-system is much more convenient than hsystem when describing moist processes. It oﬀers physically realistic description of
moisture feedback on dynamics via latent heat release. In the case of h-system, the
latent heating due to condensation can be described heuristically, by lowering the
ﬂuid depth in proportion to heating.

2.3

MAD model

Moist Atmosphere Dynamics (MAD) model is based on Gill’s model. The model
dynamic equations (2.5, 2.11, 2.12) are described in Subsection 2.2.1. The model dynamics are based on the SWEs, which describe both balanced (vorticity dominated)
dynamics and mainly divergent gravity-wave dynamics as well as their interactions.
The MAD model also simulates the moist atmospheric processes, i.e. nonlinear
moisture advection, precipitation, evaporation and the impact of released latent heat
on circulation. MAD is further extended by the prognostic equation for the total
aerosol mass mixing ratio with simple parametrizations of dry and wet deposition.
The wet scavenging process heavily inﬂuences the aerosol spatial distribution (Rasch
et al., 2000) as it is the dominant sink of aerosols in the atmosphere.
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2.3.1

Moist processes

MAD model assumes exponential vertical proﬁle of moisture (hereinafter, “moisture”
denotes speciﬁc humidity) between z = 0 and z = (πH)/2, which agrees well with
the observed structure (Holloway and Neelin, 2009). In analogy with (2.2), the
speciﬁc humidity distribution can be expressed as
q = q̃(x, y, t) exp [−(z − zq )/H)],

(2.16)

where q̃ is the horizontal and temporal variation of the column mean speciﬁc humidity in units kg of water vapour per kg air and zq the vertical level of the mean
humidity, thus q = q̃(x, y, t) at z = zq . The moisture ﬂux error introduced by ignoring the vertical proﬁle of winds and speciﬁc humidity and instead approximating
the ﬂux as a product of bottom level winds and column mean speciﬁc humidity is
less than 15%. The prognostic equation for the conservation of moisture (with tildes
dropped) simulates the temporal evolution of speciﬁc humidity horizontal distribution at vertical level z = zq , i.e. the distribution of column-mean speciﬁc humidity:
∂q
+ ∇ · (vq) = E − C.
∂t

(2.17)

The notations E and C represent the rate of evaporation and condensation. Condensation occurs in the model when the air is saturated and there is a convergence
of moisture. Condensation rate can be expressed as

−∇ · (vq)

C=
0

if q ≥ qs
otherwise,

(2.18)

where qs is saturation speciﬁc humidity, which is also assumed exponentially distributed in the vertical. Condensation leads to the release of the latent heat QLH
at the midtroposheric level
Lc C
QLH =
,
(2.19)
cp 2
where Lc is the latent heat of condensation. As latent heating is assumed to attain
half-sinusoidal proﬁle, a factor 2 is included to relate the total column condensed
moisture and total column released latent heat.
All condensed moisture is precipitated immediately. The precipitation rate (in
units mm s−1 ) at some level z is the integral of the condensed water above that
level.
Z H
ρ0 (z ′ )
P (z) = C(x, y, t)
exp [−(z ′ − zq )/H)] dz ′ ,
(2.20)
ρw
z
where ρw is precipitable water density and ρ0 (z ′ ) vertical proﬁle of dry air density.
The expression 2.20 can be simpliﬁed signiﬁcantly for the precipitation rate at level
z = zq and by taking ρ0 (z) ≈ ρ00 :
P = P (zq ) ≈ C(x, y, t)
where α(zq ) = 1 − exp(zq /H − 1).
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H α(zq ),
ρw

(2.21)
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The system of prognostic equations (2.5, 2.11, 2.12, 2.17) includes a positive
feedback process. If condensation occurs due to large-scale convergence in the atmosphere near saturation, heating is added, initiating even more convergence and
thus even more heating, as depicted in Davey and Gill (1987). Rayleigh friction,
Newtonian cooling and inﬂux of surrounding drier air all partly suppress this process. Here, saturated speciﬁc humidity is described as a function of temperature in
order to additionally damp the positive feedback. Thus,
qs (T ) =

es (T ) Rd
,
p q Rv

(2.22)

where es (T ) is estimated from Clausius-Clapeyron equation and Rd and Rv are
speciﬁc gas constants for dry air and water vapour, respectively. Pressure pq = p(zq )
is chosen constant as the pressure perturbations are negligible for this purpose.
Temperature Tq = T (zq ) is estimated from θq = θ(zq ) = θq0 + θq′ using Poisson
equation
Tq = θq

pq
p0

! Rd
cp

= θq0

"



zq
θ′
sin
1+
θ00
H

#

pq
p0

! Rd
cp

,

(2.23)

where θ′ is the potential temperature perturbation, a prognostic variable.
Mean potential
temperature
at zq is linearly extrapolated as θ0 (zq ) = θ00 −


π
(∂θ0 /∂z) 2 H − zq .
Related to the mentioned dispersion relationships in the previous subsection,
the presence of humidity does not alter the gravity wave phase speed directly. It is
condensation heating that reduces restoring bouyant forces in the moist zones, decreasing the amplitude of the waves and slowing them down, as shown analytically
by Gill (1982b) using a linearized 1D SWM. The fundamental moisture-dynamical
coupling occurs in relation to the released latent heating. Until the saturation is
reached, presence of midtropospheric heating will lead to lower-level convergence
towards the heated region and vertical motions in the midtroposphere. The convergence leads to saturation, condensation, and release of latent heat which additionally
intensiﬁes convergence in the lower level.

2.3.2

Aerosol mass continuity equation

Similar to moisture, the aerosols are assumed concentrated in the lower troposphere.
This resembles the vertical distribution of the aerosols in the atmosphere. Aerosol
distribution is governed by internal and external processes, brieﬂy described in Section 1.1.1. Since this study is performed in an idealized framework and focuses on
kinematic aspects of aerosol assimilation, only the dominant external aerosol processes are described and included in prognostic equation. These processes involve
advection, dry deposition (gravitational sedimentation) and below-cloud wet deposition (particle scavenging by precipitation) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Colbeck and
Lazaridis, 2014). In-cloud wet deposition is not parametrized as MAD model does
not simulate clouds (liquid water). For simplicity, diﬀerent aerosol species are not
distinguished by their origin (e.g. dust, sea-salt, etc.) or their size. Bin representation of the aerosol mass-size distribution function, often utilized in operational
framework (Morcrette et al., 2009), is here not applied. Instead, the whole aerosol
size spectrum is described by a single variable, the total aerosol mass mixing ratio.
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However, aerosol physical and chemical processes aﬀect distinct parts of the size
spectrum diﬀerently. For example, the value of the below-cloud scavenging rate for
the same precipitation rate can vary even four orders of magnitude in diﬀerent parts
of the aerosol size spectrum (Croft et al., 2009). Furthermore, it can vary up to two
orders of magnitude within any aerosol size mode (nucleation, Aitken, accumulation
and coarse). Nonetheless, simpliﬁed integral mass-size representation of aerosol in
MAD model can be justiﬁed by the fact that the aim is only to better understand
aerosol-moisture-wind coupling and their mutual dynamical feedbacks in the 4DVar data assimilation and to address potential dynamical pitfalls of wind extraction
from aerosols. That means we are interested in their couplings on the time scales
from 12 to 48 hours.
The aerosol dynamics is described by the Eulerian advection equation with simplest possible parametrization of dry deposition and below-cloud wet deposition.
The prognostic equation for the total aerosol mass mixing ratio is written as
∂c
+ ∇ · (vc) = −Kw c P − Kd c + S + − S − ,
∂t

(2.24)

where Kw is the below-cloud wet deposition constant (wet deposition from here
on) and P precipitation rate (thus scavenging rate is Λ = Kw P ), Kd is the dry
deposition coeﬃcient (a proxy for aerosol deposition velocity), S + represents the
source term (e.g. due to aerosol mixing ratio forcing from the bottom boundary),
while S − represents additional sink term. All mentioned coeﬃcients are empirically
determined. Thus, if the ﬂuid is motionless and the precipitation rate constant, the
aerosol mixing ratio decays exponentially with time.

2.4

MAD model numerics

MAD model is formulated for a limited area on the sphere but it includes also
options for the f -plane and β-plane . For the experiments in this thesis, a tropical
channel domain is utilized, with zonal periodic boundary conditions and Dirichlet
boundary conditions at the northern and southern domain boundary.
Prognostic partial diﬀerential equations (PDEs) (2.5, 2.11, 2.12, 2.17 and 2.24)
are solved numerically using a spectral method. The spectral representation of the
ﬁelds in a limited area domain with time-dependent lateral boundary conditions
requires the extension zone, in order to ensure periodicity (Haugen and Machenhauer, 1993). A transformation between the physical and spectral space is done
with discrete 2D Fourier transform
"

y −1
x −1 NX
kx
ly
1 NX
g(x, y) exp −2πi
+
ĝkl = F (g(x, y)) =
Nx Ny i=0 j=0
Nx Ny

!#

(2.25)

and the other way with the inverse discrete 2D Fourier transform
g(x, y) = F

−1

Nk
X

Nl
X

"

kx
ly
(ĝkl ) =
ĝkl exp 2πi
+
Nx Ny
k=−Nk l=−Nl

!#

,

(2.26)

where Nx and Ny are the numbers of zonal and meridional grid points, k and l are
zonal and meridional wave numbers, while Nk and Nl are the numbers of Fourier
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waves in each directions. The maximal meridional wave number Nl in the series
(2.25 and 2.26) is dependent on zonal wave number k to satisfy the elliptic truncation
criterion
!2
!2
k
l
+
≤ 1.
(2.27)
Nk
Nl
The elliptic truncation is applied to achieve homogeneous and isotropic spectral
representation over the whole domain. Quadratic grid is used to avoid aliasing in
the nonlinear advective terms, thus the shortest wavelength is represented by 3 grid
points, i.e. Nx = 3(Nk + 1).
Each time step of the numerical solution of the system of PDEs thus consists of
the following substeps:
1. g −→ ĝ = F (g)
2.

∂g
∂x

= F −1 (ik ĝ) ,

∂g
∂y

3.

∂g
∂t

∂g ∂g
= f g, ∂x
, ∂y , . . . −→



4. ĝn+1 = ĝn−1 + 2∆t

= F −1 (il ĝ)




c
∂g
∂t



c
∂g
∂t

=F



∂g
∂t



n

5. Relaxation towards lateral boundary conditions.
6. 4th order implicit horizontal numerical diﬀusion.
7. Asselin ﬁltering: g̃ˆn = ĝn + p (ĝn−1 − 2ĝn + ĝn+1 )
In the ﬁrst step, the prognostic grid-point ﬁelds θ, u, v, q and c (in further explanation, g = [gij ]i=1,...,Nx ; j=1,...,Ny denotes each grid point ﬁeld) are represented
as truncated Fourier wave series ĝ = [ĝkl ]k=−Nk ,...,Nk ; l=−Nl ,...,Nl . Then, the spatial
derivatives are computed in spectral space (by multiplying each spectral component
gkl by either ik for ∂/∂x or il for ∂/∂y) and transformed to physical grid-point space
(step 2). In step 3, grid-point temporal tendencies of prognostic variables (∂g/∂t)
and transformed back to spectral space. The leapfrog time-stepping is done in step
4.
The relaxation of time-dependent ﬁelds towards time-dependent boundary ﬁelds
is performed using the space-dependent relaxation function
α(x, y) = 1 − tanh (r(x, y)/2),

(2.28)

where r(x, y) is the distance from the grid point (x, y) to the boundary of the inner
integration area, normalized by the width of the relaxation zone (step 5).
The fourth-order implicit spectral numerical diﬀusion is applied to the spectral
coeﬃcients to prevent an accumulation of energy at the smallest resolved scales
(3∆x) during the temporal integration (step 6). The equation to be solved with the
implicit Euler method is
∂ĝkl
+ Kkl ĝkl = 0,
(2.29)
∂t
where

!2
!2 2
2πk
2πl
 .
Kkl = K 
+
(2.30)
Nx m x
Ny m y
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Kkl denotes the diﬀusion constant for wavenumber (k, l) and mx , my are constant
average map factors (metric coeﬃcients). Accumulation of energy occurs because
the nonlinear interaction of two ﬁnitely truncated ﬁelds can only generate an equally
truncated ﬁeld, even though naturally those interactions can generate twice shorter
waves. However, the natural dissipation of energy occurs only at sub-millimeter
scales, which is several orders of magnitude smaller than the resolution of NWP
models. Lastly, the Asselin time ﬁltering is performed at step 7 to damp the computational mode arising due to leap-frog time scheme. The described numerical
procedure is similar to the approach applied in the NWP models ALADIN and
HIRLAM (e.g. Gustafsson, 1998) and its further details are available in previous
studies with dry dynamics (Žagar et al., 2004a, 2008).
A weakness of the spectral method with the ﬁnite truncation is that it can produce negative values for quantities which are physically positive deﬁnite, such as
speciﬁc humidity q and aerosol mixing ratio c. The so-called Gibbs oscillations can
pose a problem for humidity also at the other hand, i.e. numerics can produce
supersaturated humidity values and triggers “numerical rain”. Sharp gradients and
discontinuities associated with precipitation and latent heat release can occur during
the simulation. However, those were found to be of less importance in the experiments. The treatment of moist processes in physical space involves the following
steps:
1. At the end of time step n:
• compute grid point speciﬁc humidity tendencies ∂q/∂t.

• If tendency is positive (∂q/∂t > 0) and atmosphere already locally saturated (q ≥ qs ), then: condensation rate C = ∂q/∂t, set ∂q/∂t = 0,
speciﬁc humidity retains saturated value q = qs , else: C = 0.
2. At the beginning of time step n + 1:
• diagnose saturated speciﬁc humidity qs (T (θ)),

• relax the extra moisture (if q > qs ) obtained from time integration and
add it to condensation from the previous time step: C = C + (q − qs )/∆t.
Set q = qs ,
• compute latent heating rate QLH = (Lc /cp )(C/2) and add it to potential
temperature tendency ∂θ/∂t.

2.5

MAD model setup

MAD model settings resemble the real state of the tropical troposphere as closely as
possible by a simpliﬁed model. The choice of characteristic depth H = 4.5 km implies
that the tropopause height HT is about πH ≈ 14.1 km above the bottom level HB at
around 1 km (≈ 900 hPa) (Table 2.1). The elevation of the tropopause is thus around
15 km, which slightly underestimates the tropical tropopause height. Tropospheric
mid-level HM , where condensation heating is strongest, is thus at HB + πH/2 ≈ 8
km, or roughly 400 hPa. Typical (background) potential temperature there is θ00 =
333 K and the lapse rate dθ0 /dz = 4 K km−1 .
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Table 2.1: MAD model physical parameters.

Bottom-level elevation

HB

Bottom-level dry air density

ρ00

1 kg m−3

H

4.5 km

HT = HB + πH

≈ 15 km

Characteristic depth
Tropopause height
Tropospheric mid-level

≈ 1 km

HM = HB + πH/2

Lapse rate

dθ0 /dz

4 K km−1

θ00

333 K

N

0.011 s−1

c = NH

49 m s−1

c/(2β)

1000 km

T = Re /c

6 hours

ǫu , ǫv

5 · 10−6 s−1

Mid-level potential temperature
Bouyancy frequency
Horizontal phase speed
Deformation radius

Re =

Time scale

≈ 7 km

q

Rayleigh friction parameters
Newtonian cooling parameter

ǫθ

5 · 10−6 s−1

Latent heating rate

Lc

2.5 MJ kg−1

Speciﬁc heat of dry air at constant pressure

cp

1004 J kg−1 K−1

Speciﬁc gas constant of dry air

Rd

287 J kg−1 K−1

Speciﬁc gas constant of water vapour

Rv

461.5 J kg−1 K−1

zq = 0.46 H

2070 m

θq0

313 K

Column-mean-humidity altitude (above HB )
Column-mean-humidity potential temperature
Column-mean-humidity pressure level

pq

700 hPa

 Rd

≈ 0.37

qs

≈ 10 g kg−1

Below-cloud wet deposition constant

Kw

1 mm−1

Dry deposition coeﬃcient

Kd

(turned oﬀ) 0 s−1

θq0
θ00

γ = δTq /δθ
Precipitation coeﬃcient at zq

sin



zq
H



pq
p0

cp

1 − exp(zq /H − 1)

Saturation speciﬁc humidity

0.42

Based on the typical values of the parameters of tropical atmosphere (Table 2.1),
bouyancy frequency is N ≈ 0.01 s−1 and gravity wave phase speed c is around
50 m s−1 . Another important consequence of the bouyancy frequency value N is
the meridional trapping scale for the circulation, i.e. the meridional distance at
which the amplitude of the equatorial waves q
decays. The distance is described by the
equatorial Rossby deformation radius, Le = N H/β, which is around 1000 km. The
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associated time scale is T = Le /c ≈ 6 hours. Therefore, the choice of reduced static
stability increases the equatorial trapping and changes characteristics of propagating
waves.
Speciﬁc humidity is assumed to be exponentially distributed between bottom
level and midtropospheric level as depicted by (2.16). Level of mean-column speciﬁc
humidity is thus zq = 0.46 H = 2070 m above the bottom-level or at an elevation
around HB + zq = 3070 m, roughly corresponding to pressure pq = 700 hPa. Due to
exponential vertical proﬁle of moisture (and thus condensation rate), the precipitation rate at z = zq is merely α = 0.42 of that at the bottom-level. Mean saturation
speciﬁc humidity at zq is estimated using Equations (2.22 and 2.23) and is around
10 g kg−1 , resembling well the real saturation humidity values at tropical 700 hPa
pressure level.

Figure 2.3: Below-cloud scavenging coeﬃcient values as a function of geometric mean
aerosol radius (size) for aerosol mass-size distribution (solid lines) and aerosol particle
number-size distribution (dashed lines). Rainfall rates are shown in the legend. From
Croft et al. (2009).

The wet deposition process is the dominant aerosol removal process in the atmosphere, thus it strongly inﬂuences the global aerosol distributions (Rasch et al.,
2000). In MAD model, the wet scavenging constant Kw = 1 mm−1 was chosen
empirically by computing a simple weighted average of the aerosol size depdendent
scavenging coeﬃcients (from Croft et al., 2009) and mean mass-size distribution
following Seinfeld and Pandis (2006). If precipitation rate is 1 mm hr−1 , the wet
scavenging rate equals Λ = Kw P = 2.8 · 10−4 s−1 . The scavenging rate is thus
chosen in line with the calculated rates (Croft et al., 2009) used in ECHAM5-HAM
model, a general circulation model (Roeckner et al., 2003) coupled to the Hamburg
Aerosol Model (HAM) (Stier et al., 2005). Croft et al. (2009) reported scavenging
rate values of order 10−4 s−1 for aerosols with geometric mean radius above 0.5 µm
(Figure 2.3). These numbers were obtained by assuming the exponential MarshallPalmer raindrop distribution, log-normal distribution of each aerosol size mode and
by knowing the aerosol-droplet size-dependent collision eﬃciencies. According to
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Seinfeld and Pandis (2006), aerosols with radius larger than 0.5 µm represent almost the entire aerosol volume and thus entire aerosol mass (Figure 1.1). Thus,
the above choice of scavenging constant is also representative for the total aerosol
mixing ratio.

2.6

Forecast experiments using MAD model

In this section I present several examples of the tropical moist dynamics to demonstrate that the MAD model is an appropriate tool for studying the interactions
between aerosol, moisture and dynamics. The examples include an adjustment to
zonal and meridional wind perturbations at equator, which are used to interpret
the role of moisture in the adjustment process. The experiment with adjustment to
potential temperature perturbation (alias for discontinuous δ-shaped heating perturbation) in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) is used to discuss the impact
of equatorial β-plane on channelling of IG waves along equator. Lastly, the impact
of moisture on the aerosol via wet deposition is demonstrated.

2.6.1

Adjustment to wind perturbation at the equator

The impact of saturation on propagating wave disturbances due to wind perturbations is illustrated by comparing the adjustment process to the zonal wind perturbation in a nearly saturated atmosphere with an experiment in which the atmosphere
is saturated only eastward from the initial perturbation.
The westerly zonal wind perturbation is Gaussian-shaped with a maximal amplitude 2.5 m s−1 at the equator and λ = 180◦ and halfwidth of 7◦ in a nearly
saturated (RH = 99%) atmosphere everywhere in the domain (denoted saturated
case) or east of longitude λ = 191◦ (denoted partly saturated case). The background
is motionless with potential temperature constant across the domain and equal to
θ00 = 333 K.
Figure 2.4 presents the model response. In both saturated (Figure 2.4a-c) and
partly saturated atmosphere (Figure 2.4d-f), the wind perturbation provokes IG
waves, which are propagating zonally both eastward and westward. The dynamics
associated with the eastward travelling IG (EIG) wave are diﬀerent in the two cases.
In the saturated case, the convergence associated with the EIG wave almost immediately leads to condensation, precipitation and consequently latent heat release,
warming the travelling wave and so reducing its amplitude. By comparing the position of the trailing edge of EIG wave at equator after 12 hours (Figure 2.4c) to that
in the unsaturated (not shown) or partly saturated atmosphere (Figure 2.4f), it can
be observed that convection and associated latent heat release slow down the equatorial waves, reducing their phase speed, similar to the observed convectively-coupled
equatorial waves in the real atmosphere (Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999). Furthermore,
the convergent EIG wave with negative temperature perturbation is heated due to
condensation and thus its amplitude is decreased. In the case of an easterly zonal
wind perturbation, the convergent wave with negative temperature perturbation is
WIG wave. Thus, it is WIG wave that is damped in case of condensation heating.
In the partly saturated case (Figure 2.4d-f), the EIG wave with convergent dynamics is already meridionally elongated before it reaches the saturation area after 6
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Figure 2.4: Adjustment to the zonal wind perturbation at the equator with amplitude
2.5 m s−1 in the atmosphere which is (a-c) everywhere near saturation (RH = 99%) and
(d-e) near saturation only in the region east of λ = 195◦ at (a, d) 3 hours, (b, e) 6 hours,
(c, f) 12 hours. Blue and red isolines denote negative and positive potential temperature
perturbations with temperature spacing 0.05 K. Black isolines denote windspeed, spacing
is 0.5 m s−1 . Three-hour cumulative precipitation (mm) is shown by rainbow colours.













Figure 2.5: Same as Figure 2.4, but for adjustment to meridional wind perturbation in
a nearly saturated atmosphere.

hours. As the wave travels eastward, the related convergence maintains the condensation and a narrow precipitation front at the leading edge of the wave, similar to
Pauluis et al. (2008). The released latent heat eventually damps the EIG wave amplitude (not shown). As a result, the associated convergence is too weak to trigger
condensation.
Despite the differences in the IG wave dynamics between the saturated and partly
saturated case, the final balanced state (consisting predominantly of n = 1 Rossby
wave) in the region of initial perturbation is almost the same in case of saturated
atmosphere, partly saturated atmosphere and unsaturated atmosphere (not shown),
with the amplitude of the balanced zonal wind perturbation differing by less than
10%.
Lastly, an example of the meridional wind perturbation in a nearly saturated
environment (RH = 99%) is shown in Figure 2.5, with the rest of the settings the
same as before. The Coriolis effect steers the flow to the right and also directs the
gravity waves towards east. After 12 hours (Figure 2.5c), the remaining perturbation
projects mainly on the eastward (n = 0) MRG wave.
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2.6.2

Moist adjustment to temperature perturbation in
ITCZ

Figure 2.6 presents the model response to a Gaussian temperature perturbation
centred at 8◦ N with amplitude of 1 K and halfwidths of 5◦ and 1.5◦ in the zonal
and meridional direction, respectively. This experiment is also shown in the article
by Zaplotnik et al. (2018). The response in the unsaturated case (Figure 2.6ac) substantially diﬀers from the nearly saturated case deﬁned by RH = 99% in
the initial state (Figure 2.6d-h). In the unsaturated case, the perturbation excites
IG waves which eﬀectively disperse potential energy on the advective time scale
(Figure 2.6c). After 6 hours (Figure 2.6b), there is a negligible cyclonic circulation
(wind speed less than 0.1 m s−1 ) in the region of the initial perturbation.
In the saturated case, the positive temperature perturbation induces convergence
in the lower layer towards the perturbed area. The converging winds advect moisture and lead to saturation and precipitation in the perturbed region (Figure 2.6d).
The released latent heat is warming the midtropospheric level (i.e. increasing temperature) and thus triggers further convergence, generating the positive feedback
loop. For the selected parameters of the model, the process continues for about 6
hours. After 6 hours, cyclonic circulation (speeds around 2 m s−1 ) begins to establish whereas the precipitation continues (Figure 2.6e). The positive feedback
loop is subsequently broken when the increasing saturation value due to heating
increases faster than the moisture inﬂow (after 9 hours, not shown). The remaining
low-level heating perturbation then starts moving westwards (compare the perturbation centers at initial time in Figure 2.6d and after 36 hours in Figure 2.6h). The
perturbation projects mainly on the equatorial (n = 1) Rossby wave. Thus, the
teleconnected part of the original perturbation is seen developing south of equator
at the same longitude.
The gravity wave front is much wider and has a larger (temperature and wind)
amplitude in the saturated case as the latent heat increases temperature perturbation. At ﬁrst, the amplitude of the front decays approximately inversely with the
distance from the perturbation (the statement would be exact in the case of f -plane
approximation), as the waves disperse on the horizontal plane. The wave dispersion
process is relatively slow as no signiﬁcant diﬀusion and low friction have been applied in the experiment. Note also that the gravity wave front is steeper (has larger
temperature gradient) and has larger temperature amplitude on the meridional than
on the zonal side of the front in Figures 2.6a,d because the initial perturbation is
steeper in the meridional direction.
After 12 hours, a lack of the zonal symmetry is the most signiﬁcant feature of the
wave solution (Figure 2.6c,f). The maximal wave amplitude is found at the equator
to the east of the initial perturbation, and it is a result of the positive interference
of the gravity wave with eastward travelling Kelvin wave, the ﬁrst wave emerging
behind the initial gravity wave front in the tropics. This asymmetry is absent in the
f -plane experiment with f = 10−5 s−1 as the Kelvin wave is not an eigensolution in
this case (ﬁgures not shown).
As the gravity waves reach the equator (Figure 2.6f), the equatorial channelling
eﬀect begins to act, directing the wave movement along the equator (shown in
Figure 2.6g,h at 24 and 36 hours, respectively). Now, the front decay is no more
inversely proportional to the distance from perturbation origin. Theoretically, in the
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Figure 2.6: Adjustment to the potential temperature perturbation in (a-c) unsaturated
atmosphere, (d-h) saturated atmosphere at (a,d) 3 hours, (b,e) 6 hours, (c,f) 12 hours,
(g) 24 hours and (h) 36 hours. Blue-red colours denote negative and positive potential
temperature perturbations with spacing 0.05 K. Three-hour cumulative precipitation (mm)
is shown by the rainbow colours.

absence of humidity and significant friction or diffusion, the equatorially trapped
waves would persist infinetely. However, due to applied friction, the front amplitude
slowly diminishes. Presented numerical result is in line with the 3D analytical
study by Peagle (1978), who demonstrated that tropical latent heating events with
precipitation rates of a few centimeters per day can produce long lasting gravity
waves with cross-isobaric flow of order of 1 m s−1 outward to beyond 2000 km.

2.6.3

Aerosol-moisture-wind coupling

The impact of moisture on the aerosol via wet deposition is demonstrated by an
example of inhomogeneous humidity and aerosol fields subject to advection by a
meandering low-level tropical easterly jet with speeds up to 20 m s−1 . The 48-hour
evolution of aerosol mixing ratio, specific humidity and wind fields is presented in
Figure 2.7.
In the presented domain, the aerosol mixing ratio varies several orders of magnitude, from 0 to 22 µg kg−1 , and the horizontal mixing ratio gradients are strong.
On the other hand, specific humidity field is more homogeneous than aerosol field,
with values ranging between 6 and 10.5 g kg−1 . The meandering easterly winds
lead to the development of barotropic eddies. Precipitation occurs in case of flow
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convergence in saturated areas. That can be a consequence of large-scale convergent
dynamics (such as in Figure 2.7g at around λ = 210◦ , φ = -5◦ ) or a result of lower
level inﬂow initiated by some heating source (such as in Figure 2.7g at around λ =
187◦ , φ = -5◦ ). In the areas of precipitation, aerosol mixing ratio decreases exponentially due to wet deposition, with the e-folding time equal 1/(Kw P ). Notice in
Figure 2.7b-d the white areas of low aerosol mixing ratio at λ = 187◦ at equator, at
λ = 210◦ , φ = -10◦ and at λ = 220◦ , φ = 13◦ .
The experiment also illustrates a general property of the aerosol spatial distribution in the atmosphere: on the shorter time scales (up to 12-hours), the distribution
is mostly aﬀected by the fast but short-lasting wet deposition process, while on
the longer time scales (between 24 and 48 hours), the main mechanism altering
the distribution is wind advection. This is expected, as for typical values of wind
(U ∼ 10 m s−1 ), precipitation (P ∼1 mm hr−1 ), aerosol mixing ratio (c ∼ 1 µg kg−1 )
and its gradient (∇c ∼1 µg kg−1 /100 km), the magnitude of wet deposition term
in (2.24) is one order of magnitude larger than the advection term. The wet scavenging rate magnitude is cΛ = cKw P ≈ 10−4 µg kg−1 s−1 , while the advection part
magnitude is |∇(vc)| ≈ 10−5 µg kg−1 s−1 . In a very similar way as the physical and
advective processes alter the tracer distribution, they also aﬀect the forecast errors:
on the 24-48 hour time scale, the forecast error can be mostly ascribed to transport
processes, while on the shorter time scale, its main source are uncertainties in the
description of the aerosol physical processes (Benedetti and Fisher, 2007).
This experiment illustrates that the aerosol prognostic equation of the MAD
forecast model describes the temporal and spatial horizontal distribution of the total
aerosol mass mixing ratio with an adequate degree of realism needed for idealized
experiments.
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Figure 2.7: 48-hour simulation of the aerosol mixing ratio (a-e), specific humidity field
(f-j), wind field (all) and 12-hour cumulative precipitation (mm), denoted by rainbow
colours; (a,f) at initial time, (b,g) at 12, (c,h) 24, (d,i) 36 and (e,j) at 48 hours.
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Chapter 3
Data assimilation with MAD
model
This chapter describes the development of the variational data assimilation, the
main research tool in this thesis. Assimilation of meteorological observations can
be viewed as “a process through which all the available information is used in order
to estimate as accurately as possible the state of the atmospheric ﬂow” (Talagrand,
1997).
First, the basics of the variational data assimilation (VAR) are presented. Then,
the 4D-Var data assimilation (Lewis and Derber, 1985; Dimet and Talagrand, 1986),
the main method for this research, is described. Finally, I describe the new 4D-Var
with moisture and aerosol assimilation. The variational assimilation problem in
this study is formulated using the incremental approach of Courtier et al. (1994).
The assimilation system including the moist non-linear forecast model (NLM) with
aerosols and its tangent linear model (TLM) and adjoint model (ADM) constitutes
our Moist Atmosphere Dynamics Data Assimilation Model (MADDAM).

3.1

Variational data assimilation

Variational data assimilation (Var) is nowadays a method of choice for forecast initialization in most operational NWP systems including IFS of ECMWF and GFS,
jointly operated by National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The main reason for
its wide adoption is that it can seamlessly assimilate both direct observations of
prognostic meteorological ﬁelds such as winds, temperature, humidity, as well as
indirect observations from satellites, e.g. radiances, atmospheric optical depth measurements, etc.
As already mentioned in the introductory chapter, the optimal estimate of the
model-equivalent state of the atmosphere is obtained by combining a priori (background, ﬁrst guess) state, usually derived from previous short-range forecast, and observations in a statistically optimal way. This model state is termed the analysis and
serves as an initial condition for the model simulation (forecast). The background
information is provided on regular model grid (also termed model space), while the
observations (they form observation space) are distributed inhomogeneously in space
and time and may even not represent prognostic meteorological ﬁelds. Both background and observations have errors, thus also the analysis has some error. These
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errors can be described as the departures from the unknown true values:
εb = xb − xt
εo = y − H(xt )
εa = xa − xt ,

(3.1)

where xb is a background (previous forecast) state vector of analyzed meteorological
ﬁelds, xt is the truth, xa is an analysis and y is an observation vector. Nonlinear observation operator H produces observation equivalents of xt by transforming
the model ﬁelds to observation equivalent quantities and interpolating them to observation space. Vectors εb , εo and εa are background, observation and analysis
error.

3.1.1

VAR solution based on the statistical estimation theory

VAR produces the analysis based on the statistical estimation theory, which weighs
the inﬂuence of background and observational information according to their respective error charcteristics. As none of the input information is known exactly, the
analysis problem must be treated probabilistically. The background and observations can be thought of as multivariate probability distributions, with both states
distributed around some unknown state x. Taking into account a common (but not
always justiﬁed) simplifying assumptions that the background and observation errors are unbiased (have zero mean) and are Gaussianly distributed, their probability
distributions can be expressed as




1
Pb (εb ) = Pb (xb − x) ∝ exp − (xb − x)T B−1 (xb − x) ,
2

1
Po (εo ) = Po (y − H(x)) ∝ exp − (y − H(x))T R−1 (y − H(x)) ,
2

(3.2)

where B and R are the background and observation error covariance matrices
D

E

D

E

B = (εb − hεb i) (εb − hεb i)T = εb εTb ,
D

E

D

(3.3)

E

R = (εo − hεo i) (εo − hεo i)T = εo εTo .

The diagonal matrix elements represent error variances, while oﬀ-diagonal represent
error covariances, i.e. normalized error correlations. Brackets denote mathematical
expectation.
The analysis state is the most likely state of the atmosphere, given the two
(assumed) independent informations. Since the background and new observations
are independent and their errors are mutually uncorrelated, their joint probability
is the product of the two Gaussian probabilities (3.2). The most likely state x of
the atmosphere, the analysis xa , is then the mode of the joint probabilitiy, i.e. it
maximizes the joint probability (Kalnay, 2003):




1
1
Pa (x) ∝ exp − (xb − x)T B−1 (xb − x) − (y − H(x))T R−1 (y − H(x))
2
2
← xa = argmax (Pa (x)) .
x
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Maximizing Pa (x) is the equivalent of minimizing a variational (3D-Var) cost functional J(x) = − ln Pa (x), thus
J(x) = Jb + Jo
1
1
= (xb − x)T B−1 (xb − x) + (y − H(x))T Rk−1 (y − H(x)) .
2
2

(3.5)

Here, terms Jb and Jo correspond to the background and the observation terms,
respectively. The cost functional (3.5) is minimized, when its gradient is zero. The
analysis is thus the solution of ∇x J(xa ) = 0 and can be written as
xa = xb + δxa = xb + Kd.

(3.6)

An analysis increment δxa = Kd is a correction to the background and
d = y − H(xb ) is the departure of observations from observation equivalent of background, also called innovation. Gain (or weight) matrix
K = (B−1 + HT R−1 H)−1 HT R−1
= BHT (HBHT + R)−1

(3.7)

weighs the innovation according to the known background and observation error
covariances. Here, H is the linearized observation operator, obtained by linearizing
H around xb , such that H(x) ≈ H(xb ) + H(x − xb ). Despite (3.6) being the
formal solution of the variational analysis problem (3.5), due to the prohibitively
large dimension of the atmopsheric state vector x and thus the background error
covariance matrix B, the gain matrix (3.7) is rather computed by the numerical
minimization of (3.5) using conjugate gradient or quasi-Newton methods. Both
methods require the computation of the gradient of cost functional (3.5) to eﬃciently
iteratively search its minimum in the multidimensional phase space.
Nowadays, an operational NWP model state vector consists of n ∼ 109 elements, while the observation vector of ∼ 106 elements. Thus, the corresponding
background-error covariance matrix B (a n × n matrix) is much too large to process, so the only way to present background-error covariances is to model them.
The problem of representing R can be alleviated by assuming that errors for
seperate observations are uncorrelated (true for conventional observations but not
for certain satellite observation types, such as atmospheric motion vectors), so that
the observation covariance matrix becomes a diagonal matrix of only variances.

3.1.2

Background-error covariances

The background state is derived from short range forecast, so the background error
covariances share properties with forecast error covariances (Bannister, 2008a). The
forecast error covariances (denoted Pf ) change in time and from cycle to cycle.
Their propagation within a cycle is described by Kalman ﬁlter equations (Kalman,
1960)
Pf = MPa MT + Q,
(3.8)
where Pa is the analysis error covariance matrix, M is the tangent linear model
(TLM) and Q the model error covariance matrix. As the Kalman ﬁlter equations
are unfeasible to solve in operational NWP setting, B matrix is used as an approximation of Pf . The background-error covariance matrix is usually constructed from
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climatological forecast error statistics (in this case B is static), but can also be a
hybrid of long-term statistics and the errors of the day, i.e. the errors dependent on
the current atmospheric ﬂow properties. These can be derived from an ensemble of
simulations with slightly perturbed initial conditions.
The background-error covariance matrix has an important impact on the analysis. Its basic role is to construct three-dimensional analysis increments based on
observations (note that B is the last operator in the computation of analysis (3.6
and 3.7), i.e. to
(a) deﬁnes error variances in the a priori information,
(b) spread the observational information in space (horizontally and vertically),
(c) transfer the observational information to other variables, i.e. to impose multivariate relationships (balances) between diﬀerent variables in analysis increment.
Impact of B is deﬁned by its structure. Diagonal elements deﬁne the error variance
of the elements of the model state vector x and have role (a). Oﬀ-diagonal elements
are of two types: auto-covariances and cross-covariances. The former deﬁne the
error correlations between model state vector elements of the same variable and
have thus role (b). Error correlations are dependent on the spatial distance between
elements as well as the properties of the atmospheric ﬂow. For example, the typical
correlation lengthscale for wind is longer in the tropics than in midlatitudes, where
the wind ﬁelds is very spatially inhomogeneous and varies rapidly in time (Bonavita,
2011).
The cross-covariances describe couplings between errors of diﬀerent variables
(role (c)) and reﬂect predominant physical relationships in the atmospheric ﬂow.
For example, in the midlatitudes and at large spatial and temporal scales, there
exist a well deﬁned balance between mass (temperature) and wind ﬁelds (and thus
their error ﬁelds) known as geostrophic balance that holds lots of time. This balance
means that the wind ﬁeld can be estimated from temperature observations and vice
versa.
A common way to diagnose the role and structure of B matrix is to run a
3D-Var single observation experiment. Figure 3.1 shows the analysis increments,
δxa = xa − xb , from running such experiments, assimilating a single observation of
temperature (Figure 3.1a) and zonal wind (Figure 3.1b). The temperature observation departure was ∆θ = 2 K, and the zonal wind observation was 5 m s−1 , while the
background ﬁeld was motionless with θ-ﬁeld homogeneous at 333 K in both cases.
The background error covariance matrix has spread out the observed information,
even though the temperature (and zonal wind) are measured only at a single point,
marked by cyan circle (Figure 3.1). Furthermore, due to deﬁned cross-covariances
between potential temperature θ and wind variables v = (u, v), the observation
of θ produces a small analysis increment in wind ﬁeld and also oppositely, wind
observation produces anlalysis increment in potential temperature ﬁeld.
There are some fundamental mathematical properties of B matrix, exploited also in
the development of new Jb term for the assimilation of moisture and aerosols:
• B can be deﬁned as a product of a correlation part C (a non-diagonal matrix
of correlations between elements of x) and variance part V (a diagonal matrix
1
1
of variances of the elements of x): B = V 2 CV 2 .
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TEMPERATURE OBS., DEPARTURE +2 K

ZONAL WIND OBS., DEPARTURE +5 m/s

b)

a)

Figure 3.1: The analysis increment for (a) single temperature observation with departure
from background ∆θ = 2 K, (b) single zonal wind observation. Observation location is
denoted by cyan circle. Black contours denote wind speed with spacing 0.25 m s−1 , while
red and blue contours denote positive and negative potential temperature increments,
respectively. The zero contour is omitted. In (a) temperature spacing is 0.1 K, and in (b)
0.05 K.

• B can be written as an eigenvector decomposition: B = PΛPT . In the diagonalized matrix Λ, the diagonal elements are eigenvalues (real numbers)
and the belonging eigenvectors (columns of P) are uncorrelated and mutually
orthogonal. These eigenvectors can represent e.g. physical modes of the atmospheric circulation. It follows, that the component of the perturbation, which
projects onto eigenvectors with large variances are known less accurately and
vice versa. For example, slow Rossby-like modes that dominate the weather
have large variance and are given more weight in the result of the assimilation.
On the contrary, fast IG-like modes have small variance and thus less weight
(Bannister, 2008a).
• B matrix is square, symmetric and positive semi-deﬁnite.
These properties are useful for modeling backgroud-error covariance models and for
the construction of CVT, which is discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.

3.2
3.2.1

Four-dimensional variational data assimilation
Deﬁnition

4D-Var is an extension of the 3D-Var (3.5) which allows to handle observations
distributed in time. It seeks an initial condition solution that is an optimal combination of background (previous short-range forecast) and the observations within
the time period [t0 , tN ], assimilation window. Thus, the initial condition is also constrained by the model governing equations (Figure 3.2). This solution, the analysis
xa , minimizes the distance of the evolved 4D trajectory to temporally inhomogeneously distributed observations yk , measured by cost function Jo , and background
(previous forecast) state xb at the beginning of the assimilation interval, measured
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by Jb . The cost functional is therefore
J(x) =

N
1X
1
(xb − x)T B−1 (xb − x) +
(yk − Gk (x))T Rk−1 (yk − Gk (x)) , (3.9)
2
2 k=0

where B is the background error covariance matrix, Rk are covariance matrices of the
observation errors. Observation errors are mostly assumed statistically independent,
therefore R becomes diagonal matrix of error covariances (variances). The nonlinear
generalised observation operator Gk = Hk Mt0 →tk produces the model equivalent of
observations at time tk . This is achieved by integrating state x = x0 from time t0 to
time tk (denoted by a nonlinear operator Mt0 →tk ) to obtain model state xk at time
tk , i.e.
xk = Mt0 →tk (x0 ) = Mtk−1 →tk ◦ Mtk−2 →tk−1 ◦ · · · ◦ Mt1 →t2 ◦ Mt0 →t1 (x0 )
= Mtk−1 →tk (xk−1 ).

(3.10)

The model is assumed to be perfect over the assimilation window, but in reality the longer the window, the less valid is the assumption. The minimization
problem (3.9) can thus also be viewed as a minimization of functional of states,
i.e. J(x0 , x1 , ..., xN ), strongly constrained by the model xk = Mtk−1 →tk (xk−1 ), k =
1, . . . , N . Therefore, this form of 4D-Var is also called strong constraint 4D-Var.
Even though the model is assumed to be perfect, sometimes extra terms are appended in the cost function, e.g. to correct for model biases or to artiﬁcially damp
fast modes.

k-1
k

3D-Var
k+1

N

1

0

t0

tN

Figure 3.2: Four-dimensional variational data assimilation of observations, assimilated
within time window [t0 , tN ]. Adapted from Blayo et al. (2011).

An eﬃcient minimization of the 4D-Var cost functional (3.9) requires the computation of the gradient
∇x J(x) = B−1 (x − xb ) +

N
X

k=0

MTt0 →tk HTk Rk−1 (Gk (x) − yk ) ,
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which further requires a computation of the adjoint model (ADM) MTt0 →tk of the
tangent-linear model (TLM) Mt0 →tk = ∂Mt0 →tk ∂x, a Jacobian of M (x) (Dimet and
Talagrand, 1986). TLM is a system of equations, linearized around the nonlinear
model (NLM) trajectory, while ADM is a mathematical transpose of TLM. Numerically, the exact adjoint is a transpose of the discretized TL equations. While
the NLM and TLM are integrated forward in time (note Equation 3.10), the ADM
(Errico, 1997; Courtier and Rabier, 1997) is integrated backwards as the sequence
of operators is reversed, i.e. MTt0 →tk = MTt0 →t1 MTt1 →t2 . . . MTtk−1 →tk .
In the procedure of the cost function gradient evaluation, the observation departures (Gk (x) − yk ) at various discrete times tk are ﬁrst weighted by HTk Rk−1 .
They represent a weighted misﬁt between observations and 4D forecast trajectory.
Weighted departures can be also viewed as cost function sensitivities with respect
to state vector xk at time tk , i.e. ∇xk Jo . Sensitivities at diﬀerent time instances are
then integrated backwards in time with the ADM
∇x Jo (x) =

N
X

k=0

MTt0 →tk ∇xk Jo .

(3.12)

This way the gradient of the cost function with respect to the model initial state x
at initial time t0 is obtained. The minimum of the cost function is then searched
iteratively in the opposite direction of the cost function gradient.

3.2.2

Incremental 4D-Var

If the model M or observation operator H are nonlinear, which certainly holds
for MAD model as it describes nonlinear advection, condensation, latent heating
and deposition, then to avert minimizing a non-convex cost functional (3.9), an
incremental approach is used (Courtier et al., 1994). The nonlinear cost functional
(3.9) is approximated by a sequence of quadratic cost functionals J(δx) for small
deviations (increments) δx from the latest guess xg , i.e. δx = x − xg . This sequence
is most often denoted as the outer loop. Within each outer loop iteration, the
quadratic cost functional is minimized (so-called inner loop) to update the guess for
the next outer loop iteration. On the last outer loop iteration, the guess is updated
once more to form the analysis. The procedure is depicted by Figure 3.3.
Small increments allow to make the tangent linear approximations
M (x) − M (xg ) ≈ Mδx and H(x) − H(xg ) ≈ Hδx and thus to rewrite the 4D-Var
cost functional (3.9) as
1
(xb − xg − δx)T B−1 (xb − xg − δx)
2
N
1X
+
(dk − Hk Mt0 →tk δx)T Rk−1 (dk − Hk Mt0 →tk δx) ,
2 k=0

J(δx) =

(3.13)

where dk = yk − Hk Mt0 →tk (xg ) is a vector of innovations.
The background term can be simpliﬁed by transforming the state increment δx
to a new control variable vector χ, which transforms B matrix into an identity
matrix:
x − xg = δx = Lχ ,
(3.14)
where L is deﬁned such that LT B−1 L = I. Similarly, the guess increment δxg is
transformed into new variable χg , i.e. δxg = xg −xb = Lχg . In the χ-representation,
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Figure 3.3: Incremental 4D-Var. Dashed blue lines indicate quadratic cost function in
each outer loop iteration, red line denotes the nonlinear cost function. Adapted from Blayo
et al. (2011).

elements of the background error vector are mutually uncorrelated and have unit
variance. The incremental 4D-Var cost functional for transformed control vector
now states:
1
(χ + χg )T (χ + χg )
2
N
1X
(dk − Hk Mt0 →tk Lχ)T Rk−1 (dk − Hk Mt0 →tk Lχ) .
+
2 k=0

J(χ) =

(3.15)

The described incremental 4D-Var algorithm computes gradient of the cost function
as
∇χ J(χ) = χ + χg +

N
X

k=0

LT MTt0 →tk HTk Rk−1 (Hk Mt0 →tk Lχ − dk ) .

(3.16)

The complete computational procedure of incremental 4D-Var as applied in MADDAM is described in Algorithm 1 at the end of the chapter.

3.3

MADDAM

Moist Atmosphere Dynamics Data Assimilation Model (MADDAM) applies the incremental approach for solving 4D-Var. It also utilizes control variable transforms
(CVTs) (3.14) to simplify the background error term. In MADDAM, control variable
χ consists of three vector components
χ = [χd , χq , χc ]T .

(3.17)

The dynamical component, χd , controls the multivariate (balanced) analysis of θ, u
and v variables. It relies on the application of the mass-wind coupling, imposed by
the equatorial linear waves to represent the coupling between the background errors
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in temperature and winds (Žagar et al., 2004a, 2008). More detailed description of
this CVT is given in Subsection 3.3.1.
The second component of the control vector χq represents moisture. The construction of CVTs for moisture and aerosols were part of the research, correspoding
to this thesis. A lot of eﬀort was dedicated into realism of the moisture analysis.
While this may seem unnecessary at a ﬁrst glance, it was a much needed improvement in order not to ruin the aerosol analysis in conditions close to saturation, where
only a slight mistreatment of moisture observations could trigger condensation and
latent heat release, and deposition of aerosols. The transformation between the humidity assimilation increment δxq and χq is presented in detail in Subsection 3.3.2.
The last component of the control vector is χc (Subsection 3.3.3), which performs
unbalanced assimilation of aerosol mixing ratios.

3.3.1

Data assimilation modeling of dynamical variables

The background-error term is built using the equatorial waves as ﬁrst proposed in
Žagar et al. (2004a). These solutions are the eigenmodes of the linearized classical
shallow water equations on the equatorial β-plane (2.13, 2.14, 2.15). In MADDAM,
eigenmodes are in a slightly modiﬁed form for the potential temperature variable,
as in Žagar et al. (2008). This eigendecomposition is used to diagonalize the B
matrix and to simplify the variational problem. The elements in diagonal B matrix
now represent the spectral variance density of each mode. The background errors,
associated with diﬀerent orthogonal modes, are thus assumed uncorrelated.
Control variable for dynamics
The transformation between an assimilation increment, deﬁned in physical (gridpoint) space, δxd , and control variable χd is performed using equatorial eigenmodes,
described by an expansion of parabolic cylinder functions and Fourier waves (Matsuno, 1966; Gill, 1982a):




 θ(x, y) 





u(x, y) =





v(x, y)

Nm
X

Nn X
1
X

k=−Nm n=0 m=−1











 θν (y) 





χν 
uν (y) e(ikx) ,

vν (y)

(3.18)

where χν is the spectral coeﬃcient, i.e. an eigenvalue of a single independent orthogonal equatorial mode. Certain mode is represented by index ν = ν(k, n, m),
where k is the zonal wave number, n the meridional mode number and m describes
the equatorial wave type. The summation ranges are deﬁned in the following way:
Nk is deﬁned by the minimal wavelength resolved, 3∆x, and the elliptic truncation
criterion, where ∆x is the zonal distance between two neighbouring grid points on
regular Cartesian grid. Nn is deﬁned by the equivalent modal truncation criterion.
Both are deﬁned in a way to ensure a consistency with the forecast model. The
control vector χd therefore contains elements χν . The zonal structure functions are
the Fourier waves and meridional structure functions are given by parabolic cylinder
functions with
√ !
!
 
2
y
y
y 2
−n/2
=2
exp − 2 Hn
(3.19)
vν (y) = Dn
Le
2Le
Le
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Figure 3.4: Spectral variance density of the short range forecast errors derived from the
ECMWF ensemble data assimilation. Various equatorial modes are shown seperately as
indicated in the legend.

and uν (y) and θν (y) are derived from known vν (y) and linerized shallow water relationships. In (3.19), Le = (c/β)1/2 is the equatorial radius of deformation, where c
is the phase speed and β is the latitudinal gradient of the Coriolis parameter. Hn
is the Hermite polynomial of order n. The horizontal structure functions are made
orthonormal using the dry energy norm
Z Z "
x

y

vν ′ (x, y)vν∗ (x, y)

+

uν ′ (x, y)u∗ν (x, y)



g
+
θ0 N

2

#

θν ′ (x, y)θν∗ (x, y)

dydx = δν,ν ′ .

(3.20)
The transformation between control variable for dynamics χd and assimilation increment in physical space δxd = [δxθ , δxu , δxv ]T is deﬁned as
δxd = Ld χd = F Fx−1 Py−1 D1/2 χd ,

(3.21)

where Fx−1 is the inverse 1D Fourier transform in zonal direction, Py−1 is backward
projection from meridional eigenfunctions to meridional grid point proﬁles and D1/2
is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the square roots of horizontal spectral
variance densities.
Background error model for dynamic variables
The applied spectral background-error variance densities for dynamic variables are
derived with MODES software (Žagar et al., 2015) from the estimated short range
forecast errors of the ECMWF ensemble data assimilation (EDA, Isaksen et al.,
2010) as done in Žagar et al. (2013). This provides a realistic distribution of the
background error variances among various equatorial waves. The spectrum was derived in the global domain using the Hough harmonics. A weighted average of multiple vertical modes was used. A number of meridional modes used in the derivation
of the error spectra from the ECMWF model data is much larger than the number
of waves resolved by our model in the meridional direction. Furthermore, our model
uses parabolic cylinder functions in the meridional instead of Legendre polynomials. Consequently, resulting analysis increments in the subtropics appear spurious,
which makes the results less realistic away from equator. As the research focuses on
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the assimilation of moisture and aerosols, no special eﬀort has been devoted to tune
the applied variance spectra. The spectra for several equatorial modes are shown
in Figure 3.4. The ratio of variance, represented by the equatorial Rossby waves,
is about 45%. Due to anisotropic nature of the eigenfunction representation of the
background error term (Žagar et al., 2005), the background error variances for the
zonal and meridional wind are not the same in the physical space.

3.3.2

Data assimilation modeling of moisture

In the forecast model, I strictly consider that the saturation speciﬁc humidity is temperature dependent, in accordance with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. In order
to preserve the observed “clouds” (areas with saturated humidity), the control variable for the assimilation of moisture has to preserve relative humidity. This requires
coupling of humidity and temperature, at least near saturation. Otherwise, assimilating temperatures with negative departures from background in an atmosphere
near saturation would result in an immediate release of the excess moisture with
precipitation in a forward model. Futhermore, this would initiate heavy deposition
of aerosols, making the 4D-Var assimilation of aerosol observations in moist atmosphere practically impossible. Initial spin-up might occur also when assimilating
tracer observations in 4D-Var. As the background error model for dynamical variables (potential temperature θ, zonal wind u and meridional wind v) is multivariate,
wind increment results in the temperature increment and further in changed saturation speciﬁc humidity. To overcome the spin-up problems, relative humidity is used
as a control variable. The CVT from prognostic variables (potential temperature θ
and speciﬁc humidity q) to control variable (relative humidity RH) is described in
detail below, together with some examples.
Control variable for moisture
Speciﬁc humidity is a physical variable which in atmosphere spans several orders of
magnitude. Its quantity decreases approximately exponentially with elevation (and
decreasing temperature). High variability of humidity poses a problem for VAR,
especially for the modeling of background error covariances. Dee and da Silva (2003)
discussed the choice of variables for atmospheric moisture analysis and found that
the best choice is relative humidity and its variations (e.g. pseudo-relative humidity
RHpseudo = q/qs (Tb )). The relative humidity is a function of speciﬁc humidity,
temperature and pressure
RH =

Rd
p
e


 q .
=
es (T )
Rv es0 exp Lc 1 − 1
Rv T0
T

(3.22)

The relative humidity increment δRH can be obtained by linearization of (3.22)
around latest guess relative humidity RHg and latest guess temperature Tg (2.23)
at zq (where the moisture equation (2.17) is valid):
δRH = −

Lc RHg
1
δT
+
δq.
Rv Tg2
qs (Tg )

(3.23)

According to (2.23), δT and δθ are linearly related, i.e. δT = γδθ, where the
constant coeﬃcient γ is computed from the prescribed background potential tem61
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(Table 2.1). In the matrix form, the
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(3.24)

Thus, the use of relative humidity as control variable makes the moisture analysis
eﬀectively multivariate. The moisture observation impacts the temperature ﬁeld
and vice versa. This in turn aﬀects also the wind increment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: (a) Probability distribution of forecast diﬀerences for diﬀerent values of
background pseudo-relative humidity and (b) same but for diﬀerent values of background
pseudo-relative humidity, increased by half of the diﬀerence. For summer season, model
level 30. From Gustafsson et al. (2011).

Furthermore, humidity is bounded from below, i.e. its mass can not be negative
(humidity is a positive deﬁnite ﬁeld), as well as from above, meaning it can not
exceed the maximal possible amount in the air parcel of certain temperature and
at given atmospheric pressure. The humidity background error distributions close
to these physical limits are asymmetric and non-Gaussian, with long exponential
tails away from the limit and clear steep edge near the physically plausible limit.
Bishop (2016) has recently suggested to describe the highly skewed positive deﬁnite
error distributions with e.g. gamma distribution. This non-Gaussian nature of the
humidity ﬁelds is illustrated by an example from High Resolution Limited Area
Model (HIRLAM) (Figure 3.5a, from Gustafsson et al. 2011) which shows how
probability distributions of pseudo-relative humidity forecast diﬀerences (proxy for
errors) diﬀer depending on the background relative humidity.
The variational formulation of the analysis problem assumes that all errors are
Gaussian. Thus, it is important to introduce a new transformed variable with approximately Gaussian behaviour (Figure 3.5b). Following Holm et al. (2002) and
Gustafsson et al. (2011), a normalized relative humidity was chosen as a moisture
control variable. The assimilation increment is normalized by a standard deviation
that is a function of the background relative humidity RHb increased by half of the
relative humidity assimilation increment (Figure 3.5b)
δRHn =

δRH
.
σ(RHb + δRH/2)
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The symmetrizing transform (3.25) is therefore nonlinear, since it makes the moisture background error model dependent not only on background RHb but on the
increment δRH as well. The symmetrizing transform is formulated in a way that in
the ﬁrst incremental 4D-Var outer loop iteration, δRH = 0 in σ(RHb + δRH/2), but
in the following iterations δRH = RHg − RHb , where RHg denotes the latest guess
relative humidity, i.e. the result of previous outer loop iteration. The inner loop
cost function should remain quadratic, therefore a linearized transformation around
the latest outer loop, i.e. δRHn = δRH/σ(RHg ) is done there. After each outer
loop iteration, supersaturation check is performed, which prevents the possibility of
RHg + δRH > 100%.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Analytical model of the background errors of pseudo-relative humidity
as a function of the background relative humidity (full line) and background relative
humidity increased by half of the relative humidity increment (dashed line). (b) Probability
distributions of the normalized pseudo-relative humidity background error as a function of
background relative humidity increased by a half of the increment. Vertical lines denote
the physically possible limits (0 and 100% relative humidity in the model).

The new variable δRHn is assumed Gaussian but with a reduced variance near the
physically possible limits. Figure 3.6a shows the empirically determined standard
deviations of the speciﬁc humidity background errors as a function of background
relative humidity increased by half of the the relative humidity assimilation increment, while Figure 3.6b presents the relative humidity background error probability
distributions. However, this choice poses a risk that observations with larger errors
can be neglected near the limiting background humidity values.
Background error model for moisture
The background-error covariance model for relative humidity is univariate. Relativehumidity auto-correlations ρ are represented by the second-order auto regressive
(SOAR) correlation function (Gaspari and Cohn, 1999) which is much better conditioned than e.g. the Gaussian correlation model. In the tropical atmosphere,
correlations are expected to be anisotropic as the zonal direction dominates the circulation. Therefore, diﬀerent lengthscales are used, Lx and Ly , in the zonal and
meridional direction, respectively, in order to achieve coordinate stretching of the
otherwise isotropic SOAR correlation function. The error correlation between two
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distinct points i and j is deﬁned as
ρij

v
v



u
u
2
2
u ∆x2ij
u ∆x2ij
∆y
∆y
ij
ij
= 1 + 2t 2 + 2  exp −2t 2 + 2  ,


Lx

Ly

Lx

Ly

(3.26)

where ∆xij = xi − xj and ∆yij = yi − yj . The correlation lengthscales Lx and Ly in
(3.26) correspond to the half-widths of the Gaussian correlation model. The zonal
lengthscale is Lx = 400 km and meridional is Ly = 200 km. These lengthscales
were chosen empirically and to be in line with the background model for dynamics,
where the zonal direction is dynamically dominant. In general, the typical zonal
wind speed is approximately twice larger than meridional wind speed.
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Figure 3.7: Spectral variance density model for relative humidity background errors
based on the anisotropic SOAR correlation model (3.26) and the comparison with the
Gaussian correlation spectrum.

The background error term for moisture is formulated in agreement with the
rest of the assimilation model. The 2D Fourier transformation is used, meaning the
the horizontal structure functions are 2D Fourier waves. The resulting covariance
spectrum, shown in Figure 3.7, is obtained by generating a 2D biperiodic errorcorrelation ﬁeld ε(x, y) using (3.26) and transforming it to the spectral space with
discrete 2D Fourier transform:
1

"

Ny
Nx X
X

kx
ly
ε̂kl = q
exp −2πi
+
Nx Ny
Nx Ny i=1 j=1

!#

.

(3.27)

Because ε(x, y) ∈ R, the equality ε̂kl = (ε̂−k−l )∗ holds. It is also assumed, that the
error correlation only depends on the displacement (δx, δy) and not on the absolute
position in the domain. Then, it can be shown, that correlation spectrum |ε̂kl |2
is simply the Fourier transform of the correlation ﬁeld, deﬁned by (3.26). The
covariance spectrum is then obtained by normalizing the correlation spectrum and
multiplying it with background error variances.
The transformation between control vector χq for the moisture variable and
assimilation increment δxq is a two stage transform:
1.
1/2

δxRH = F V1/2 F −1 DRHn χRHn .
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Figure 3.8: 3D-Var analysis increment for a single humidity observation with ∆RH = 5%
higher relative humidity than the background and observation error standard deviation
σo = 10%RH. The background relative humidity is (a) 50%, and (b) is 95%. Isolines for
the relative humidity increment are shown every 1%.

2.





F −1 δxθ 
δxq = F B 

.
−1
F δxRH

(3.29)

The sequence of operators in (3.28) is the following. First, the matrix DRHn is a
diagonal matrix with elements representing the normalized spectral auto-correlation
model and deﬁnes the horizontal structure of the increment. The diagonal matrix
V prescribes the grid-point background error variances for relative humidity and
does the inverse transform of (3.25). When going from outer loop to inner loop, V
is a function of RHg and RHb , while in the inner loop CVT, it is only a function
of RHg . In the second stage (3.29), the obtained relative humidity increment δxRH
and potential temperature increment δxθ are used to compute the speciﬁc humidity
increment δxq via operator B in the grid-point space:
δq = f (RHg )

L qg
γ δθ + qs (Tq,g ) δRH.
2
Rv Tq,g

(3.30)

This equation is obtained by the inversion of matrix A in (3.24) with an additional
term f (RHg ), which denotes the empirically determined regression function between
δq and δθ:
f (RHg ) = 4(RHg − 0.8)
if
RHg > 80%

and 0 otherwise. Thus, the temperature increment would only aﬀect the speciﬁc
humidity close to saturation.
One way to illustrate the moisture background error covariance model is running
a single observation experiment. 3D-Var analysis increments due to two moisture
observations with diﬀerent background moisture but homogeneous potential temperatures (and thus also the saturation speciﬁc humidity) are presented in Figure 3.8.
In case a), where background RH is 50%, the background error is much larger than
in case b), where the background RH is 95% (note Figure 3.6a). Therefore, in the
latter case, the analysis increment is small and most information comes from the
background state.
Another two 3D-Var single observation experiments show the multivariate couplings between potential temperature and moisture, imposed by the relative humidity CVT. First, a single supersaturated humidity observation is assimilated. The
observed humidity value is 10.5 g kg−1 (equivalent to 105% RH) and the observation
error standard deviation is σo(q) = 1 g kg−1 (10% RH). Background speciﬁc humidity is 9 g kg−1 , corresponding to 90% relative humidity, for mid-level background
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potential temperature 333 K. The amplitude of the potential temperature increment due to prescribed multivariate balance is almost 0.15 K (Figure 3.9a). In the
second experiment (Figure 3.9b), an isolated potential temperature observation is
assimilated. The background humidity is 9.5 g kg−1 (95% RH). The observed value
is 332 K (1 K less than background) and its error standard deviation 1.1 K. The
negative temperature analysis increment results in lower speciﬁc humidity near the
observation with maximum speciﬁc humidity increment being roughly 0.1 g kg−1 .
This is a very important feature of MADDAM, as it lessens the spin-up in form
of numerical precipitation. A negative potential temperature increment results in
a lower temperature and thus a lower saturation speciﬁc humidity. If the speciﬁc
humidity is not corrected, the excess moisture would precipitate immediately, resulting in latent heating and wet deposition of aerosols, ruining the analysis and the
subsequent forecast.
POT. TEMPERATURE OBS., DEPARTURE -1 K
BACKGROUND SPEC. HUMIDITY = 9.5 g/kg (~95% RH)

SPEC. HUMIDITY OBS., DEPARTURE +1.5 g/kg (~15% RH),
BACKGROUND SPEC. HUMIDITY = 9 g/kg (~90% RH)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: (a) 3D-Var analysis of speciﬁc humidity (colours) and analysis increments
for wind and temperature for a single humidity observation with ∆RH = 15% higher
relative humidity than the background. (b) Same as (a), but for potential temperature
observation with ∆θ = 1 K lower than the background. Red and blue contours correspond
to positive and negative potential temperature increments, respectively. Temperature
spacing is 0.1 K. Observation location is denoted by cyan circle.

3.3.3

Aerosol data assimilation modeling

The control variable χc for assimilation of aerosol is the aerosol mixing ratio, i.e.
the same as prognostic variable. The aerosol background error covariance model is
univariate, i.e. there is no known direct coupling with dynamic variables. The covariance model is spectral thus the error variances and covariances are homogeneous
in the model domain. Error correlations are represented by anisotropic (zonally
stretched) second-order auto regressive (SOAR) correlation function (3.26), same
as for relative humidity. However, the tracer background errors are assumed Gaussianly distributed with a constant variance, even though neither of the assumptions
are valid for very small mixing ratios. The problem of the lower boundary is for
aerosols (in contrast to humidity) solved heuristically by adding some small value of
aerosol mixing ratio in nature run everywhere in the model domain, which is not too
far from the true atmospheric conditions. Therefore, the assumption of Gaussianly
distributed errors still remains valid.
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After each analysis update, the aerosol mixing ratio is checked for negative values
and in case if found it is set to zero. This introduces a positive but small bias in the
cumulative aerosol mixing ratio.

3.3.4

MADDAM tangent linear and adjoint model

Tangent linear model
The tangent linear model (TLM) M of the full nonlinear model is used to evolve
assimilation increments in time over the length of the assimilation window in the
inner loop of the incremental 4D-Var so that they can be compared with the observation departures from the latest guess. I ﬁrst discuss the linearized equation of
(2.17) for the moisture perturbation δq as it includes on-oﬀ switches.
∂δq
+ ∇ · (δvq + vδq) = 0 .
∂t

(3.31)

The treatment of moist processes procedure described in Subsection 2.4 is in the
TLM modiﬁed by the following conditions:
• if q is set to certain value (either 0 or qs ), then δq = 0,
• if ∂q/∂t is set to 0, then ∂δq/∂t = 0.
Precipitation is a diagnostic variable and is therefore not linearized and directly
corrected during the assimilation process. Therefore, in case of linear dynamics, the
NLM and the TLM produce identical results.
The linearized equation of (2.24) for the aerosol mixing ratio perturbation δc
involves linearization of wet and dry deposition:
∂δc
+ ∇ · (δv cg + vg δc) + λδcP + Kd δc = 0,
∂t

(3.32)

whre index g denotes the latest guess, i.e. the latest updated nonlinear trajectory
around which the linearization is performed.
Derivation of the adjoint model
The adjoint model (ADM) M∗ = MT of TLM has been coded using line by line
approach, i.e. the numerical adjoint (transpose) of already discretized (coded) TL
equations has been developed. This approach provides reliable results when physical parametrizations are present and ensures adequate description of the backward
propagation of sensitivities.
The new code was tested to ensure that the developments are appropriate. The
strict TLM and ADM tests were implemented as follows. In this study single precision arithmetics were used and the result of TL test was
M (x + δx) − M (x)
− 1 ∼ O(10−6 ) .
δx→0
M(x)δx
lim

(3.33)

The adjoint of a linear operator M is a linear operator M∗ such that, for the Hilbert
space inner product h·, ·i, it holds:
hMx, yi = hx, M∗ yi ,
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Note that for Euclidean space inner product, M∗ = MT . The ratio of the scalar
products was equal to 1 with the accuracy of order O(10−7 ).
For easier understanding of the internal model dynamics in 4D-Var and the interpretation of assimilation experiments, it is essential to discuss the ADM equations
and to brieﬂy describe its derivation. Here, analytical adjoint equations are written
excluding the parametrizations terms.
The derivation of analytical adjoint equations follows from the principles of the
variational calculus (Dimet and Talagrand, 1986). The prognostic equations (2.5,
2.11, 2.12, 2.17 and 2.24) act as strong constraints on the variational problem of
minimizing objective cost functional J = J(x), which statistically measures the
distance of the model trajectory to observations as well as to initial time background
state. A systematic approach for solving constrained optimization problems is based
on the classical Lagrange multiplier technique. The Lagrangian of the problem is
therefore
Z Z
L(x, x′ , λ) =

h

T

0

Ω

i

J + λT F dΩ dt ,

(3.35)

where Ω represents spatial space, measured by coordinates x and y, x = [θ, u, v, q, c]T
is a vector of prognostic ﬁelds, x′ a vector of derivatives of prognostic ﬁelds (derivatives can be either ﬁrst or second order in any space and time variable, i.e. x,y
or t). λ = [θ∗ , u∗ , v ∗ , q ∗ , c∗ ]T is a column vector of Lagrangian multipliers (adjoint
variables) and F = F(x, x′ ) a vector function, which represents a set of diﬀerential
equations describing the time evolution of the ﬁelds, i.e.




 ∂t θ + . . . 




∂ u + . . .

 t






′
=0.
F(x, x ) = 
∂
v
+
.
.
.
t






∂ q + . . .

 t





(3.36)

∂t c + . . .

The ﬁrst-order variation of the Lagrangian (3.35), obtained by perturbations δx and
δλ, is equal to
δL =

Z

Z h

T

0

Ω

i

δxT ∇J + λT δF dΩ dt +

Z

0

T

Z

Ω

δλT F dΩ dt ,

(3.37)

where δF = δF(x, x′ , δx, δx′ ) describes the tangent linear version of a set of nonlinear
prognostic equations (2.5, 2.11, 2.12, 2.17 and 2.24). The Lagrangian functional L
is stationary for given x and λ only if δL is zero for any perturbations δx, δx′ and
δλ. Thus, the functional is rewritten as

δL =

+

Z

T

0

Z

0

T





Z 
∂ δF
∂ δF ′ 
 T

δx ∇J + λT
δx + λT
δx  dΩ dt
′

δx } | ∂ {z
δx }
Ω
| ∂{z

Z

Ω

A

δλT F dΩ dt.
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Integration by parts of the term B which contains δx′ (the derivatives of δx) results
in

δL =

+

Z

T

0

Z

0

T






!T
!T 
Z


∂
δF
∂
∂
∂
δF



δxT ∇J +
λ−
λ
 dΩ dt


∂ δx
∂t ∂Ω
∂ δx′
Ω


|
{z
}

Z

T

Ω

δλ F dΩ dt +

Z

Γ

(3.39)

δF∗

δxT λp dΓ ,

where δF = δF (x, x , λ, λ ) denotes the analytical ADM equations, Γ is the boundary of temporal and spatial domain [0, T ] × Ω and p is the value of scalar product
of the vector, normal to the domain boundary and pointing outward of the domain,
and the vector of equation derivative amplitudes. δL = 0 for any perturbations δx
and δλ only if the following three conditions (Euler-Lagrange equations) are satisﬁed
∗

∗

′

′

∇J(x) + δF∗ (x, x′ , λ, λ′ ) = 0 ,

(3.40a)

F(x, x′ ) = 0 ,

(3.40b)

λ = 0,

along Γ .

(3.40c)

The complete set of analytical ADM equations of MAD TLM is therefore
!

∂u∗
∂u
∂u∗
∂u∗
∂v
− u∗
+u
+v
− v∗
+f
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂θ θ00 HN 2 ∂θ∗
∂q ∗
∂c∗
∂J
∂q
∂c
− θ∗
−
− q∗
+q
− c∗
+c
=−
∂x
g
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∂x
∂x
∂u
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∗
∗
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∂u
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∗
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∂t
∂x
∂y
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(3.41a)

(3.41b)

(3.41c)
(3.41d)
(3.41e)

The cost function sensitivities at the time of observation (∂J/∂u, ∂J/∂v,...) are
integrated backwards in time using the above adjoint equations to obtain initial
time sensitivities.
Now, to simplify the discussion, lets consider an example of one-dimensional
tracer-wind coupling in the ADM:
∂u∗
∂u
∂u∗
∂q
∂q ∗
− u∗
+u
− q∗
+q
=0
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂q ∗
∂q ∗
∂u
∂J
+u
− q∗
=− .
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂q
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Here, speciﬁc humidity was chosen as the tracer, but the same analysis applies for
aerosol. A speciﬁc humidity observation (included in system (3.42a and 3.42b) via
∂J/∂q) at some later time aﬀects the zonal wind cost function sensitivities at initial
time through the ADM. The backward advection of the tracer adjoint variables
results in the impact of observation being spread accross the domain. The stronger
the wind ﬁeld, the more remote is the response. Even more, the tracer observation
∗
∂q
also aﬀects the wind ﬁeld, as can be seen e.g. from the terms −q ∗ ∂x
+ q ∂q
in adjoint
∂x
zonal wind equation (3.42a).
The analytical adjoint equations (3.42a and 3.42b) reveal four necessary conditions for 4D-Var wind tracing:
1. wind speed is nonzero, u 6= 0, or else the information about tracer observation
can not be spatially spread in (3.42b) and the tracer observation only aﬀects
the area around observation, prescribed by the auto-correlation model,
2. tracer amount is nonzero, q 6= 0, else the adjoint equations (3.42a,3.42b) become uncoupled,
3. tracer ﬁeld is locally inhomogeneous, i.e. gradient in the tracer ﬁeld is nonzero,
∂q/∂x 6= 0,
4. there exist a tracer observation departure which results in nonzero ∂J/∂q and
hence nonzero q ∗ .
Another trivial condition for tracing requires that the tracer gradient and wind are
not perpendicular, i.e. ∇q · v 6= 0. In other words, at least some wind needs to be
projected on the tracer gradient direction. Thus, the larger the zonal tracer gradient
or the tracer concentration, the larger the zonal wind sensitivity and thus the zonal
wind analysis increment.

3.4
3.4.1

Setup of the assimilation experiments
Observing system simulation experiments

The numerical results presented below are based on the observing system simulation
experiment (OSSE) approach (Atlas et al., 1985; Masutani et al., 2010). OSSEs use
simulated observations, which are generated by a suﬃciently realistic model that
produces the simulation termed “nature run“, a proxy ”truth“ (Figure 3.10). These
observations are assimilated with data assimilation system and the resulting analysis
and forecast are then evaluated against the nature run using a variety of metrics.
An important drawback of identical twin OSSE is the nature run and assimilation
model producing exactly the same forecast, i.e. the forecast (model) errors are not
accounted for. Consequently, this leads to an overrated forecast skill. On the other
hand, the diﬀerences between background and observations are smaller in the OSSE
case, so the observation impact is lesser than would be in the operational model
(Stoﬀelen et al., 2006). One way to suppress the identical twin eﬀect is to simulate
truth and perform assimilation at diﬀerent resolutions, the approach I used in the
thesis. However, the discrepancy between runs at diﬀerent resolutions is usually still
smaller than the discrepancy between the operational model and the true evolution
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of atmosphere. Therefore, higher spatial resolution is not always sufficient, as shown
by Privé and Errico (2016).
In the results presented in Chapter 4, which demonstrate capabilities of the
MADDAM framework using simple experiments, a perfect model identical twin
OSSE is employed. In Chapter 5 I perform a set of experiments using the nature
run simulated at four times higher resolution (0.25◦ ) than used in the 4D-Var assimilation (1◦ ) to relax the perfect model assumption and to obtain a more realistic
impact of tracer observations on wind analysis.















Figure 3.10: Observing system simulation experiment as used in the thesis.

OSSEs are a valuable tool to quantitatively estimate a potential improvement
in NWP models due to additional types of observations that may not yet exist.
Referring to this study, tracer (aerosol) observations exist, but are currently used
only to initialize the atmospheric composition variables, whereas their feedback on
dynamics is switched off (Benedetti et al., 2009). As this study exploits the potential of assimilating tracer observations with feedback on dynamics, it is presumed
that the observations provide the horizontal distribution of aerosol mixing ratios at
certain vertical level. Even though up-to-date information on aerosol distribution
is mostly limited to vertically integrated quantities, such as aerosol optical depth
(AOD; more on it in Seinfeld and Pandis (2006)), the new generation of spaceborne
lidars (e.g. on the EarthCARE satellite (Illingworth et al., 2015)) will provide the
complete vertical profile of aerosols.
In OSSEs applied in this study, each simulated observation y is obtained from the
nature run value xt and is perturbed to make it more realistic. Zero-mean Gaussian
noise is added to the nature run value xt , therefore




y = xt + N 0, σo2 .

(3.43)

The observation error standard deviation σo for each observed variable is constant
and the same as the background error standard deviation listed in Table 3.1, except
for specific humidity whose observational error is 10% RH. However, in reality, the
aerosol observation error (for example AOD error) is not constant but is a function
of aerosol content, i.e. σo(c) = σo(c) (c) (Remer et al., 2005). Observations of specific
humidty and aerosol mixing ratio are additionally checked for negative values after
adding the Gaussian perturbation. On the other end, moisture observations are
allowed to be supersaturated as otherwise, the cut-off at supersaturation would
produce values which are on average much lower than nature run values, i.e. it
would introduce negative bias.
In our system, for simplicity, observation locations coincide with the model grid
points and are the same as prognostic variables. Therefore the observational operator H is an identity.
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Table 3.1: Background error standard deviations used in data assimilation experiments.
(u)

σb

3.2 m s−1

3.4.2

(v)

σb

2.95 m s−1

(T )

σb

1.1 K

(RH)

σb

5 - 15% RH

(c)

σb

2 µg kg−1

Model domain and numerical setup

The setup for the assimilation experiments is the following. The domain is the
tropical belt, spanning from 32◦ S to 32◦ N with the horizontal resolution of 1 degree
and 360×65 points in the zonal and meridional directions, respectively. The width
of the boundary relaxation zone is 6 points, and the extension zone in the meridional
direction includes additional 7 points, so altogether the domain consists of 72 points
in the meridional direction. In the spectral representation of the ﬁelds, the maximal
number of Fourier waves in zonal direction is Nk = 119 and in meridional direction
Nl = 23, resulting in a total of 2215 waves after performing elliptic truncation.
Fixed lateral boundary conditions are applied at the meridional boundaries as I am
focused on the short term (up to 24 hours) near-equatorial dynamics. The time
integration settings are the following. Time step is ∆t = 180 s, in order to satisfy
the CFL criterion even for phase speeds of fast-propagating inertio-gravity waves.
The Asselin ﬁltering coeﬃcient is 0.075. The default assimilation window length is
12 hours and observations are updated every single hour.
The backward discrete adjoint integration is used to approximate the gradient
∇χ J(χ) (3.16) of the incremental 4D-Var with the control vector χ consisting of
roughly 10000 elements. The number of outer loop iterations is limited to a maximum of 10, while the number of the inner iterations in the descent minimization
is limited to 20. The outer loop procedure is stopped if the cost function value at
initial inner loop of outer loop n + 1 is larger than its initial inner loop value at outer
loop n, i.e. if the cost function diverges. The inner loop procedure can be stopped
earlier if the value of the Euclidean norm of the cost function gradient is decreased
by a factor 100. Such a low value of the factor is chosen due to single precision arithmetics. The quasi-Newton minimization technique, a part of the M1QN3 package
(Gilbert and Lemaréchal, 1989) is used to minimize the cost function. The complete
incremental 4D-Var algorithm as used in MADDAM is described in Algorithm 1.

3.5

Single observation experiments

Single observation experiments illustrate some properties of the assimilation. A single zonal wind observation experiment is used to perform sensitivity analysis of the
applied background error model for dynamics. This reveals the relative impact of
diﬀerent equatorial modes in the analysis. Then, a single temperature observation is
assimilated at the end of a 12-hour 4D-Var window to explain the coupling between
dynamical variables and moisture in our 4D-Var system. Lastly a single humidity
observation is assimilated in a strong easterly ﬂow. The purpose of this experiment
is to show how 4D-Var implicitly evolves the moisture covariances in time while allowing the moisture observation to aﬀect other prognostic variables. The parameter
settings for the experiments are listed in Table 2.1 and Table 3.1.
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Initialization:
x0g = xb (background is used as initial time first guess; x is a vector of
complex numbers - Fourier wave components)
χg = 0
OUTER LOOP
for i = 1 to Nouter do
Nonlinear (NL) model integration and NL trajectory save:
xkg = Mt0 →tk (x0g )
INNER LOOP
Initialization: j = 1, χ = χ(1) = 0;
(j)

∇χ J(χ )
< ε do
while j < Ninner or ∇
(1) )
χ J(χ
2
Update the control variable:
χ(j) = χ
Transform control variable to model space increment:
(j)
δx0 = Lχ(j)
Tangent linear model integration (M linearized around latest guess
NL trajectory xkg , k = 0, ..., N ):
(j)
(j)
δxk = Mt0 →tk δx0
Computation of the incremental cost function J(χ(j) ) (3.15)
Computation of the cost function gradient ∇χ J(χ(j) ) (3.16):
• Adjoint (AD) model integration MTt0 →tk of observation
sensitivities:


(j)
∇δx0 Jo = MTt0 →tk ∇δxk Jo = Mt0 →tk HTk Rk−1 Hk δxk − dk
• Adjoint control variable transformation:
∇χ Jo = LT ∇δx0 Jo
• Final cost function gradient:
∇χ J = χ(j) + χg + ∇χ Jo
Descent in the opposite direction of the cost function gradient via
quasi-Newton method to obtain new χ
j =j+1
end
Transform control variable to model space increment:
δx0 = Lχ
Update the analysis increment:
δx0a = δx0
Update the guess state:
x0g = x0g + δx0a
Update the guess transformed variable:
χg = χg + χ
end
Compute the ﬁnal TL analysis:
δxka = Mt0 →tk δx0a ,
xka = xkg + δxka
Compute the ﬁnal NL forecast:
xkf = Mt0 →tk (x0a )

Algorithm 1: Incremental 4D-Var algorithm as applied in MADDAM system.
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3.5.1

A single zonal wind observation in 12-hour 4D-Var

3D-VAR, WIND OBS. AT 00

4D-VAR, WIND OBS. AT +12 h

A single zonal wind observation at equator and longitude λ = 180◦ with speed
(u)
5 m s−1 and observational error same as background error, σo(u) = σb = 3.2 m s−1 ,
is assimilated at the end of 12-hour 4D-Var window. The background atmosphere
is motionless, homogeneous and dry.
00

a)

+06 h

00

+06 h

+12 h

f)

e)

d)

+12 h

c)

b)

Figure 3.11: Analysis increments obtained by the 4D-Var assimilation of a single zonal
wind observation at the equator supplied at the end of 12-hour assimilation window (a-c)
and 3D-Var analysis solution with 12-hour evolution (d-f). Blue and red isolines denote negative and positive potential temperature perturbations with temperature spacing
0.05 K. Black isolines denote windspeed, spacing is 0.5 m s−1 . Cyan dot denotes here
location and time of observation.

KELVIN & ROSSBY

00

a)

+06 h

ONLY ROSSBY

00

d)

+12 h

c)

b)

+06 h

+12 h

f)

e)

Figure 3.12: Same as Figure 3.11 but for (a-c) only Kelvin and Rossby modes included
in the background error covariance model and (d-f) only Rossby modes included.

The 4D-Var analysis solution at the beginning of the window and the results of its
TL evolution at 6 and 12 hours are shown in Figure 3.11a-c. For comparison, the 3DVar analysis solution with its 12-hour evolution is also shown (Figure 3.11d-f). The
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latter resembles tropical analysis increments discussed in Žagar et al. (2008). 3D-Var
analysis solution includes the equatorially trapped wind increment and an associated
θ increment in the temperature ﬁeld resembling the superposition of Kelvin wave and
n = 1 equatorial Rossby wave. The 4D-Var solution (Figure 3.11a) appears to be
almost exactly mirrored in comparison to 3D-Var analysis and its 12-hour evolution,
a feature that has been recently discussed in the study of inverse adjustment in the
midlatitude f -plane by Morgan (2018). The reason for this strange behaviour is
the background error covariance model which includes orthogonal equatorial modes,
some of which are fast-travelling waves. Balanced modes (e.g. n = 1 equatorial
Rossby wave) appear stationary while unbalanced (Kelvin, IG) modes are travelling
with large phase speed. Therefore the 4D-Var analysis solution at initial time is a
superposition of all those eigenmodes, which were relocated and reshaped according
to the cost function sensitivities that are propagated 12 hours backward in time
with the ADM. In the 4D-Var initial condition (Figure 3.11a), the EIG wave and
Kelvin wave are located west of the observation and WIG east of it. During the
TLM integration, those waves propagate inwards to merge at the time and location
of observation to match the observation and background optimally. A similar eﬀect
is to be expected when the background error model is completely unbalanced. Such
example is provided in the next subsection.
The sensitivity to the background error covariance model is illustrated (Figure 3.12) by applying 1) background error covariance model with no IG, EMRG,
WMRG modes and 2) without all (IG, EMRG, WMRG, Kelvin) except balanced
Rossby modes. In the ﬁrst case, non-stationary and divergent Kelvin wave (Figure 3.12a-c) is again travelling in the direction of observation. Meanwhile in the
second case, the analysis increment consists predominantly of Rossby wave with
lowest meridional mode, which is quasi-stationary, travelling to the west with small
phase speed (Figure 3.12d-f).

3.5.2

A single temperature observation

Now a single temperature observation is assimilated at the same location 8◦ N, 180◦ E
at the end of the 12-hour assimilation window. Analysis solutions at the start, in
the middle and at the end of the window are presented in Figure 3.13 for two cases.
Solutions for the case where the moisture content is low are shown in Figure 3.13a-c,
while the case when the assimilation is carried out in nearly saturated (RH = 99.9%)
atmosphere is presented in Figure 3.13d-f. The observation is 2 K warmer than the
background which is homogeneous and at rest.
The temperature increment at the observation time (Figure 3.13c,f) is elongated
zonally which reﬂects the applied background error covariances. The associated
wind increment consists of weak zonal easterlies similar to previous studies using
the same background-error model and mass-wind couplings (Žagar et al., 2005). The
analysis increment at 12-hour has a bit larger amplitude in the saturated case as
a result of the released latent heat. The dynamics producing this solution involves
adjustment between the model and the background covariances. During the adjustment, the IG waves are excited and propagate towards the observation location at
the end of the window. The associated moisture convergence in saturated atmosphere leads to precipitation. Seperate convective cells are seen at 6 and 12 hours
(Figure 3.13e,f). Precipitation is symmetric with respect to the observation loca75
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Figure 3.13: Analysis solution obtained by the 4D-Var assimilation of a single temperature observation at 8◦ N supplied at the end of the 12-hour assimilation window in (a-c)
unsaturated atmosphere and (d-f) saturated atmosphere. The observation is 2 K warmer
than the background. Increments are shown at (a,d) initial time, (b,e) 6 hours and (c,f)
12 hours. Contours denote potential temperature increment, while rainbow colours show
3-hour cumulative precipitation.

tion, while the anisotropy is coming from the zonally-elongated background-error
covariances. The cyclonically rotating structure, a geostrophic component of the
adjustment, is seen at the observation location at 6 hours (Figure 3.13b,e), and is
somewhat stronger in the saturated case. Again, it resembles the forecast experiment in Figure 2.6 but the circulation is weaker over a wider area associated with
the background covariance model. Overall the TL/AD dynamics during 12-hour
preceding the observation time can be seen as a process opposite to the adjustment experiment in Subsection 2.6.2, and can be thus named an inverse adjustment
process.
The inverse adjustment process can be most easily explained using an example
similar to the one described before (Figure 3.13), except that the errors of dynamical
variables u, v, θ in the Jb term are uncoupled. The background error model now
consists of cross-uncorrelated Fourier modes instead of equatorial modes. Autocorrelations are defined by the anisotropic SOAR correlation function (3.26) with
lengthscales Lx = 800 km and Ly = 400 km, so that the assimilation increment has
similar spatial dimensions as in case of tropical Jb . The background error standard
deviations are chosen the same as in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.14a-c illustrates the inverse adjustment for the dry case and Figure 3.14d-f for the saturated case (Figure 3.14d-f). First, the dry case is discussed.
At the first iteration of the first outer loop, the normalized observation departure is
integrated backwards with the ADM and transformed to control variable space. This
deperature can be thought of as an unbalanced perturbation at the beginning of the
adjoint simulation, which induces linear gravity waves, including inverse (westward
moving) Kelvin wave, which propagate outward backward in time. These waves
are the exact eigensolutions of the adjoint dynamic equations, linearized around the
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Figure 3.14: Same as Figure 3.13, but for unbalanced background error covariances for
dynamical variables u, v, θ.

state of rest on the equatorial β-plane (derived from (3.41a)-(3.41c)):
θ00 HN 2 ∂θ∗
∂u∗
− βyv ∗ =
,
∂t
g
∂x

(3.44)

θ00 HN 2 ∂θ∗
∂v ∗
+ βyu∗ =
,
∂t
g
∂y

(3.45)

∂θ∗ gH
−
∂t
θ00



∂u∗ ∂v ∗
+
∂x
∂y



= 0.

(3.46)

Notice that the above system of linearized adjoint equations is identical to the
linearized form of the forward equations (2.5,2.11,2.12), except the coefficients
θ00 HN 2 /g and gH/θ00 are exchanged. Thus, it yields identical equatorial wave solutions and dispersion relationships. For example, the adjoint Kelvin wave solution
is


β 2
∗
u (x, y, t) = u0 exp − y cos (kx − ωt),
(3.47)
2c




β
g
θ (x, y, t) = −u0
cos − y 2 cos (kx − ωt),
θ00 N
2c
∗

(3.48)

the same as the forward Kelvin wave, except the coefficients are again exchanged.
As for forward equations, the solution is meridionally bounded for positive eastward
phase speed c > 0. However, the adjoint equations are integrated backwards in time,
thus the Kelvin wave appears to travel westward, i.e. with negative phase speed.
The background in the experiment is homogeneous and at rest, thus the dynamics
of propagating waves is almost perfectly linear. Following a descent in the cost
function phase space, the control variable is transformed back to model space and the
information in form of assimilation increment is spatially spread. Now the increment
is integrated forward in time with the TLM. The inward propagating gravity wave
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front at the time of observation form almost exactly the same increment as prescribed
by the background error model (Figure 3.14c). The described process continues
iteratively, but the background is barely changed, thus the dynamics remain almost
perfectly linear. The result is somewhat expected as the following holds: if and only
if the dynamics is linear (M = M) and the modes and their transformation is linear
(L = L), then the evolution of the sum of the modes is the same as the sum of the
evolved modes:


xk = Mt0 →tk 

X

j=1,...,Nmode



Lj χj  =

X

(Mt0 →tk Lj χj ) ,

j=1,...,Nmode

where Nmode is total number of modes, χj is a certain normal mode and Lj is the
projection of mode to model space.
In the saturated case though, the gravity waves in the adjoint and tangent linear
model lead to saturation. The excess moisture is subsequently condensed in the
next outer loop nonlinear model integration (Figure 3.14e). Condensation heating
impacts the background dynamics and changes the gravity wave properties. Thus,
the analysis increment at the observation time is deformed (Figure 3.14f), a result
of nonlinear dynamics associated with moist processes.
Experiments with distinct background error models for dynamics also reveal that
the wind at the observation location is an order of magnitude stronger in the case
where the wind and temperature are balanced, both in dry and saturated atmosphere
(Figure 3.13c,f vs. Figure 3.14c,f). Another diﬀerence is that the short-wavelength
WIG wave has signiﬁcantly smaller temperature and wind amplitudes in case of
tropical Jb term.

3.5.3

Humidity observation

Next, an experiment involving a single humidity observation in a strongly meandering equatorial easterly ﬂow (Figure 3.15) is presented. This experiment shows how
4D-Var implicitly evolves the moisture covariances in time and at the same time allows the moisture observation to aﬀect other prognostic variables. In order to show
this eﬀect, a complex background ﬂow is needed as presented in Figure 3.15a-c.
A single saturated humidity observation at the equator and longitude λ = 192◦
with the observational error σo(q) = 1.1 g kg−1 (∼10% RH) is assimilated at the end
of the 12-hour assimilation window. The observation departure from the background
shown in Figure 3.15c is approximately +2.4 g kg−1 (22% RH).
The assimilation produces a humidity increment at 12-hour time which is heavily
stretched by the background ﬂow (Figure 3.15f). While the state vector in 4D-Var
is propagated directly by the forecast model from the initial time to the time of
the observation (end of the assimilation window in our case), the static B matrix
is evolved implicitly by the linearized forecast model as MBMT . This feature is
especially useful in cases of fast and strongly nonlinear ﬂow, where the evolving B
matrix becomes signiﬁcantly diﬀerent to the static B matrix (Bannister, 2008a).
Other examples of such evolved structure functions for a plethora of atmospheric
conditions can be found in (e.g. Thépaut et al., 1996; Rabier et al., 1997).
The analysis increment adds just enough moisture to intensify the precipitation,
which is very sensitive to small changes in initial moisture content. A single observation impacts also the temperature and the wind ﬁeld. A positive temperature
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Figure 3.15: Background and analysis increments at (a,d,g) the beginning, (b,e,h) in
the middle and (c,f,i) at the end of 12-hour assimilation window for a single humidity
observation experiment at the end of the assimilation window. Observation location is
denoted by a cyan or a red dot. (a-c) background wind, specific humidity and 6-hour
cumulative precipitation[mm]: meandering equatorial easterly jet. (d-f) moisture analysis increments and cumulative 6-hour analysis precipitation. (g-i) wind and potential
temperature analysis increments.

increment around the observation location is approximately 0.4 K at the start of the
assimilation window (Figure 3.15g). This positive temperature increment is a result
of a positive humidity-temperature correlation and can be eliminated by prescribing
balance relationship between wind and humidity (Figure 5.20 in Section 5.8). Inward propagating EIG waves with negative temperature perturbation and with wind
speeds around 0.5 m s−1 can also be recognised in Figure 3.15g at the right edge and
in Figure 3.15h in the middle of the assimilation window. At the end of the window
at 12 hours, they merge, so that the temperature increment (Figure 3.15i) has an
opposite sign from that at the start of the window. A negative temperature increment is partly a compensation effect for the latent heating due to added moisture
by the assimilation of the humidity observation. It can also be partly attributed to
the already mentioned divergence of the accelerating flow which results in negative
θ-perturbation.
This experiment also serves as a good example to examine the differences between
tangent linear and nonlinear model (as shown by Janisková et al., 1999). The
additional results, obtained by comparing M (xg + δxa ) with M (xg ) + Mδxa indicate
that the differences have largest amplitude in the precipitation areas, which are the
main source of nonlinearities in the model. The switch on/off precipitation process
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in the model is extremely susceptible to even slightest diﬀerences in speciﬁc humidity
and temperature ﬁelds. Due to latent heat release, these diﬀerences aﬀect dynamics
and may result in diﬀerent wind analyses. In this experiment, the diﬀerences are
small (less than 1 m s−1 ).
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Chapter 4
Factors aﬀecting the 4D-Var wind
tracing
This chapter explores the properties of the wind tracing from either humidity or
aerosol data and dicusses various factors aﬀecting it. Relatively simple experiments
which involve isolated sets of observations to illustrate the impact of backgrounderror covariances, the background accuracy, internal model dynamics as a function
of the assimilation window length, observation accuracy, their spatial density and
update frequency, as well as beneﬁts from adding observations of dynamical variables.
The presentation of the results is arranged by the increasing complexity of the
wind tracing. Wind extraction from the observations of a Gaussianly shaped cloud
of aerosols in a homogeneous dry ﬂow is discussed ﬁrst. Then, the impact of nonlinearities is studied that is especially important, as the tracing eﬀect occurs through
the tangent-linear model and adjoint model. Finally, the results from experiments
with strongly non-linear ﬂow in an atmosphere near saturation are shown for various
observation types.

4.1

Wind tracing in homogeneous dry atmosphere

In the linear case without tracer sources and sinks (i.e. “perfect” passive tracer),
wind extraction might be considered an easy task, as the TLM and ADM accurately
describe dynamics. The eﬃciency of the tracing is demonstrated using a nature run
shown in Figure 4.1a-c. It describes a Gaussian aerosol perturbation advected by
a homogeneous easterly wind with speed 7 m s−1 . The maximal amplitude of the
aerosol perturbation is 8 µg kg−1 , while the surrounding aerosol mixing ratio is
1 µg kg−1 .
The background for the 4D-Var assimilation is at rest and the aerosol mixing ratio
is 1 µg kg−1 . Perturbed observations of aerosols are assimilated in the region between
150◦ and 198◦ longitude and between 18◦ S and 18◦ N latitude. The observations
spatial density, update frequency and other assimilation settings, e.g. assimilation
window length, vary with purpose to illustrate the importance of observing the
tracer spatial gradients in order to retrieve winds. Figure 4.1d-f shows the analysis
result for the experiment, where the aerosol data are assimilated at every second
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Table 4.1: Assimilation settings for the reference experiment.

Observation spatial density

obs. 2 grid points apart (∼220 km)

Observation update frequency

every 1 hour

Assimilation window length

12 hours

Observation error standard deviation

σo(c) = 2 µg kg−1

Background error standard deviation

σb = 2 µg kg−1

(c)

Background aerosol mixing ratio

homogeneous, 1 µg kg−1

Background wind

motionless, 0 m s−1

Correlation lengthscales

Lx = 400 km, Ly = 200 km

grid point in each direction every hour, a total of 13 times within the 12-hour
assimilation window. The aerosol observation error is the same as the background
(c)
error, i.e. σo(c) = σb = 2 µg kg−1 . This is the reference experiment. Its assimilation
settings are given in Table 4.1. Note that as the background error covariance models
for aerosol mixing ratio and dynamics are not isotropic, the analysis solutions for
purely zonal or meridional background ﬂow are not equivalent.
00

+06 h

b)

c)

TRUTH

a)

+12 h

00

e)

+12 h

f)

ANALYSIS

d)

+06 h

Figure 4.1: Nature run (a-c) and analysis (d-f) at (a,d) initial time, (b,e) 6 hours and
(c,f) 12 hours. The analysis solution is obtained by the 4D-Var assimilation of aerosol
(c)
(c)
observations with error standard deviation σo = σb = 2 µg kg−1 which are available at
every second grid point in each direction and are updated every hour within the 12-hour
assimilation window. This is the reference experiment. The aerosol mixing ratio is shown
by brown colours. Black lines in (d-f) are isotaches with spacing 1 m s−1 .

The analyses obtained using diﬀerent assimilation settings are shown in Figures 4.2-4.7 at +6 hours (or in the middle of the assimilation window for assimilation windows with length diﬀerent than 12 hours). First, all experiments reveal that
the wind increment is constrained to the region with signiﬁcant aerosol innovations
with the magnitude of the wind increment proportional to the aerosol innovation
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magnitude. In general, the larger the gradients of the aerosol perturbation in the
zonal direction, the larger the wind analysis increment. The aerosol increments do
not impact wind increments directly. The TLM equation for the aerosol mixing ratio (3.32) shows that, the wind increments are related to the tracer time derivative
(∂c/∂t) only through the latest guess of the tracer gradients. These, however, are
the result of aerosol increments from the previous outer loop. In the presented case
the tracer background ﬁeld is homogeneous, so no wind is extracted in the ﬁrst outer
loop, in accordance with the discussion in Section 3.3.4. Larger amplitude of aerosol
mixing ratio in the nature run also implies that equal absolute error of observations
provide relatively more accurate estimates of the spatial gradients of aerosol ﬁeld.
The aerosol gradients parallel to the ﬂow direction are necessary to retrieve
wind. For example, almost no wind is retrieved in the regions north/south of the
tracer maxima, where the mixing ratio isolines are ﬂow-parallel and do not change
signiﬁcantly in time as their curvature is small (Figure 4.1d-f). It can be also
observed, that the wind information is better extracted in the area upwind of the
aerosol innovation maximum (between 170◦ and 185◦ longitude in Figure 4.1d-f) as
the background error covariance matrix is implicitly stretched in the divergent wind
ﬂow (∂u/∂x > 0; easterlies accelerate), and vice versa.
OBS EVERY 110 km

OBS EVERY 440 km

b)

a)

OBS EVERY 660 km

c)

Figure 4.2: Analysis sensitivity to the spatial density of tracer observations: wind and
aerosol analyses in the middle of the 12-hour assimilation window; for aerosol mixing ratio
observations available every hour at (a) every grid point, (b) every fourth grid point in
each direction and (c) every sixth point. The aerosol mixing ratio is shown by brown
colours. Black lines are isotaches with spacing 1 m s−1 .

OBS UPDATE EVERY 3 h
(AT 00, 03, 06, 09, 12)

OBS UPDATE EVERY 12 h
(AT 00, 12)

b)

a)

Figure 4.3: Analysis sensitivity to the frequency of observations: wind and aerosol
analyses in the middle of the 12-hour assimilation window, i.e at 6 hours; for aerosol
mixing ratio observations available at every second grid point in each direction (a) every
3 hours and (b) only at the beginning and at the end of the assimilation window.

The quality of the retrieved wind ﬁeld, measured by the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) diﬀerence from the truth, depends on the accuracy of the resolved aerosol
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OBS ONLY AT 12,
PERFECT AEROSOL BG

OBS ONLY AT 12

b)

a)

Figure 4.4: Analysis sensitivity to the tracer background: wind and aerosol analyses
in the middle of the 12-hour assimilation window; for aerosol mixing ratio observations
available at every second grid point in each direction but only at the end of 12-hour
assimilation; for (a) for standard (poor) background tracer ﬁeld and (b) reliable tracer
background ﬁeld.
24-HOUR ASS. WINDOW

6-HOUR ASS. WINDOW

b)

a)

Figure 4.5: Analysis sensitivity to the assimilation window length: wind and aerosol
analyses in the middle of the (a) 6-hour assimilation window, (b) 24-hour assimilation
window.

a)

σo = max(0.5, 0.3 c) μg/kg,
σb = 2 μg/kg

σo = σb = 4 μg/kg

σo = σb = 1 μg/kg

c)

b)

Figure 4.6: Analysis sensitivity to the aerosol observation and background error; (a) for
(c)
(c)
halved background and observation error (σo = σb = 1 µg kg−1 ) and (b) for doubled
(c)
(c)
background and observation error (σo = σb = 4 µg kg−1 ) and (c) for standard back(c)
ground error σb = 2 µg kg−1 and observation error, dependent on the aerosol content,
(c)
σo = max(0.5, 0.3 c) µg kg−1 .

gradients which is determined by dynamics (i.e. aerosol advection), details of the
background-error model (e.g. the correlation lengthscale, the ratio of aerosol and
wind background errors), and observations (accuracy and their spatial and temporal
density). Figures 4.2a-c present the assimilation results for the cases with observations at every grid point, every fourth point in each direction and every sixth point
in each direction, respectively. In the last two cases, the amount of observations is
25% and 11% of that in the reference experiment. Figure 4.3 shows the analyses
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Lx=200 km, Ly=100 km

Lx=800 km, Ly=400 km

b)

a)

Figure 4.7: Analysis sensitivity to the background-error correlation length; a) for halved
correlation lengthscales (Lx = 200 km, Ly = 100 km) and b) doubled correlation lengthscales (Lx = 800 km, Ly = 400 km).

obtained by the assimilation of as dense as in reference experiment but less frequent
observations which are applied only every 3 hours (Figure 4.3a) and at the beginning and at the end of the 12-hour assimilation window (Figure 4.3b). In the latter,
the amount of observations is only 15% of that in the reference experiment. The
comparison of Figures 4.2b, 4.3b with Figure 4.1e reveals a signiﬁcant reduction in
the wind analysis quality, as expected. However, much less wind is retrieved in the
ﬁrst case with spatially sparse but frequent observations (Figure 4.2b) even though
the total amount of aerosol data is larger. This shows that in the linear ﬂow, the
spatial resolution of observations is more important than the frequency of their updates to trace winds. Note also that the tracer observations at the initial time do
not impact the wind analysis directly via the TLM, but are only needed to relate
(via advection) the observations of zonally translated aerosol cloud at some later
time with the aerosol state at initial time. Since the ﬁrst guess is homogeneous and
thus a poor estimate of the truth, observations at initial time are needed. Figure 4.4
shows the analyses in the case of observations only at the end of 12-hour assimilation
window in the case of a bad tracer background (Figure 4.4a) and in the case of a
tracer background at t = 0 same as in nature run (Figure 4.4b). In the latter, the
4D-Var internal dynamics was able to relate the background state with observations
at only one later time instance.
In our perfect-model 4D-Var, observations at times other than the start of the
assimilation window are more valuable since the background-error covariances evolve
over the assimilation window and become somewhat ﬂow-dependent as discussed
in previous chapter. Second, the quality of the background decreases over time,
especially for imperfect models and in the case of nonlinear ﬂow, in which the forecast
errors grow rapidly (Kalnay, 2003). Additionally, in the case of strongly nonlinear
dynamics associated with moist physical processes, the tangent-linear hypothesis
would most likely held no longer (Mahfouf, 1999). In the linear case, the analysis
solution is improved by extending the assimilation window from 12-hour to 24-hour
(Figure 4.5b) as assimilating more observations reduces the impact of temporal
noisiness due to observation errors. If the assimilation window is shortened to only
6-hours, the wind increment becomes very small, as shown in Figure 4.5a, which
is related to the slow tracer advection. The Gaussian cloud is translated only 1.5◦
to the west. This means that signiﬁcant changes in tracer distribution must be
observed in order to resolve underlying motions. In a longer 4D-Var window and for
equally fast ﬂow, the tracer distribution changes (is advected) more.
Figures 4.6a,b show the analysis from the assimilation of aerosol observations
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with twice smaller/larger observation and background errors than in the experiments
shown in Figure 4.1d-f. In this case, smaller aerosol errors lead to a more accurate
estimate of the aerosol gradients and more weight given to aerosol information, and
vice versa. The result is in line with that of Allen et al. (2013), who analytically
studied wind tracing from perfect observations in a simple 1D case using 4D-Var.
(c)
(u)
The ratio of aerosol and wind background error standard deviations σb /σb deﬁnes
the amplitude of the wind increment. For small (large) ratio, the wind increment
increases (decreases) and the tracer increment vanishes (dominates). Halving only
(c)
σb and preserving σo(c) should thus ideally increase the wind increment and provide
a better wind analysis, and vice versa. However, Allen’s discussion is based on
perfect tracer observations. In my case (not shown), due to Gaussian noise added
(c)
to tracer observations, the positive impact of halving σb is cancelled by the less
accurately resolved tracer spatial gradients, as relatively more weight is given to
aerosol background information.
Figure 4.6c presents the analysis from the assimilation of aerosol observations
with observation error standard deviation varying as σo(c) = max(0.5, 0.3 c) µg kg−1 .
Now, the wind increment is zonally spread, as the weight of the observations of low
aerosol mixing ratio is greater than in the reference experiment.
The impact of reduced and increased correlation length is shown in Figure 4.7. In
the case of the linear advection of large scale aerosol perturbation and observations
at every second grid point in each direction, decreasing the correlation length has
a negative eﬀect on the analysis (Figure 4.7a). Some spurious wind increments in
the areas with low aerosol content can be seen which are the consequence of the
noisiness of tracer data. However, reducing the correlation length may be beneﬁcial
when assimilating dense observations of small-scale aerosol features (in a nonlinear
ﬂow). In this case, a spatially broad impact of the single observation may decrease
the accuracy of the tracer spatial gradients.

4.2

Impact of nonlinearities on wind tracing in
dry atmosphere

When nonlinearities are present, the wind tracing becomes more complex as the discrepancy between nonlinear model (NLM) solution and tangent-linear model (TLM)
solution grows rapidly with time from the start of the 4D-Var time window. This
is demonstrated using barotropically unstable dry ﬂow without aerosol sources and
sinks but with complex aerosol distribution. Here, the only sources of nonlinearity
are the products of prognostic variables in the governing equations, i.e. nonlinear
advection.
The nature run is prepared by deﬁning an equatorially symmetric and zonally homogeneous potential temperature ﬁeld: θ(φ) = θ00 + ∆θ tanh (kφ2 ), where
θ00 = 333 K is the midtropospheric background potential temperature, ∆θ = -1.8
K is the amplitude of meridionally varying part and k = 0.01 is the steepness coefﬁcient. Then, the zonal wind is deﬁned using geostrophic balance
u=

gH ∂θ
gH0
=
θ00 βy ∂y
θ00 β



180
Re
π

2

2∆θ k
.
cosh2 (kφ2 )

(4.1)

The wind ﬁeld thus consists of equatorial easterlies and subtropical westerlies with
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maximal speeds of 10 m s−1 . Such wind ﬁeld is randomly perturbed and an aerosol
cloud is added and then integrated for 72-hours. Due to the strong meridional shear
of the zonal wind, some perturbations trigger (barotropic) instability, resulting in
a nonlinear ﬂow. The 72-hour solution of integration is used as the initial ﬁeld
for the nature run (Figure 4.8a-c). The nature run winds are predominantly zonal
with equatorial easterlies, subtropical westerlies and some anticyclonically rotating
vortices in between which transport the tracer constituents meridionally. As earlier,
the background is motionless with aerosol mixing ratio 1 µg kg−1 everywhere in
domain.
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Figure 4.8: Nature run (a-c) and analysis (d-f) solution; at (a,d) initial time, (b,e) 6
hours and (c,f) 12 hours. The analysis solution is obtained by the 4D-Var assimilation of
aerosol observations at every second grid point in each direction updated every hour in
the 12-hour assimilation window. The aerosol mixing ratio is shown by brown colours.

Observations are available at every second grid point in each direction and are
updated every hour within the 12-hour assimilation window. The observation and
background error standard deviations are the same. The resulting analysis is shown
in Figure 4.8d-f. The tracer ﬁeld is smoothed in comparison to the truth with increments limited to areas of signiﬁcant advection. The analysis wind RMSE normalized
by the background RMSE, i.e. normalized RMSE (NRMSE) in this experiment is
similar to the result for homogeneous ﬂow (Figure 4.1d-f), which was not expected.
However, there are important diﬀerences related to the advection. The mean aerosol
advection rate in the presented domain S
∂c
∂c
1 Z
u
+v
dS
S S ∂x
∂y

(4.2)

is 2.3 times greater in the case of unstable ﬂow than in homogeneous ﬂow. The
NRMSE and the minimization performance for the two cases are illustrated in Figures 4.9a,b. The zonal wind analysis NRMSE is around 0.8 in both cases. The
aerosol NRMSE is signiﬁcantly lower in the case with the homogeneous ﬂow and
large scale Gaussian cloud of aerosols (Figure 4.1a-c) as the ﬁne scale aerosol features are not perfectly resolved with 2◦ resolution of aerosol observations. In both
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Figure 4.9: Cost function relative reduction (log (J/J0 )) and the ratio of the analysis
and background root-mean-square error (RMSE) for zonal wind u and aerosol mixing
ratio c as a function of the total iteration number for (a) homogeneous wind presented
in Figure 4.1, (b) barotropically unstable ﬂow presented in Figure 4.8 and (c) stronger
homogeneous ﬂow (wind speed 16 m s−1 instead of 7 m s−1 in (a) ). Red vertical lines
denote new outer loops. The observed variable is aerosol mixing ratio.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Aerosol advection rate (µg kg−1 h−1 ) and the wind analysis increments
for (a) homogeneous ﬂow presented in Figure 4.1 and (b) barotropically unstable ﬂow
presented in Figure 4.8.

cases, the mean wind speed was around 7 m s−1 and the mean aerosol mixing ratio
was 1.8 µg kg−1 , which makes experiments seemingly comparable.
When the advection rate is made comparable in the two experiments (by increasing the zonal windspeed in the homogeneous case from 7 m s−1 to 16 m s−1 ), the
zonal wind analysis NRMSE signiﬁcantly reduces (Figure 4.9c) and is lower than
in the nonlinear unstable case (Figure 4.9b). The 12-hour mean advection rate in
units µg kg−1 h−1 and the associated wind increments at +6 hours are shown in
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Figure 4.10 for the case of homogeneous ﬂow (Figure 4.1) and the case of unstable
nonlinear ﬂow (Figure 4.8). In both cases, the wind increments are attached to the
regions of strong advection rate.
The cost function J and analysis RMSE for homogeneous ﬂow converge fast
already after the 4th outer loop iteration (Figure 4.9a), whereas for the nonlinear
case they decrease slowly until 9th outer loop iteration (Figure 4.9b). The probable
reasons for a slower cost function and RMSE convergence are further discussed using
a strongly nonlinear experiment in Section 4.5.

4.3
4.3.1

Wind tracing in saturated atmosphere
Impact of temperature data on wind tracing from humidity data

As long as the atmosphere is unsaturated, discussion and conclusions regarding
the wind tracing from aerosol data in dry atmosphere apply also to moisture data.
This is demonstrated by using a nature run shown in Figure 4.11a. It describes
a Gaussian moisture perturbation advected by a homogeneous easterly wind with
speed of 5 m s−1 . The maximal amplitude of the relative humidity perturbation
is 30% (3.2 g kg−1 ) and the surrounding relative humidity is 60% (6.4 g kg−1 ).
Observations of speciﬁc humidity are perturbed (their relative humidity error is 10%
RH). Observations are assimilated at every second grid point in each direction in the
region between 150◦ and 198◦ longitude and 15◦ S and 15◦ N latitude and are updated
every hour within the 12-hour window. The background is at rest and the relative
humidity ﬁeld is 60% everywhere. The resulting analysis is shown in Figure 4.11b.
It shows that the wind analysis increment resembles that in Figure 4.1d-f for the
assimilation of aerosol data.
+06 h

TRUTH

+06 h

ANALYSIS

b)

a)

Figure 4.11: Wind and speciﬁc humidity ﬁelds at +6 hours in (a) nature run and (b)
analysis solution. Black lines in (b) are isotachs with spacing 1 m s−1 .

The retrieval becomes more complicated when the assimilation is performed in
the saturated atmosphere, which is shown in Figure 4.12. The nature run in this
case (Figure 4.12a-c) is the following. The moisture perturbation amplitude is now
RH=40%. With relative humidity in the surroundings equal to 60%, a part of the
domain becomes saturated during integration. An easterly zonal wind perturbation
with a small amplitude of 1 m s−1 , which coincides with that of moisture perturbation, is superposed on the balanced mean easterly ﬂow with speed 5 m s−1 to
make the ﬂow slightly convergent (Figure 4.12a). The wind convergence initiates
moisture inﬂow and leads to condensation after 6 hours (Figure 4.12b). The released
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latent heat triggers further convergence and leads to even increased condensation
and precipitation after 12 hours (Figure 4.12c).
The background for the assimilation experiment is a motionless fluid with 60%
relative humidity and the background potential temperature is 335 K, almost the
same as in condensation area in nature run. Observations of specific humidity are
assimilated at every second grid point in each direction and updated every hour.




























Figure 4.12: (a-c) Nature run and (d-f) analysis solutions for the wind tracing experiment. Winds, specific humidity and 6-hour cumulative precipitation are shown (a,d) at the
beginning, (b,e) in the middle and (c,f) at the end of 12-hour assimilation window. Background potential temperature is 335 K. Black line in (a) is 5.25 m s−1 isotach, indicating
wind perturbation.
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Figure 4.13: Analysis solution at the end of 12-hour 4D-Var window (same as Figure 4.12f), but for (a) background potential temperature equal 333 K, (b) 337 K, and (c)
333 K and humidity observations combined with temperature observations.

The 12-hour analysis is shown in Figure 4.12d-f. It suggests that the wind information can be extracted from humidity observations also in saturated regions. This
result can be explained by a closer look at the underlying dynamics in the model,
i.e. by the way the saturation takes place in the model. Condensation acts as a
moisture sink and should thus pose a problem for the wind extraction. However,
in saturated regions, the specific humidity is locally approximately conserved (only
small variations exist due to changes in temperature and temperature dependent
saturation specific humidity) as the amount of condensed moisture is equal to net
moisture influx from the surroundings (the actual moisture sink area). If this moisture deficit is observed but not resolved by the 4D-Var forward model dynamics, i.e.
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the model does not know about nearby condensation area, then the 4D-Var internal
adjustment will try to decrease the moisture content by inducing divergence. The
divergent ﬂow in the moisture sink areas surrounding the condensation area results
in a net convergent ﬂow in the condensation area. Therefore, even if the model initially fails to predict condensation, in well-observed humidity regions with accurate
background temperature, the perfect-model 4D-Var succeeds to correct dynamics.
The importance of a reliable background temperature for wind tracing in saturated atmosphere is illustrated in Figure 4.13a-c. Figure 4.13a shows an analysis
at +12 hours, which can be compared with Figure 4.12f; the only diﬀerence is the
temperature background which is now 333 K instead of 335 K. A 2.3 K cooler background than the simulated truth (335.3 K) in the condensation area means a lower
saturation threshold and thus an excessive humidity release. To account for the
moisture sink, the internal adjustment results in additional convergence in order to
minimize the distance of the 4D-Var trajectory to moisture observations.
If the background temperature is too high (e.g. 337 K as in Figure 4.13b), the
saturation threshold is increased and almost no condensation occurs. The 4D-Var
includes a weak divergent circulation which acts to decrease humidity instead of
condensation.
Finally, Figure 4.13c shows the result when humidity observations are assimilated together with temperature observations. Their combined assimilation corrects
too cold temperture background (set to 333 K, same as in the experiment shown in
Figure 4.13a). The wind analysis is now closer to the truth and also the precipitation is reduced. Temperature observations additionally constrain the higher-latitude
wind ﬁeld through the 4D-Var geostrophic adjustment.
The basic message from these experiments applies also to smaller scales and more
complex models in the cases when ﬂow convergence is the main process leading to
condensation. Provided good observations of temperature and moisture, as well
as a reliable model and background-error covariances, the wind analysis should be
improved.

4.3.2

Wind tracing from aerosol data

The aerosol-moisture interactions and the nonlinear and discontinuous moisture processes associated with phase transitions make the wind retrieval complex. In MADDAM, the aerosol, moisture and winds are coupled by the processes of advection,
latent heating due to condensation and wet deposition due to precipitation. Even
though the coupling is very simple in comparison to NWP models, it is still hard for
the 4D-Var data assimilation to properly resolve it, especially when observations of
more than one variable are missing.
Consider the following example: in the area of wind convergence, ∇ · v < 0, and
saturation, q ∼ qs , precipitation and associated aerosol deposition process decrease
the aerosol mixing ratio. Provided the wind ﬁeld is traced by the aerosol data
and background humidity and temperature are good proxies of the truth, the wind
retrieved from aerosol observations would trigger the right amount of precipitation
and would represent a good estimate of the aerosol sink. The aerosol analysis would
be in line with aerosol observations.
In reality, the erroneous background winds are associated with inaccurate background temperature and humidity ﬁelds. In the assimilation, the winds retrieved
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from the aerosol observations may not trigger precipitation or may trigger excessive
precipitation, in both cases resulting in vastly erroneous aerosol fields, which disagree with aerosol observations. In the case with the aerosol amount lower (higher)
than suggested by observations, the model responds by establishing convergent (divergent) flow to compensate for the lack (abundance) of aerosols. The model may
therefore bring aerosol trajectory closer to observations by inducing a wrong advection mechanism instead of correcting wet deposition. A spurious positive feedback
loop occurs: convergent flow leading to increased aerosol amount increases also the
humidity, leading to even stronger condensation and aerosol deposition and thus a
lower aerosol content. This results in even more convergent flow in the next outer
loop iteration and the vicious cycle repeats.
The aerosols and moisture thus strongly differ as tracers. The main sink of
moisture in the model is directly coupled with winds. The main sink of aerosols
(wet deposition) is directly coupled to humiditiy. Therefore, the 4D-Var can not
correct the dynamics, unless the precipitation is a control (active) variable. This
would in principle suggest, that it is nearly impossible to retrieve the winds from
the aerosol observations in the atmosphere near the saturation. However, useful
wind information may be possible to extract in an (unlikely) case of the combined
assimilation of high quality, frequent and spatially dense observations of aerosol,
humidity and temperature.
Possible pitfalls of wind tracing from aerosol data are demonstrated by using
a simplest possible setup. Nature run is represented by inhomogeneous easterly
flow advecting a Gaussian aerosol cloud with mixing ratio 7 µg kg−1 centered at
the equator at λ =172◦ , which is superposed on the constant background with
1 µg kg−1 aerosol mixing ratio. Initial moisture field is defined by a linear combination of hyperbolic tangens functions, with RH = 95% around equator and 80%
in the subtropics with the inflection points at 8◦ N and 8◦ S. The background for the
assimilation is a constant 10 m s−1 easterly flow with the same initial moisture field
as in the nature run. Differences between 12-hour nature run and background are
shown in Figure 4.14. The initial wind convergence at around λ = 168◦ causes a
moisture influx and drives humidity to condensation. The associated precipitation
leads to a strong wet depositon and a significant aerosol loss.












Figure 4.14: The difference between nature run and background (xt − xb ) at (a) initial
time, (b) 6 hours and (c) 12 hours. Aerosol mixing ratio is shown by brown colours, while
the 6-hour cumulative precipitation is displayed by rainbow colours.

The imperfect observations of aerosol, humidity and temperature are simulated
in every second grid point in each direction and are updated every hour within the
12-hour assimilation window. Two different sets of assimilation experiments are
presented. In the first (Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16), the wet depositon process is
modeled in the assimilation, both in the nonlinear outer loop trajectory, as well as in
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the tangent-linear inner loop trajectory. The second set of assimilation experiments
(Figure 4.17) does not simulate wet depositon and thus resembles the practice of
operational NWP centers, e.g. ECMWF (Benedetti et al., 2009), which do not
simulate any non-mass-conserving physical processes in the assimilation system.
The reasons for that choice are sensible, as the control variable in real systems is
the total aerosol mixing ratio, which is a sum of all diﬀerent aerosol modes’ mixing
ratios.
Figure 4.15a-c is a result of the assimilation of aerosol observations (denoted
c). It illustrates the 4D-Var running into a positive feedback loop as described
above. If humidity background is similar to truth, an improved analysis is obtained
already by adding temperature observations to aerosol observations (example Tc,
Figure 4.15d-f). The wind retrieved from this combination of observation types is
too strong, thus it triggers too strong precipitation. Hence, the deposition is also
stronger than suggested by aerosol observations. Here, the analysis compensates this
by zonally stretching the tracer perturbation structure at initial time (Figure 4.15d).
Figure 4.15g-i shows that the problem of precipitation in 4D-Var can be almost
entirely solved by assimilating humidity observations along with aerosols (qc). The
wind increment in this ﬁgure nicely resembles the true wind increment (Figure 4.14).
Temperature observations assimilated along with moisture and aerosol observations (Tqc, Figure 4.15j-l)) provide an extra value in regions where the tracer
gradients are insuﬃcient, that is east of 180◦ . As the assimilation of temperature
observations reduces the weight given to moisture data, the moisture analysis can
become less accurate. Our claim that the problem of aerosol wind tracing in saturated environment is largely due to moisture-dynamics couplings and less impacted
by incompletely observed tracer ﬁeld is further supported by experiment with observations at every grid point (Figure 4.16).
If the aerosol removal process is not parametrized in the assimilation and the
tracer feedback on wind is turned on (Figure 4.17a-c), 4D-Var imposes a strong
westerly wind analysis increment which opposes the mean easterly ﬂow, virtually
having the same eﬀect as wet deposition in terms of aerosol distribution. No positive
feedback occurs here, however, the wind analysis increment is completely wrong.
Figure 4.17d-f shows the aerosol and wind analysis increments in case if the linearized
wet deposition process is not included in the tangent-linear and adjoint models.
The results presented in this section suggest there exist several constraints for
wind tracing from aerosols in a saturated atmosphere:
• wet deposition needs to be accurately parametrized (perfect parametrization
was chosen in these experiments, i.e. the same as in nature run),
• moisture and temperature ﬁelds need to be known or observed accurately,
• any direct info about the main driver of deposition (precipitation, e.g. in form
of radar data) would be extremely beneﬁcial.
Here, only the strongest aerosol removal process, the wet deposition, was considered.
However, the above conclusions can be generalised to every non-mass-conserving
aerosol process. For example, to describe below-cloud scavenging in a NWP model
(Croft et al., 2009), water vapor, cloud liquid water and ice ﬁelds are neeeded for
every model vertical level to compute rain and snow ﬂuxes. A fraction of the grid
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Figure 4.15: Analysis increments at 0, 6, 12 hours, obtained by the assimilation of (a-c)
only aerosol observations (denoted c), (d-f) aerosol and temperature observations (Tc),
(g-i) aerosol and moisture observations (qc) and (j-l) aerosol, moisture and temperature
observations combined (Tqc). The aerosol mixing ratio is shown by brown colours, while
6-hour cumulative precipitation is denoted by rainbow colour scheme.


















Figure 4.16: Same as Figure 4.15; but for the analysis increments at hour 6, obtained
by the assimilation of (a) c, (b) qc and (c) Tqc with the observations at every grid point.

box affected by precipitation needs to be known also. Below cloud scavenging coefficients should be known for both rain and snow, which are tracer as well as size
dependent. Furthermore, assumptions regarding the rain drop number-size distribution are needed to deduce the scavenging coefficients. Apart from that, necessary conditions for wind retrievel, described in Section 4.1, should also be satisfied.
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Figure 4.17: Same as Figure 4.15; but for the analysis increments obtained by the assimilation qc at every second grid point and (a-c) without parametrization of wet deposition
in the whole assimilation procedure, (d-f) only without linearized wet depositon in TLM
and ADM.

However, in comparison to wet deposition, the all other aerosol removal processes
combined have a smaller aerosol sink/source rate. Considering these conditions and
the challenges faced by the NWP models to correctly locate the tropical convective
precipitation areas, it may be impossible to retrieve winds in the presence of saturation from observed spatial and temporal distribution of aerosols. However, having
a good observational coverage of aerosol vertical profiles, the NWP models could
extract some wind in the dry atmosphere.

4.4

Wind tracing vs. unknown tracer sources

The wind tracing potential is now addressed in the case of unknown tracer sources,
which are not described by the forward model in the data assimilation system. The
potential is evaluated as a function of the ratio between the unknown or unresolved
tracer sources (or sinks) and wind advection rate in the equation for aerosol mixing
ratio (2.24). The ratio κ is defined as
κ = 

|S + |

∂c
u ∂x



∂c 
+ v ∂y


(4.3)

and measures how much of the local tracer change can be explained by advection
and how much by physical forcings (sources, sinks).
The experiment applies a 12-hour nature run with ∆λ = ∼13◦ wide zone in which
the wind advection rate is constant during the simulation. There, the advection
rate is 5.4 ·10−5 µg kg−1 s−1 = 0.2 µg kg−1 h−1 , with the zonal easterly wind speed
15 m s−1 and tracer gradient ∂c/∂x = 0.4 µg kg−1 /111 km (per 1◦ ). A Gaussian
aerosol source of varying amplitude is added in the zone with zonal gradients in
the tracer field. Figure 4.18 shows a snapshot of different nature runs at +6 hours,
in which the maximum (and domain-mean) ratio of the source rate and advection
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rate were a) 0.09 (0.03), b) 0.55 (0.17), c) 1.85 (0.55) and d) 5.6 (1.6). The mean
ratio hκi is here evaluated as a ratio of domain-mean source rate and domain-mean
advection rate, i.e.
1 R
|S + | dS
S S
.
(4.4)
hκi = 1 R
∂c
∂c
u ∂x
dS
+ v ∂y
S S
MAX: 0.092, MEAN: 0.028

MAX: 0.556, MEAN: 0.166

a)

b)

MAX: 5.556, MEAN: 1.660

MAX: 1.852, MEAN: 0.553

d)

c)

Figure 4.18: Nature run at 6 hours with the maximum (and domain-mean) ratios of the
source rate and advection rate being (a) 0.09 (0.03), (b) 0.55 (0.17), (c) 1.85 (0.55) and
(d) 5.6 (1.6). The aerosol mixing ratio is shown by brown colours. Black isolines denote
local source-advection ratio κ (4.3).
MAX: 0.092, MEAN: 0.028

MAX: 0.556, MEAN: 0.166

a)

b)

MAX: 1.852, MEAN: 0.553

MAX: 5.556, MEAN: 1.660
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d)

Figure 4.19: Analyses at 6 hours with the maximum (and domain-mean) ratios of the
source rate and advection rate being (a) 9% (3%), (b) 55%, (c) 185% and (d) 570%.
The aerosol mixing ratio is shown by brown colours. Black isolines denote local source advection ratio κ (4.3). Note that the wind arrows scale is twice lower than in Figure 4.18.

In the assimilation, the strength and location of the tracer source is unknown and
is not modeled. Assimilation experiments use 12-hour 4D-Var window with tracer
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observations at every second grid point in each direction and updated every hour.
Perfect (unperturbed) tracer observations are assigned observation error 2 µg kg−1 .
The background is at rest with the aerosol mixing ratio 1 µg kg−1 everywhere.
Figure 4.19 shows the aerosol and wind analyses in the middle of the 12-hour assimilation window, for the nature runs presented in Figure 4.18. The wind analysis
quality decreases by increasing the source amplitude (equatorward). In the case of
tracer source rate being smaller than the advection rate (Figures 4.19a,b), the amplitude of the easterly wind only slightly decreases. On the other hand, in the case
of strong aerosol sources, the analysis solutions (Figures 4.19c,d) include strongly
convergent ﬂow at 6 hours. This is a result of internal 4D-Var dynamics trying to
compensate the lack of modeled aerosol (in comparison to the observed values) by
imposing a convergent ﬂow to locally increase the aerosol concentration.

Figure 4.20: Zonal wind normalized RMSE as a function of the domain mean ratio hκi
(4.4).

Further, we want to quantify how the increasing amplitude of the sources harms
the wind analysis. The analysis quality, evaluated as the zonal wind normalized
RMSE, is studied as a function of the domain-mean ratio hκi. Figure 4.20 reveals
a perfect linear dependence between the ability to trace winds (NRMSEs) and the
magnitude of the unresolved/unknown sources in the assimilation procedure. The
ratio hκi, at which the wind analysis becomes worse than background (RMSEa >
RMSEbg ) is hκi ∼ 1.7. More tests should be performed to understand if this value is
anyhow related to the scale of the sinks/sources, their longevity and their structure.
Nonetheless, the results suggest that the wind tracing is meaningful, as long as the
rate of the unknown sources/sinks is smaller than the advection rate.
This result is of direct relevance for NWP wind tracing in general (from any
tracer). Based on it, we can estimate the maximal allowed uncertainty of dynamical and especially physical processes (denoted combined as (∂c/∂t)un ), given the
most probable local tracer change rate (∂c/∂t). This uncertainty can be estimated
from the ensemble data assimilation approach to exclude the regions, in which it
is detrimental to assimilate tracers with feedback on winds. A simple criterion
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could be to exclude the regions, where





∂c
∂t un

4.5

> −v · ∇c.





∂c
∂t un

>

∂c
,
∂t

or even more strictly, where

Wind tracing in a multiscale moist ﬂow

Wind tracing in a highly nonlinear ﬂow is discussed by using the nature run that
was applied as the background in the single humidity observation experiment in
Section 3.5.3 (Figure 3.15a-c). The 12-hour evolution of the background ﬁeld is
shown in Figure 4.22 and the diﬀerences between the nature run and the background
winds after 6 hours of simulation are shown in Figure 4.23a.
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Figure 4.21: Relative nonlinearity of zonal wind variable u (black circles) and speciﬁc
humidity q (gray squares) for three diﬀerent assimilation experiments presented in this
study: linear case with homogeneous wind in unsaturated atmosphere (denoted Linear,
marked by solid line, Figure 4.11), almost homogeneous wind ﬁeld and saturation (denoted
Quasi-linear, marked by dashed line, Figure 4.12) and full nonlinear experiment (denoted
Nonlinear, marked by dotted line, Figure 3.15a-c and Figure 4.22).

To quantify the nonlinearity of the assimilation problem and to compare it with
the experiments in Subsection 4.3.1, the relative ﬂow nonlinearity is evaluated following Gilmour et al. (2001) and Tremolet (2003):
θ=

2 |δ + + δ − |
,
|δ + | + |δ − |

(4.5)

where δ ± = M (xb ± δx) − M (xb ) and δx = xt − xb . This measure indicates an
average magnitude of errors introduced by assuming linear evolution compared to
the average magnitude of the evolved perturbations. If the ﬂow is perfectly linear,
then the evolved perturbations δ + and δ − are exactly opposite during the whole
simulation and θ is 0. However, if the ﬂow is nonlinear, θ becomes greater than
zero. The relative ﬂow nonlinearity for various cases is shown in Figure 4.21. In
the case of linear ﬂow (Figure 4.11a), the nonlinearity is small for both zonal wind
and speciﬁc humidity. In the case of almost homogeneous winds in saturated environment (Figure 4.12a-c, experiment denoted “Quasi-linear”), the nonlinearity in
the zonal wind slightly increases, while it increases fast in speciﬁc humidity due to
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Figure 4.22: Background for wind retrieval in multiscale moist flow at (a) time 0, (b) 6
hours and (c) 12 hours. Colours denote specific humidity and 6-hour cumulative precipitation.





































Figure 4.23: (a) Differences between nature and background winds at +6 hours. 4D-Var
wind analysis increments at the same time from (b) specific humidity (q) observations,
(c) temperature (T) observations, (d) zonal wind observations (u), (e) total wind observations (uv), (f) temperature, wind and humidity (Tuvq) observations. (g-i) show analysis
increments for combined observations of temperature and specific humidity (Tq) for (g)
6-hour assimilation window, (h) 12-hour and (i) 24-hour window. The observations were
updated every hour and available at every second grid point in each direction in subregion
(λ, φ) ∈ [160◦ , 236◦ ] × [−18◦ , 18◦ ]. Wind isotachs are shown every 2 m s−1 .

nonlinearity of the saturation process. However, the relative flow nonlinearity in the
current experiment is much greater. Thus, 4D-Var is expected to have a difficult
task of extracting the wind information from humidity observations alone.
Simulated observations are located at every second grid point in each direction
in the region between 160◦ and 236◦ longitude and between 18◦ S and 18◦ N latitude, making a total of 741 observations assimilated at a single time instance. The
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observations are assimilated every hour.
The wind increments at +6 hours obtained by assimilation of moisture observations (experiment denoted q) is shown in Figure 4.23b and the wind and humidity
analysis at + 6 hours in Figure 4.24. The result reveals the already known basic
property of the wind extraction from tracers; that is, winds are better extracted
in areas with stronger humidity gradients in the ﬂow direction. For example, the
gradients in the humidity innovation (not shown) around point λ = 182◦ , φ = 2◦ are
very weak, and thus almost no wind is extracted there. The most important result of
this experiment is that the wind can be extracted from moisture observations even
in saturated areas with highly nonlinear dynamics, such as in the convection region
around λ = 185◦ , φ = 5◦ S, provided the zonal humidity gradients are substantial in
this region. However, the extracted wind information is much lower than in the less
nonlinear experiments with similar humidity gradients and equally strong ﬂow.
The ability to extract at least some winds even in case of highly nonlinear ﬂow
is partly the consequence of using the incremental 4D-Var which brings the full
nonlinear trajectory gradually closer to observations in each subsequent outer loop
iteration. Thus, for small increments, the TL hypothesis is valid almost everywhere.
The number of outer loop iterations in this case was 8, which is much larger than in
any operational NWP setting. Figure 4.25 shows the convergence of the cost function, ratio of the analysis RMSE and background RMSE for the observed variable
(q) and unobserved variables (u, v). The latter falls very slowly with the number of
iterations. Even though no additional preconditioning was done (apart from control
variable transforms), the background error covariance matrix condition number is
almost certainly not the reason for slow convergence. The two possible, mutually dependent reasons are (1) sensitivity of wind tracing to the accuracy of resolved tracer
gradients and (2) violation of the tangent-linear hypothesis in the ﬁrst outer loops.
Such slow decrease in wind RMSE has not been observed in the linear experiments
(Figure 4.9a). The slow convergence must be associated with the nonlinearity of the
assimilation problem. The larger the nonlinearity, the less wind can be extracted
through the linearized internal 4D-Var dynamics (via TL and AD model). After
a couple of outer loops, the wind RMSE is still decreasing, as the tangent-linear
hypothesis is increasingly more valid with the increasing number of outer loops and
for smaller assimilation increments.
The analysis RMSE in the middle of the 12-hour assimilation window is shown
in Figure 4.26. For the zonal wind the error is approximately 2.8 m s−1 and for
meridional wind 3.1 m s−1 . That is about 20% smaller than for the background
RMSE (3.6 m s−1 and 3.7 m s−1 for the zonal and meridional wind, respectively).
Note that these veriﬁcation scores apply to the domain λ ∈ [169◦ , 217◦ ] and φ ∈
[15◦ S, 15◦ N] presented in Figure 4.26.
The wind extraction from moisture observations can be compared to the result
when temperature observations are assimilated (T, Figure 4.23c). The temperature
observations provide totally a slightly better wind analysis than speciﬁc humidity
data (q). The RMSE is now 3.1 m s−1 for the zonal wind and 2.4 m s−1 for
meridional wind. That is in total around 5% decrease in RMSE in comparison to
the experiment q with moisture data. According to Figure 4.26, adding humidity to
temperature observations (experiment denoted Tq) further decreases the analysis
RMSEs by around 25% compared to the moisture-only case. The associated analysis
increment is shown in Figure 4.23h for 12-hour window.
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Figure 4.24: (a) Nature run winds and specific humidity at +6 hours. 4D-Var analyses at the same time from (b) specific humidity (q) observations, (c) temperature (T)
observations, (d) zonal wind observations (u), (e) total wind observations (uv), (f) temperature, wind and humidity (Tuvq) observations. (g-i) show analysis increments for
combined observations of temperature and specific humidity (Tq) for (g) 6-hour assimilation window, (h) 12-hour and (i) 24-hour window. The observations were updated every hour and available at every second grid point in each direction in subregion
(λ, φ) ∈ [160◦ , 236◦ ] × [−18◦ , 18◦ ].

Figure 4.25: Cost function relative reduction (log (J/J0 )) and the ratio of the analysis
and background RMSE for zonal wind u, meridional wind v and specific humidity q, as
a function of the total iteration number for experiment presented in Figure 4.23b. Red
vertical lines denote new outer loops. The observed variable is specific humidity.
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Figure 4.26: Root-mean-square errors of the 4D-Var analysis in the middle of the 12-hour
window for zonal wind, meridional wind and potential temperature for experiments with
various observations: humidity (q), temperature (T), temperature and humidity (Tq),
zonal wind (u), both wind components (uv), observations of all three dynamical variables
(Tuv) and observations of all four model variables (Tuvq). Experiment with 24-hour
window and observations of temperature and humidity is denoted Tq24.

These values can not be directly compared to the NWP case as our system applies
a multivariate mass-wind assimilation and the identical twin 4D-Var experiments.
But, even in our case, the 4D-Var assimilation of mass data does not provide wind
analyses with a quality comparable to that obtained when wind observations are
assimilated. This is clearly shown by RMSEs from experiments which use wind
data (Figure 4.26). The added wind information from combined observations of
temperature and moisture (Tq) is around 60% of that from winds alone (uv).
Wind tracing as a function of the assimilation window length was also checked.
For 6-hour window (Figure 4.23g), the wind adjustment is worse, while the 24-hour
window (Tq24, Figure 4.23i) generally improves the analysis. In this case, the wind
RMSE is almost as low as for the Tuv case. However, lengthening the assimilation
window can degrade the analysis near the precipitation areas as seen around λ=
208◦ , φ= 9◦ S, where some spurious wind increments arise as the TL hypothesis is
locally violated.
When observations of all model variables are assimilated (Tuvq), the analysis
RMSEs are smallest (approximately 0.6 m s−1 ) and wind analysis increments are
closest to the true increments (Figure 4.23f). Figure 4.26 also suggests that adding
moisture data on top of wind and temperature observations (uv and Tuv versus
Tuvq) significantly improves the wind analysis. However, this applies to our perfectmodel 4D-Var and to the case in which moist processes in the NLM and TLM are
very similar. An interesting feature of RMSEs (not shown) is that adding moisture
observations to winds leads to better temperature analysis than if only wind data
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is assimilated. Similarly, humidity on top of temperature data results in better
temperature analysis than temperature alone. Additional ensemble experiments
are needed to establish the signiﬁcance of this result. Relaxing the perfect model
assumption is also desirable so that the results are more relevant for NWP.
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Chapter 5
Quantiﬁcation of the potential for
wind tracing from 4D-Var
assimilation of aerosols and
moisture
Having shown various impacts on the wind tracing from tracer observations in 4DVar by relatively simple experiments, now I carry out multiple experiments to quantify the impact of observation sampling and errors in relation to dynamical and
physical processes in the model. As earlier, the experiments are of the OSSE type
but this time the simulated truth is prepared on four times higher resolution (0.25◦
instead of 1◦ ) to make the observation impact more realistic. The main measure
of the analysis quality is its root-mean-square error (RMSE) computed as the average over the reduced model grid. The errors are presented as a ratio between the
background error and the analysis error at the start of the 4D-Var window (both
evaluated against the truth):
NRMSE =

RMSE(xa )
.
RMSE(xb )

The chapter is organized as follows. First, I describe the generation of an ensemble of nature runs, then I discuss properties of the performed assimilation experiments and last, I show the normalized RMSE (NRMSE) scores for a plethora of
experiments and variations of the assimilation settings.

5.1

Preparation of OSSEs

Dynamical ﬁelds were generated by applying a weighted average of the forecasts
from the GFS operational model (700 hPa wind vector (u, v), 400 hPa potential
temperature θ) and the randomisation method (Andersson et al., 2000). It makes
use of the implemented background-error variance spectrum and simulates nature
having the same variance spectra as the forecast errors. The method applies random
normal perturbations on the complex elements of the control vector for dynamics
χd , i.e.
1
(5.1)
(χd )knm = √ (N (0, 1), iN (0, 1)) .
2
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.1: Wind, specific humidity and 6-hour cumulative precipitation fields at +6
hours from the start of the assimilation window for a randomly chosen ensemble member
for (a) nature run and (b) background.
Table 5.1: Average background errors of the ensemble members.
(u)

σb

5.0 m s−1

(v)

σb

4.3 m s−1

(T )

σb

1.3 K

(q)

σb

1.9 g kg−1

(c)

σb

1.7 µg kg−1

√
Factor 1/ 2 is used to restrict the control vector element within the unitary circle
on complex plane. The vector is then transformed to physical space by a control
variable transformation (described in Section 3.3.1).
The simulated waves in the nature runs have large scales; 20 zonal wavenumbers
and 6 meridional modes are used. The perturbations are added to the basic GFS
forecast and the model is integrated for 72 hours to produce smaller scales through
scale interactions. Nature run and background fields were perturbed differently
to produce background errors with amplitudes similar to the prescribed standard
deviations (Table 5.1 versus Table 3.1).
Humidity fields are added after 72 hours of simulation. The nature run and
background specific humidity fields are computed from the GFS model forecast
relative humidity fields at 700 hPa, and transformed to specific humidity fields by
accounting for temperature. Forecasts valid 24-hours apart were used for nature
run and background, an approach that is often used to diagnose background error
covariances (the so-called NMC or NCEP method). The mean specific humidity
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.2: Same as Figure 5.1, but for potential temperature ﬁelds.

and the humidity spatial gradients are thus realistic with respect to NWP models.
The mean speciﬁc humidity background errors (Table 5.1) exceed the prescribed
(Table 3.1) by around 25% in most of the domain.
An example of nature run wind, speciﬁc humidity and 6-hour cumulative precipitation ﬁelds at time +6 hours from the start of the simulation and their comparison
to background ﬁelds is shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the nature run and
background potential temperature ﬁelds at the same time. Some zonally narrow
IG-wave-like fronts can be observed in the domain, resembling features from other
studies of tropical dynamics (e.g. Pauluis et al., 2008; Bouchut et al., 2009).
The aerosol ﬁelds are generated in the following way. First, several common
source areas (Saharan desert, Arabian desert, etc.) are prescribed and then perturbed by the randomisation method for the aerosol background error variance spectra. Then, 50 anisotropic Gaussian clouds of random amplitude, spatial extent and
position are added. Finally, the aerosol ﬁeld is checked to be positive deﬁnite and
is integrated for 72 hours. The ﬁnal typical background error standard deviation is
somewhat smaller than prescribed (1.5 µg kg−1 vs. 2 µg kg−1 ). The mean aerosol
mixing ratio in the domain is ∼2.5 µg kg−1 which is similar to that observed in the
real atmosphere at the 700 hPa level.
An example of nature run and background aerosol mixing ratio ﬁelds is shown
in Figure 5.3. Notice small white areas of low aerosol mixing ratio concentrations,
which arise due to wet deposition of the aerosols with precipitation.
In this way, ﬁfteen simulations were generated at 0.25◦ resolution. The timedependent meridional lateral boundaries are from the GFS model forecasts and are
diﬀerent for every simulation. The mean wind speed in the equatorial domain is
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.3: Aerosol mixing ratio fields at +6 hours from the start of the assimilation for
a chosen ensemble member for (a) nature run and (b) background.

∼7 m s−1 , which mimics the typical tropical conditions. The imperfect observations of all variables are simulated from each nature run (Figure 5.1a). Simulated
background fields at 0.25◦ resolution are interpolated to 1◦ resolution to provide
the background for assimilation. The assimilation is thus also computed at 1◦ resolution (both nonlinear model in the outer loop as well as the TLM and ADM in
inner loops). The choice for different resolutions in assimilation model and simulated truth was made to relax the perfect model assumption in OSSE and to provide
more realistic results on the impact of aerosol and humidity observations on wind
analysis.

5.2

Full-scale assimilation example

This example demonstrates the performance of the assimilation system with imperfect model. First, temperature and humidity observations (Tq) are assimilated
in every second grid point (every 2◦ ) in each direction between 26◦ S and 26◦ N,
updated every hour within the 12-hour assimilation window. By comparing the 6hour cumulative precipitation fields between nature run, analysis and background,
it can be seen that the analysis (Figure 5.4a) is improved. Figure 5.4b reveals that
the wind increments are on average larger in the areas with greater specific humidity increments. Figure 5.4c shows the specific humidity absolute analysis error
and wind analysis error vectors. The specific humidity errors are greatest near the
boundaries, as no observations are assimilated within the relaxation zone. The wind
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.4: Wind and specific humidity (a) analysis and (b) analysis increment at +6
hours for the 12-hour 4D-Var assimilation of temperature and humidity observations (Tq),
which are available in every second grid point in each direction and updated every hour.
(c) shows specific humidity absolute analysis errors and wind analysis error vectors. Blue
markers represent areas of precipitation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.5: Wind and aerosol mixing ratio (a) analysis and (b) analysis increment at
+6 hours for the 12-hour 4D-Var assimilation of aerosol mixing ratio observations (c). (c)
shows aerosol mixing ratio absolute analysis errors and wind analysis error vectors. Blue
markers represent areas of precipitation.

analysis errors are on average larger in the regions with condensation/precipitation
(depicted by blue markers), associated with moisture-induced flow nonlinearity and
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the inability of the tangent-linear model (TLM) to correctly evolve the dynamics.
In the second example, the aerosol mixing ratio observations (c) are assimilated
with the same assimilation settings as in the previous experiment. The wind incements are limited to the areas of strong advection rate (as discussed in Section 4.2),
and to the areas of signiﬁcant aerosol increments, which are larger in the areas with
higher aerosol concentration (eastern half of the domain). Figure 5.5c shows the
aerosol absolute analysis error and wind analysis error vectors. It suggests that the
aerosol mixing ratio analysis errors are largest in the precipitation areas, while the
wind analysis erorrs are greatest in the areas with low aerosol concentration and low
winds (i.e. small advection rate) and again in the precipitation areas. This result is
expected based on the discussion of the simple aerosol wind tracing experiments in
the saturated atmosphere, presented in Subsection 4.3.2.

5.3

An example of the added value of tracer observations in the tropics

Before showing the average scores from multiple experiments, I demonstrate the
added value of tracer observations in the tropics by superposing them on the simulated network of wind observations resembling the current radiosondes. Wind
observations were simulated at 122 points chosen at the locations of radiosonde
measurements within the tropical channel domain. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, this
is a rather inhomogeneous distribution of radiosonde data. These wind data are
supplemented with temperature, humidity and aerosol observations.

Figure 5.6: Distribution of radiosonde observations on May 20, 2018 at 00 UTC. A total
of 122 very inhomogeneously distributed soundings were done at that time within the 27◦ S
and 27◦ N tropical belt.

Figure 5.7 shows the average zonal wind analysis RMSEs over the model domain
based on 15 ensemble member runs for four diﬀerent assimilation setups.
In the ﬁrst experiment (denoted uv, Figure 5.7a), 122 accurate radiosonde observations of zonal and meridional wind are assimilated at the beginning of the 12-hour
assimilation window. Regions of low RMSE are the continental parts with high density of conventional data (Figure 5.6). In the second experiment, observations of
aerosol mixing ratio are added to the wind observations (uvc, Figure 5.7b). Aerosol
observations are assimilated every 2◦ in both zonal and meridional direction and are
updated every hour. The impact of aerosol observations is visibly very small and is
limited to the Saharan desert, Middle East and subtropical Northern Atlantic.
Figure 5.7c shows the RMSEs in the case of temperature observations added instead of aerosol observations (uvt). Their availability is the same as the aerosol observations. Now, the analysis is much improved in the subtropical areas north/south
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Figure 5.7: Zonal wind RMSE distribution based on the 15 experiments in the case of
(a) accurate radiosonde wind observations (uv) assimilated at the beginning of the 12hour 4D-Var assimilation window at locations denoted in Figure 5.6, (b) wind observations
supplemented with aerosol observations (uvc) every 2◦ in each direction and updated every
1 hour, (c) same as (b) but for temperature observations (uvt) and (d) both temperature
and humidity observations added to wind observations (uvtq).

of 10◦ N/10◦ S latitude, where some wind information can be extracted from the prescribed balances in the background-error covariance matrix and 4D-Var geostrophic
mass-wind adjustment. If the prescribed balance is very weak and the internal adjustment slow (e.g. near equator), the analysis errors remain large. Adding humidity
observations to wind and temperature observations (uvtq, Figure 5.7d) improves
the wind RMSEs in the tropics, similarly to what has been observed in the opera112
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tional NWP models (e.g. Geer et al., 2008; Bonavita and Holm, 2016), supporting
the realism of the MADDAM system.

5.4

Impact of the observation density and the assimilation length

First, the impact of tracer observation density is studied in comparison to other
observation types. Unlike humidity which has clear lower boundary (zero humidity)
and the upper boundary (saturation at high temperatures), the total aerosol mixing
ratio is globally very unequally distributed, with the areas of high aerosol content
attached to the source regions, e.g. deserts, storm track regions, etc. Nevertheless,
the analysis RMSEs are calculated within the whole model domain (apart from relaxation zone) and not just in areas with aerosol mixing ratio above some threshold.
However, this choice certainly has a negative impact on the wind analysis scores.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.8: Normalized RMSE of analysis of (a) zonal wind, (b) meridional wind and
(c) potential temperature in 4D-Var assimilation as a function of observation density,
observation type and the assimilation window length. Solid lines denote 12-hour assimilation window whereas dashed lines denote 24-hour window. Observations are updated
every 1 hour. Diﬀerent observations are denoted by the following symbols as shown in
the legend: c stands for the assimilation of aerosol observations, q for the assimilation
of humidity, t for the assimilation of temperature observations, tq for combined observations of temperature and humidity, uv for zonal and meridional wind observations , uvt
applies to observations of the zonal and meridional wind and temperature, whereas uvtq
stands for the assimilation of winds, temperature and humidity. Scores are averages of 15
experiments performed for every combination of the presented properties.

Figure 5.8 presents the percentage of the reduction of the background error as a
function of observation density by various observations in 4D-Var with 12-hour and
24-hour assimilation windows. The observation density is expressed by the size of
the square of n◦ × n◦ which is represented by a single observation of a certain type.
For example, if the size of the square is 5◦ ×5◦ , then there is 1 observation per 5◦ ×5◦
square, i.e. observations are available in every ﬁfth grid point in each direction. The
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update frequency of observations was in these experiments 1 hour, meaning that
observations were added at 13 time instances in 12-hour assimilation window and
at 25 time instances in the 24-hour assimilation window. The constant background
errors used in the assimilation are listed in Table 3.1 and the observation errors have
the same average amplitudes. Both were chosen similar to that in reality.
The results in Figure 5.8 reveal that the wind retrieval from humidity data
(experiment denoted q) is greater than that of aerosol (c). For dense aerosol observations, the analysis wind RMSE is around 85%-90% of the background RMSE
(i.e. background RMSE is reduced by 10% to 15%), while for dense humidity observations, the background RMSE is reduced by around 30% in the case of 12-hour
window and close to 40% for the 24-hour window. Even though in Chapter 4 we
concluded that the humidity is naturally a better tracer in conditions near saturation, here we must note that such a large diﬀerence is partly a consequence of the
actual humidity background error standard deviation being larger than prescribed,
while the actual aerosol standard deviations are lower than prescribed. Aerosol is
also very inhomogeneously distributed, with wide areas of very low concentrations.
As mentioned, limiting the RMSE analysis only to areas of higher concentrations
would result in much better RMSE scores. A possible negative impact on the wind
tracing in aerosol sparse regions comes from the use of constant aerosol background
and observation error standard deviations, even though the former is ﬂow-dependent
(and thus much lower in areas sparse of aerosols) while the latter is a function of
aerosol concentration itself (Remer et al., 2005). Nevertheless, the results suggest
that the aerosol tracers can recover a signiﬁcant amount of wind in the aerosol rich
areas (shown in Figure 5.7b), but their impact on wind analysis is underestimated
in areas with low aerosol concentration.
The aerosol observations have a mild impact on the wind analysis when added to
other observation types. Figure 5.9 shows the analysis normalized RMSE diﬀerences
between the experiment with aerosol observations assimilated within 12-hour assimilation window and the reference experiment without aerosol observations. Negative
diﬀerence indicates that the analysis RMSEs have decreased and thus mean a positive impact of aerosol observations. The positive impact is most noticable in case
when humidity observations are combined with aerosols (qc), as they both derive
wind information from tracers, but have totally diﬀerent distribution at a certain
timestamp. Thus, the aerosols provides an extra wind information in areas with low
humidity (increments) and vice versa. A positive impact is also observed if dense
temperature observations are combined with aerosols (tc), while assimilating aerosol
observations together with wind and temperature observations has neutral impact
(uvtc) on the analysis. A similar result is obtained in the case of 24-hour window
(not shown).
In another experiment, we assumed that the aerosol observation error is a linear
function of the aerosol mixing ratio, i.e. σo(c) (c) = max(0.5, 0.3 c) µg kg−1 , while
its background error was the same as in previous experiments. The purpose was to
improve the tracing in areas with low aerosol concentration. However, the impact
on the analysis was twofold (not shown). The aerosol RMSE improved and the wind
traced from only aerosol data (c) also improved (in comparison to experiment with
constant σo(c) ), but adding aerosol data to any other data (e.g. experiments qc, Tc,
Tqc) resulted in a signiﬁcantly worse analysis, as too much weight was given to
aerosol observations in comparison to other observations.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: Normalized zonal/meridional wind analysis RMSE diﬀerences between the
experiment with aerosol observations (Xc) and reference experiment without aerosol observations (X), where X denotes other observation types or their combinations. Observations
of all quantities are 2◦ apart and are updated every 1 hour within 12-hour assimilation
window. Black line indicates no impact on the analysis quality. Negative values correspond
to decrease in NRMSE (better analysis quality) in case of adding aerosol observations (c),
and vice versa.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10: Absolute diﬀerences between nature run at 0.25◦ resolution and 1◦ resolution as a function of time; for (a) zonal and meridional wind and (b) speciﬁc humidity
and aerosol mixing ratio.

The 24-hour assimilation window generally provides 5-10% better NRMSE scores
than the 12-hour window in the qc experiment as the observed distribution of the
tracer changes more during the longer time window, making it easier to extract
the advected signal. Temperature observations (t) within longer time window also
result in better wind analysis. A general property of the tropical data assimilation
is that the unobserved ﬁelds are analyzed better for longer time windows, at least
where the moist nonlinear processes do not dominate. This can be understood in
relation to the mass-wind adjustment process, that takes longer time in the tropics
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compared to midlatitudes, due to smaller Coriolis parameter (Žagar, 2004). On the
contrary, the observed ﬁelds are analyzed worse (Figure 5.8a,b, experiments uv,
uvt, uvtq) for 24-hour window when the observations are more dense than in every
6th grid point. This can be attributed to the quick growth of diﬀerence (a proxy of
model error) between the nature run dynamics at 0.25◦ resolution and assimilation
model dynamics at 1◦ resolution, which become signiﬁcant over the 24-hour window
(Figure 5.10). Such fast error growth and saturation in smaller scales is expected
in the tropics (Žagar et al., 2017). However, this means that some predictability is
lost after 24-hours and that the strong model constraint 4D-Var is less appropriate
for longer windows. The analysis RMSEs for 24-hour window are greater than for
the 12-hour window also because they are computed for the analysis at initial time
and not e.g. in the middle of the window, where the analysis RMSE is smallest in
the 24-hour window (not shown). The observations towards the end of the window
have relatively higher impact and value as the background error covariance matrix is
implicitly evolved. Nevertheless, at 1◦ resolution the assimilation cannot reproduce
the dynamics present in the 0.25◦ resolution nature run.
The fact that almost no impact of tracer observations (both c and q) is found for
observation density lower than 4◦ with 12-hour window and 6◦ with 24-hour window
is mostly a consequence of the prescribed background-error correlation lengthscale
Lx = 400 km and Ly = 200 km. In a lower level tropical troposphere with mean
wind speed around 6 m s−1 , a particle travels on average around 250 km within
12 hours and 500 km within 24 hours. Thus, the information on tracers is spread
further away within longer window.

5.5

Impact of the observation frequency

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.11: As in Figure 5.8, but for observations updated every 3 hours (at 5 time
instances within 12-hour assimilation window, at 9 time instances within 24-hour assimilation window).

The RMSE results in Figure 5.8 were produced using observations assimilated
every 1 hour. The importance of the frequency of observations in 4D-Var was il116
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.12: As in Figure 5.8, but for observations updated every 12 hours (at the
beginning and end of the 12-hour assimilation window, at 3 time instances within 24-hour
assimilation window).

lustrated by simple experiments in the previous chapter. Now, this question is
addressed by a set of sensitivity experiments.
The results for observation update frequencies 3 hours and 12 hours are shown
in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, respectively. A more clear presentation of how the analysis
quality worsens as the aerosol and humidity observations are used less often than
every 1 hour is shown in Figure 5.13 which combines results from the experiments
with observations assimilated every 3, 6 and 12 hours. It can be seen that the
analysis error increases as observations become less frequent. However, the impact
becomes signiﬁcant only when the observations are assimilated every 6 hours or even
less frequent. The impact is much stronger for 24-hour window and for more dense
observations. The latter is expected, as sparse tracer observations barely aﬀect the
dynamics even for observations available every 1 hour.
A less frequent observation update suggests that the advection process cannot
be reconstructed reliably by 4D-Var, i.e. the information is not passed from one
time level to another which may happen for various reasons such as a nonlinear
change in the ﬂow or a very slow ﬂow. But the overall comparison between the
relative values of the observation frequency and the observation density suggests,
that the spatial density is more relevant than the temporal density for the wind
tracing in 4D-Var. However, once the observation density reaches one observation
every 2◦ or 3◦ (which corresponds to every second/third zonal or meridional grid
point in assimilation setting, or every 8th/12th according to nature run dynamics),
increasing the observation frequency from e.g. 12-hour to 3-hour becomes much
more important than having an even ﬁner observation grid.
The comparison of normalized analysis errors for experiments q and c shows
that in contrast to wind tracing, the analysis errors of the observed variables are
less aﬀected (Figure 5.14).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.13: Absolute change of the normalized RMSE for the experiments with (a-c)
humidity (q) and (d-f) aerosol (c) observations assimilated every 3, 6 or 12 hours with
respect to the reference experiment with observations assimilated every 1 hour. Positive
change in normalized RMSE results in less accurate analysis than the reference analysis. Solid lines denote 12-hour assimilation window, whereas dashed lines denote 24-hour
window.

5.6

Impact of the observation accuracy

Sensitivity experiments with respect to observation errors apply the 12-hour assimilation window with the observation update frequency 1 hour. The spatial density
of tracer observations and their observation error and background errors vary but
(c)
always have the same values, i.e. σo(c) = σb . The background errors for dynamical
ﬁelds remain constant (Table 3.1).
The normalized RMSEs as a function of observation density for diﬀerent values
of σo = σb are shown in Figure 5.15 for speciﬁc humidity observations (q) and in
Figure 5.16 for the aerosol mixing ratio observations (c). Both experiments reveal
(q)
similar patterns. If the tracer error standard deviations are large (e.g. σo(q) = σb
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14: Normalized RMSEs for (a) humidity and (b) aerosol analysis for diﬀerent
update frequencies as a function of observation density. In (a) only speciﬁc humidity observations (q) are assimilated, while in (b) only aerosol mixing ratio (c) are assimialted.
Solid lines denote 12-hour assimilation window whereas dashed lines denote 24-hour assimilation window.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.15: Normalized RMSEs of (a) zonal wind and (b) meridional wind analysis
as a function of observation density for various observation error standard deviations of
humidity.
(c)

≈ 4 g kg−1 or σo(c) = σb = 6 µg kg−1 ), the analysis wind increment is small and
the wind NRMSE is not reduced much. By reducing the tracer error standard
(q/c)
(u/v)
deviation, the ratio σb /σb
decreases, the wind increment increases and the
wind NRMSE decreases as expected. However, if the error standard deviation is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: Same as Figure 5.15 but for observations of aerosol.
(q)

(c)

very low (e.g. σo(q) = σb ≈ 0.5 g kg−1 or σo(c) = σb = 0.5 µg kg−1 ), both the
observational part of the cost function Jo and the Jb background part are dominated
with the aerosol contribution, while the wind background error adds very little.
Thus in the minimization, it is thus more optimal to bring the trajectory as close
to tracer observations as possible “at all costs“, even if that means departing even
further away from the true wind. The analysis in this case is “overconstrained“ by
tracer observations. This result is in contradiction with the results from an idealized
analytical study of Allen et al. (2013) that suggests that the wind increment should
(q/c)
(u/v)
always increase towards analysis as the ratio σb /σb
decreases. However, Allen
et al. (2013) used a perfect model with perfect (unperturbed) observations.

5.7

Impact of the correlation length

Next, I study whether the chosen zonal and meridional correlation lengthscales in
the auto-correlation model for humidity (3.26) have a signiﬁcant impact on the quality of the wind analyses. As in the previous experiments, the 12-hour assimilation
window is applied and observations are updated with 1-hour frequency. The observation spatial density and correlation lengthscales vary, but the ratio of zonal and
meridional correlation lengths, Lx and Ly , is always preserved, i.e. Lx = 2Ly .
The normalized RMSEs for the zonal and meridional wind analyses obtained
from the assimlation of humidity observations (q) are shown in Figure 5.17. It
shows that the wind analysis error is lowest in the case of dense observations and
small correlation length and is largest in the case of dense observations and large
correlation lengths. In the case of sparse observations, the impact is almost neutral,
i.e. slightly negative for Lx > 700 km and slightly positive for Lx < 700 km. For the
zonal correlation length Lx > 750 km, the wind analysis error is greater than the
background error for any observation density, suggesting that the typical horizontal
scale of tropical features is small. Correlation length Lx = 400 km, which was
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chosen in all previous experiments, provides beneﬁcial impact both for zonal and
meridional wind analysis. Similar pattern in normalized RMSEs is observed for both
zonal (Figure 5.17a) and meridional (Figure 5.17b) wind analysis, meaning that the
ratio of speciﬁc humidity correlation lengthscales was chosen well (Lx = 2Ly ).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.17: Normalized RMSEs for (a,c) zonal wind and (b,d) meridional wind analysis
computed from 12-hour 4D-Var assimilation of (a,b) speciﬁc humidity observations (q)
and (c,d) aerosol mixing ratio observations (c). Normalized RMSEs are presented as a
function of observation spatial density and zonal correlation lengthscale Lx . The meridional correlation lengthscale is always half of the zonal, i.e. Ly = Lx /2. Black and red
lines are isolines of constant normalized RMSE: red line indicates neutral impact of observations, black solid lines indicate that the analysis error is less than background error,
dashed lines denote greater analysis error.

A diﬀerent structure is observed in the case of assimilation of aerosol data (c,
Figure 5.17c,d). Here, the impact is negative for observations sparser than one in
every 450 km regardless of the correlation length. Similar as in the case of humidity
observations, there is no positive impact above Lx = 700 km.
Based on the experiments shown in Figure 5.8, the longer window improves the
eﬃciency of wind tracing. At the same time, it reduces sensitivity to the correlation length. In the longer window, internal dynamics has more time to spread the
information from observations and to evolve the prescribed background-error covariances to make the error covariances more ﬂow-dependent. As the tracer information
is spread further within the 24-hour window, shorter correlation lengthscales become
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.18: Same as Figure 5.17 but for 24-hour 4D-Var window.

an even better choice (Figure 5.18).

5.8

Imposing the wind-tracer balance

The analysis of the wind ﬁeld extracted from tracers (in this case, only humidity
was tested) revealed that the tracer observations reduce the divergence error much
more than they reduce vorticity error. Figure 5.19 presents the normalized RMSEs
of divergence, δ = ∂u/∂x + ∂v/∂y, and vorticity, ζ = ∂v/∂x − ∂u/∂y, as a function
of the observation spatial density, for 12-hour assimilation window with 1-hour observation update. On the opposite, the wind observations (denoted uv) reduce more
vorticity errors. This is a logical result, as the mass data, i.e. humidity, aerosol and
temperature (in the tropics, where the temperature-wind adjustment is slow), are
coupled with winds via advection which includes the wind convergence term.
Thus, it is reasonable to test the impact of imposing the wind-tracer coupling
in the background-error term on wind tracing. The coupling is described by ﬁrst
linearizing the humidity equation (2.17) around some arbitrary chosen humidity
value q0 = 7.5 g kg−1 and resting ﬂow (u0 = v0 = 0) to obtain
∂q ′
= −q0 ∇ · v′ .
∂t

(5.2)

A similar expansion as (3.18) now includes also the humidity term. The humidity
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meridional structure function is expressed with zonal and meridional wind structure
functions to get
qν (y) =


s
 s
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 s
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√
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(5.3)

where ω is the angular frequency computed from the dispersion relationship. A term
+ (N H/q0 )2 qν ′ (x, y)qν∗ (x, y) is added in the integral of the norm (3.20) to relate the
humidity increment amplitudes to wind and temperature amplitudes. In this kind
of formulation, the balanced (explained) humidity variance represents around 18%
of the total humidity error variance. The latter was the same as in the previous
experiments.
The wind-humidity coupling was ﬁrst tested using the single humidity observation experiment presented in Section 3.5.3. While the humidity increment barely
changes (not shown), the wind and temperature increments at initial time are reduced in case of the imposed coupling, as shown in Figure 5.20 (comparing it to
Figure 3.15g-i). This means that the assimilation model produces increments more
in line with the forecast model dynamics.
The impact of prescribed coupling is then tested using an ensemble of 4D-Var
experiments with the 12-hour window and 1-hour update of observations. The
NRMSEs of the resulting analyses are compared to the same experiments without the
prescribed wind-humidity relationship (Figure 5.21). Its impact on the analysis of
speciﬁc humidity is extremely small and insigniﬁcant (not shown), while the impact
on analyses of other variables varies. There is a small but a clear positive impact
on wind analyses in the case when wind and humidity observations are assimilated
together (experiments uvq and uvtq). However, this result is not representative for
the current global observing system, as there is a lack of wind measurements and

Figure 5.19: Normalized RMSEs for vorticity ζ (bold colours) and divergence δ (light
colours) for diﬀerent combinations of observations as a function of observation density.
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Figure 5.20: Wind and temperature analysis increments at (a) the beginning, (b) in the
middle and (c) at the end of 12-hour assimilation window for a single humidity observation at the end of the assimilation window (same as Figure 3.15g-i), but with prescribed
coupling between wind and humidity. Observation location is denoted by a cyan dot.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.21: Normalized analysis RMSE diﬀerences between the experiment with prescribed wind-tracer dynamical balance in the B-matrix and the reference experiment without this balance: (a) for zonal wind, (b) meridional wind and (c) potential temperature.
Observations are 2◦ apart and are updated every 1 hour within 12-hour assimilation window. Black line indicates no impact on the analysis quality. Negative values correspond
to decrease in NRMSE (better analysis quality) in case of prescribing the wind-tracer
coupling, and vice versa.

an abundance of humidity and temperature data. When only these are observed
(experiments q and rq), the impact of wind-tracer coupling on the wind analysis is
not only small but also clearly negative.
Further experiments are needed to discuss details of the 4D-Var with prescribed
coupling between divergence and tracers in the background errors.

5.9

Diﬀerences between tracing in dry and moist
atmosphere

Here I attempt to separate analysis scores in unsaturated and saturated regions to
highlight the complexity of the moist assimilation. The direct aerosol-moisture interaction in the model is parametrized by the wet deposition process, which is the
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main aerosol sink in the atmosphere. As the precipitation is not an active variable
in 4D-Var, speciﬁc humidity sensitivity is set to zero at locations where speciﬁc
humidity surpasses its saturated value. Thus, the nonlinear saturation process is
inaccurately described in both TLM and ADM. The aerosol sink due to wet deposition is linearized and included in the assimilation, both in the nonlinear forward
model as well as in the TLM and ADM.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.22: Normalized RMSEs for (a,c) zonal wind and (b,d) meridional wind analysis
for (a,b) 12-hour window and (c,d) 24-hour window. Normalized RMSEs are plotted as a
function of spatial observation density for diﬀerent observation types. Red colour denotes
the result of tracing in ”dry“ atmosphere, while blue indicates the tracing in ”moist“
atmosphere.

As in the previous sections, the comparison of analysis RMSEs is performed for a
number of experiments that diﬀer according to the observation type, spatial density
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and the length of the assimilation window. The observation update frequency is
ﬁxed to 1 hour, as the tracing barely changes for the observation frequency of 3
hours, while the tracing performance is decreased for 6-hour and especially 12-hour
observation update.
The saturated (”moist“) and unsaturated (”dry“) regions are classiﬁed based on
the following criterion: a certain point in the domain is considered ”dry“, if there is
no precipitation in nature run and background (ﬁrst guess) run within 24-hours of
simulation, and ”moist“ otherwise.
Figure 5.22 shows the normalized RMSEs of the zonal and meridional wind analyses in dry and moist case for diﬀerent observation combinations, observation spatial
densities and for two assimilation window lengths. The results reveal a signiﬁcantly
better wind analysis in ”dry“ areas with lower nonlinearity due to the absence of
moist processes. The gap between dry and moist analysis accuracy is especially
large for the observations of potential temperature (t), while it is insigniﬁcant for
the observations of humidity (q). The latter is most likely a consequence of the fact
that tracing is more eﬃcient for high speciﬁc humidity and the associated larger
spatial gradients. On the other hand, high speciﬁc humidity areas are also areas
with precipitation. Another interesting result is that the combined assimilation of
the observations of temperature and moisture (tq) provide worse wind analyses than
observations of moisture alone (q) in ”moist“ areas. This might be a consequence
of the fact, that our over-imposed temperature-wind balance is less applicable in
”moist“ regions, which are dominated by condensation heating.
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An increasing amount of remotely sensed data on atmospheric trace constituents
has been provided lately by satellites in addition to numerous existing observations
of temperature and moisture. This served as a motivation to exploit the potential of
this data to improve wind analyses in four-dimensional variational data assimilation
for numerical weather prediction. Very little is known about the coupling between
the aerosol, moisture and winds in data assimilation. In the ECMWF system developed for GMES (now Copernicus), the aerosols are treated as passive scalars without
impact on analysis increments for other variables. In contrast, moisture cannot be
regarded as a pure tracer as it actively impacts dynamics. In NWP, moisture observations in 4D-Var have been shown to inﬂuence the quality of wind analyses, but
details of the process are diﬃcult to understand in a full scale NWP system.
In order to discuss dynamical aspects of aerosol and moisture data in 4D-Var and
their impact on wind analyses, an intermediate modeling framework which contains
the most important processes to study complex interactions between the aerosols,
moisture and dynamics in 4D-Var has been developed. The Moist Atmosphere
Dynamics Data Assimilation Model (MADDAM) mimics in many details the operational systems for NWP. MADDAM uses the spectral methods that are used by
several European NWP models (e.g. ECMWF, ALADIN, HIRLAM). The applied
formulation of variational assimilation closely follows the ideas and numerical solutions in these models. In particular, the assimilation of moisture is formulated using
the variable transformation which accounts for the non-Gaussian properties of the
humidity, while the incremental formulation of 4D-Var accounts for the moisture
related nonlinearities. The thesis results are therefore of direct relevance for NWP.
The multivariate relationships between the tropical mass ﬁeld and wind ﬁeld
in MADDAM ensure that observations of temperature ﬁeld produce analysis increments in the wind ﬁeld and vice versa. Moisture and aerosol variables are analyzed
univariately (except for humidity near saturation) implying that their feedbacks on
the wind ﬁeld are due to internal model dynamics which adjusts assimilated observations, the background-error covariances and the dynamical and physical processes
represented by the model equations.
The potential of 4D-Var assimilation to retrieve the wind-ﬁeld information from
the aerosol and moisture observations was estimated using numerous observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs). The application of the reliable backgrounderror covariance statistics, realistic observation errors and perfect-model OSSEs provides the upper bound of estimated usefulness of the aerosol and humidity observa127
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tions in the wind tracing. In comparison to the wind extraction from passive tracers,
that has been extensively studied (e.g. Daley, 1996; Allen et al., 2013), moisture cannot be regarded as a pure tracer as it actively impacts dynamics. The aerosols also
aﬀect the dynamics directly, but to a much smaller extent. The wind tracing in 4DVar strongly depends on the spatial density and accuracy of the tracer observations
as well as the frequency of observation update and assimilation window length. The
ﬁrst two are needed to describe the spatial gradients of tracers and the last two
provide information about the advection. When the ﬂow is linear, the observation
spatial sampling is more important than their update frequency in 4D-Var. For the
nonlinear ﬂow, the opposite applies as the advection has to be observed more often.
The dynamical details of the beneﬁts of longer assimilation windows on wind tracing
were also discussed.
In the moist atmosphere near saturation, it is essential to have reliable information about the temperature ﬁeld along with humidity observations in order to
extract useful wind information using 4D-Var. The reason is that the initiation
and intensity of condensation process are susceptible to the slightest changes in the
saturation humidity which is temperature dependent. The released latent heating
immediately impacts dynamics as seen from the experiment describing adjustment
to temperature perturbation. Thus, if the humidity observations initiate too strong
condensation due to inaccurate temperature and saturation humidity, the 4D-Var
internal adjustment acts in a way to compensate for the humidity sink by imposing
convergent ﬂow in order to constrain the 4D-Var trajectory closer to humidity observations. The thesis demonstrates that useful wind information can be retrieved
from moisture observations even if the ﬂow is highly nonlinear and precipitation
takes place, provided there are signiﬁcant humidity gradients. Adding humidity to
temperature observations systematically improves wind analyses with respect to the
case when only temperature data was assimilated, especially in a longer 4D-Var
assimilation window, e.g. 24-hour window instead of 12-hour. In general, a longer
window means that the distribution of any tracer changes more, so the advective
signal is easier to extract.
In the case of aerosol observations in a saturated atmosphere, a small prior error
in the wind (or in humidity and temperature) can amplify in a positive feedback
loop, ruining the analysis. The experiments conﬁrm that the problem of aerosol-wind
tracing in saturated environment is mostly due to the nature of predominant couplings with moisture (wet deposition) and dynamics (advection) and is less aﬀected
by insuﬃcient observation of aerosol ﬁeld. Retrieval of the useful wind information
from aerosols in moist atmosphere requires that all background thermodynamical
variables are simulated well. In reality, this might be a prohibitively demanding
constraint.
A successful wind tracing depends on the level of nonlinearity. The more nonlinear the problem, the less accurate is the evolution of small increments/sensitivities
by the TLM/ADM. This results in a slower convergence of the variational minimization process as more outer loop iterations are needed, and in the less accurate wind
analysis.
Aerosol sinks and sources, which are unresolved, not modeled or modeled with
high level of uncertainty are detrimental for eﬃcient wind tracing. Assimilation experiments with varying source rate magnitude of a single unknown Gaussian aerosol
source revealed that the wind analysis error is a linear function of the ratio of the
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magnitudes of the tracer source rate and wind advection rate. The wind analysis
becomes detrimental when the aerosol source rate signiﬁcantly exceeded the advection rate. Additional experiments would be needed to test the impact of e.g. sources
longevity, their spatial distribution, etc. Nevertheless, the results from this experiment can be used to deﬁne a simple general criterion whether and where to use tracer
observations with feedback on winds. If the local uncertainty of the dynamical and
physical forcings (e.g. aerosol dry/wet deposition, condensation/evaporation, ozone
depletion, etc.) exceeds local tracer change rate (or even more strictly - if it exceeds
local advection rate), then the impact on wind ﬁeld should be turned oﬀ in those
regions.
A set of OSSE experiments with an imperfect data assimilation model addressed
the impact of observation sampling and their errors in relation to the assumptions
applied in data assimilation modeling and dynamical and physical processes in the
model. The most important conclusions are as follows. The 4D-Var of dense aerosol
observations (available at every second or third grid point in each horizontal direction) assimilated with hourly or three-hourly time interval can on average improve
the wind analysis from 10% to 15% with respect to the wind background, if only observations of aerosols are assimilated. The 24-hour assimilation window contributes
a few percent of the improvement on the top of that obtained using the 12-hour window. The assimilation of humidity observations in the same environment is about
twice more eﬃcient in improving tropical wind analysis (15-30% RMSE reduction),
mostly because there are broad regions of very low aerosol content. Adding dense
humidity observations to dense temperature data improves wind analysis for 5-10%
(35-40% RMSE reduction) compared to the case with only temperature observations
(around 30% RMSE reduction). These values should be compared with the 60-70%
improvement of the wind analysis with respect to the background by the direct wind
observations, suggesting that direct wind observations are indispensable. Reducing
the temporal sampling of aerosol and moisture observations gradually reduces their
impact on the wind analysis as the advection process becomes more diﬃcult to
reconstruct by 4D-Var in spite of the high spatial sampling.
In reality, aerosols may only be used together with other observations in 4D-Var.
Thus, the most relevant ﬁndings in the thesis for NWP are related to the added
value of aerosol on top of moisture and temperature observations. It is shown that
in this case, additional 1-2% of the analysis improvement is possible.
The modeling choices regarding the background-error covariance representation
for the moisture and aerosol forecast errors eﬀect their information content in the
assimilation. The applied short background error correlation lengths were shown
appropriate and in the agreement with the suggested need for spatially dense moisture and aerosol observations to retrieve the wind ﬁeld. Sensitivity to the correlation
length reduces as the assimilation time window becomes longer since the 4D-Var is
thus more eﬃcient to deduce information about the advection.
Although the thesis results are not obtained with the full scale NWP system, the
highlighted factors aﬀecting the wind tracing from moisture data are likely to explain signiﬁcant wind analysis increments from humidity observations in operational
systems (Geer et al., 2008). The main obstacle for the 4D-Var wind extraction from
the time series of tracers, regardless of their spatial distribution, is the saturation
process. The results conﬁrm signiﬁcant deterioration of the wind analyses in the
saturated regions.
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There are several limitations of our approach, which need to be addressed in
future studies focused on practical implementation in NWP. MADDAM simulates a
single aerosol mode, the total aerosol mass mixing ratio. On the other hand, diﬀerent aerosol processes distinctly aﬀect diﬀerent aerosol species and diﬀerent parts of
their mass-size spectrum. For example, wet deposition is a function of the aerosol
size and the particle specie, which vary in composition and chemical properties,
e.g. hygroscopicity. While wet deposition is in general the dominant aerosol sink in
the atmosphere, dry deposition is the main sink of large aerosol particles. Nevertheless, MADDAM treats wet deposition as the only physical process with impact
on aerosols. In MADDAM, the aerosol dynamics including deposition can be constrained provided accurate information on thermodynamic ﬁelds alongside aerosol
data. In reality, the assimilation of aerosols is an extremely underdetermined problem. A single vertically integrated quantity, the aerosol optical depth, is assimilated
to update the vertical proﬁles of several aerosol (specie and size) modes at certain
horizontal point. Thus, it is practically impossible to correctly constrain the dynamics of every single aerosol specie and their size mode by the current observing
system.
The thesis suggests that there is a potential in the assimilation of high-resolution
tracer information in high-quality NWP models, primarily in dry areas with signiﬁcant advection rate, for example in the tropical and subtropical Atlantic. A number
of presented features in the results calls for further studies and a more detailed comparison with the operational systems such as ECMWF in order to propose concrete
advancements in data assimilation methodology.
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Chapter P
Razširjeni povzetek v slovenskem
jeziku
P.1

Uvod

Ozračje poleg plinov sestavljajo tudi trdi delci, aerosoli. Ti odbijajo kratkovalovno
sončno sevanje nazaj v vesolje in s tem “ohlajajo” Zemljo, imajo pa tudi vlogo
kondenzacijskih jeder, torej indirektno vplivajo tudi na sestavo oblakov in na njihove sevalne lastnosti. Aerosoli so ena najmanj raziskanih komponent klimatskega
sistema, njihov vpliv na sistem pa posledično najbolj nedoločen. V zadnjih letih
so zaradi preteče grožnje spremembe klime in nujnosti razumevanja slednje vse
pogostejše daljinske meritve sestave ozračja, tudi meritve navpičnih proﬁlov vsebnosti aerosolov, ki bodo dopolnjevali navpične proﬁle vlage in temperature.
Časovni razvoj vremena lahko predvidimo z modeli numeričnega napovedovanja
vremena (ang. Numerical Weather Prediciton, NWP). Ti sestojijo iz sistema nelinearnih parcialnih diferencialnih enačb, ki opisujejo kinematiko ozračja, termodinamične procese v njem, prenos vodne pare, in druge ﬁzikalne procese. Procesi, ki
se dogajajo na skalah, manjših od ločljivosti numeričnega modela, so opisani statistično, s ﬁzikalnimi parametrizacijami. Tako opišemo npr. sevalnost, izmenjavo
toplote, vode in gibalne količine s kopnim in oceani idr. Sistem PDE je numerično
integriran v času in prostoru iz začetnih (in robnih) pogojev. Zaradi kaotične dinamike ozračja (Lorenz, 1963) napoved razvoja vremena močno zavisi od začetnih
pogojev.
Bolj točno numerično napoved vremena lahko dosežemo z izboljšanim modelom
ozračja ali pa z natančnejšimi začetnimi pogoji, ki so bliže dejanskemu stanju atmosfere. Začetni pogoji so pripravljeni z metodami asimilacije opazovanj (ang. data assimilation), ki optimalno združijo nedavne meritve ozračja (opazovanja, ang. observations) z ozadjem (ang. background), t.j. dotedanjim poznavanjem stanja ozračja,
ki ga dobimo iz pretekle kratkoročne (npr. 6- ali 12-urne) napovedi (Kalnay, 2003).
Na točnost začetnega pogoja (analize) torej močno vplivata tudi razpoložljivost in
natančnost opazovanj.
Manjko opazovanj vetra, še posebej v tropih in na celotni južni polobli, že dolgo
velja za največjo pomanjkljivost globalnega opazovalnega sistema (Baker et al.,
1995). Pomemben cilj meteoroloških raziskav je zato izboljšati opis polja vetra v
začetnem pogoju - bodisi ga izmeriti z novimi merilnimi inštrumenti (npr. z Dopplerjevim lidarjem na nedavno izstreljenem satelitu Aeolus (Stoﬀelen et al., 2005)) ali
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pa izluščiti informacijo o polju vetra iz opazovanj polja mase (npr. temperature in
vlage) z upoštevanjem ﬁzikalnih zakonov, ki obe polji povezujejo. V zmernih geografskih širinah, na velikih prostorskih in časovnih skalah, sta polji temperature in
vetra pogosto v geostrofskem ravnovesju. Na majhnih skalah in v tropskih predelih,
kjer je velikost sistemske coriolisove sile majhna, je to ravnotežje šibko, zato so tam
nujna opazovanja vetra ali kakršenkoli drug način za pridobitev informacije o polju
vetra (Žagar et al., 2008).
Glavni namen te disertacije je ugotoviti, ali bi s štiridimenzionalno variacijsko
asimilacijo (4D-Var) lahko kopico novih meritev atmosferskih aerosolov uporabili
za boljšo določitev vetra v začetnem pogoju za numerično napovedovanje vremena,
podobno kot je to možno iz meritev vlage (npr. Bormann and Thépaut, 2004; Geer et
al., 2008) ali stratosferskih plinov z dolgo življenjsko dobo,npr. ozona (Allen et al.,
2013). Ideja o inverzni določitvi vetra iz aerosolov sloni na predpostavki, da se trdi
atmosferski delci v suhem ozračju in linearnem toku skoraj popolnoma advektirajo
(prenašajo) z vetrom. Inverzni izračun vetra nekoliko oteži nelinearnost dinamike
atmosferskih procesov. Ker so horizontalni gradienti v polju koncentracije aerosolov
večji kot v polju vlage, se zdi, da imajo aerosoli še večji potencial kot vlaga za opis
transportnih procesov, t.j. polja vetra. Vseeno je v asimilaciji opazovanj za inicializacijo kompleksnih meteoroloških modelov, npr. modela Evropskega centra za
srednjeročno napovedovanje vremena (ECMWF), vpliv aerosolov na veter izključen,
da bi se izognili morebitnim nesmiselnim prirastkom analize vetra v območjih z neznanimi in nemodeliranimi ponori/izvori aerosolov (Benedetti et al., 2009). Določitev
troposferskega vetra iz merjenja aerosolov bi bila še posebej uporabna v tropih, kjer
je opazovanj vetra zelo malo in je vsaka informacijo o vetru izjemno pomembna
(Žagar et al., 2004b).
Najbolj učinkovito lahko študiramo luščenje vetra (ang. wind tracing) ter ocenimo potencial luščenja iz meritev aerosolov v poenostavljenem modelu, v katerem so
opisani le glavni procesi, ki vplivajo na prostorsko porazdelitev aerosolov (advekcija
in izpiranje s padavinami), in ki opisujejo njihovo sklopitev z vlago in dinamiko.
Poenostavljen asimilacijski sistem smo poimenovali MADDAM (ang. Moist Atmosphere Dynamics Data Assimilation Model), vanj pa je vključen prognostični model
MAD (ang. Moist Atmosphere Dynamics). Ta nam je omogočil odgovoriti na sledeča
raziskovalna vprašanja:
• Kako dobro lahko izluščimo polje vetra iz vlage in kako iz aerosolov?
• Za koliko se količina izluščenega vetra spremeni, če variiramo gostoto opazovalne mreže, pogostost in natančnost opazovanj vlage in aerosolov?
• Kako je luščenje vetra odvisno od nastavitev asimilacijskega modela, npr. od
dolžine asimilacijskega okna, kovarianc napak ozadja itd.?
• Kako izvori/ponori, ki jih asimilacijski model ne simulira in ki zmanjšujejo
težo predpostavke o popolni advekciji aerosolov, zmanjšujejo našo zmožnost
luščenja vetra?
• Ali je luščenje vetra funkcija nelinearnosti? Kako so kvaliteta analize vetra
spremeni v območjih z nelinearnim tokom, npr. v območjih z barotropno
strižno nestabilnostjo ali v območjih s padavinami, povezanimi z ekvatorialnimi frontami?
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P.2. Prognostični MAD model
Nadaljevanje disertacije je urejeno takole. V Poglavju P.2 opišemo poenostavljen
prognostični model, v Poglavju P.3 pa 4D-Var asimilacijski model. V Poglavju P.4
preučujemo dejavnike, ki vplivajo na luščenje vetra, v Poglavju P.5 pa predstavimo
rezultate ansambla asimilacijskih eksperimentov. V Poglavju P.6 strnjeno navedemo
glavne ugotovitve disertacije.

P.2

Prognostični MAD model

Prognostični model opisuje dinamični odziv tropske atmosfere na toplotne izvore,
npr. zaradi sproščanja latentne toplotne pri kondenzaciji. Modelsko dinamiko opisujejo nekoliko spremenjene enačbe plitve vode. Bogata dinamika vključuje horizontalna atmosferska ravnovesja, neravnovesne potujoče gravitacijske valove ter njihovo
meddelovanje. Poenostavljen model tropske atmosfere preprosto simulira tudi vlažne
procese: advekcijo vlage, kondenzacijo, izhlapevanje ter vpliv porabljene/sproščene
latentne toplote na cirkulacijo. Osnova za ta prognostični model so dela Gill (1980,
1982c) in Žagar et al. (2008); Žagar (2012). Kljub temu, da je numerični model precej poenostavljen napram operativnim modelom za napovedovanje vremena, pa je
osnovna dinamika tekočine (zraka) v modelu podobna horizontalni dinamiki ozračja.
Gill (1980) je sestavil preprost model tropske atmosfere. Predpostavil je, da ima
perturbacija sproščene latente toplote pri kondenzaciji vertikalen proﬁl polovice sinusnega vala z maksimumom v srednji troposferi (okrog 400 hPa). Posledično imata
enako vertikalno strukturo tudi perturbaciji potencialne temperature in vertikalnega
vetra, medtem ko imata perturbaciji pritiska (negativna pod izvorom toplote in
pozitivna nad njim) in horizontalnega vetra kosinusen višinski proﬁl. Prognostične
enačbe za perturbacijo potencialne temperature θ v srednji troposferi ter horizontalni veter vh = (u, v) v spodnji troposferi so sledeče:
θ00 N 2 H
∂θ
+ (v · ∇)θ −
(∇ · v) = QLH + Q − ǫθ θ,
∂t
g

(P.1)

∂u
gH ∂θ
+ (v · ∇)u − f v =
− ǫu u,
∂t
θ00 ∂x

(P.2)

gH ∂θ
∂v
+ (v · ∇)v + f u =
− ǫv v.
(P.3)
∂t
θ00 ∂y
Trenje je parametrizirano s členom ǫ, pri čemer so konstante izbrane tako, da je
dolžina tipične relaksacijske dobe 2 meseca. πH je debelina troposfere nad planetarno mejno plastjo, H = 4500 m pa karakteristična debelina. θ00 = 333 K je
stacionarna ravnovesna potencialna temperatura srednje troposfere, g gravitacijski
pospešek, f = βy približek vrednosti Coriolisovega parametra na ekvatorialni βravnini, N 2 = (g/θ00 )(∂θ0 /∂z) pa vzgonska frekvenca.
V modelu je predpostavljeno še, da speciﬁčna vlažnost upada eksponentno z
naraščajočo višino (Holloway and Neelin, 2009). Prognostična enačba za speciﬁčno
vlažnost q v spodnji troposferi je:
∂q
+ ∇ · (vq) = E − C.
∂t

(P.4)

Parametera E in C v (P.4) označujeta hitrosti izhlapevanja in kondenzacije, QLH in
Q v (P.1) pa hitrosti segrevanja (v enotah K s−1 ) zaradi sproščanja latente toplote
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pri kondenzaciji, in segrevanja zaradi drugih diabatnih vplivov. Hitrost kondenzacije
zapišemo kot

−∇ · (vq)

C=
0

če q ≥ qs
sicer,

kjer je qs (T (θ)) nasičena speciﬁčna vlažnost, ki se spreminja s temperaturo po
Clausius-Clapeyronovi enačbi. Hitrost latentnega segrevanja je s hitrostjo kondenzacije povezana kot QLH = (Lc /cp )(C/2), kjer je Lc sproščena latentna toplota
pri kondenzaciji 1 kg vodne pare, cp pa speciﬁčna toplota zraka pri konstantnem
pritisku. S faktorjem 2 povežemo celotno kondenzacijo v atmosferskem stolpcu s
celotno izločeno latentno toploto (ki ima polsinusni proﬁl). Vsa kondenzirana vlaga
se takoj izloči s padavinami.
Za namen te disertacije je v prognostični model dodan še opis dinamike aerosolov.
Troposferski aerosoli so trdni delci velikosti od nekaj nanometrov do nekaj deset
mikronov, katerih življenjska doba v ozračju variira od nekaj dni do nekaj tednov. Podobno kot za vlago tudi za aerosole v modelu predpostavimo, da njihova
koncentracija pojema eksponentno z višino. Glavni vir emisij aerosolov so namreč
kopna tla ter morska površina. Porazdelitev mase aerosolov po velikosti se spreminja. Nanjo vplivajo različni notranji dinamični procesi (npr. koagulacija z drugimi
delci, kemične reakcije, itd.) in zunanji dinamični procesi, kot so advekcija, difuzija okot posledica turbulentnega mešanja ter procesa odlaganja: suho odlaganje
(zaradi težnosti) in mokro odlaganje (izpiranje s padavinami) (Flossmann et al.,
1985; Rasch et al., 2000). Slednje je glavni ponor (80-90%) mase aerosolov v atmosferi. Kljub mnogim ponorom in izvorom je glavni vir spreminjanja prostorske
porazdelitve aerosolov transport z vetrom. Ta proces nas poleg glavnih ponorov
najbolj zanima pri problemu določitve polja vetra, medtem ko notranje procese v
tej raziskavi zanemarimo. V modelu zato prognostično enačbo za skupno masno
razmerje mešanosti vseh aerosolov (ang. total aerosol mass mixing ratio) zapišemo
kot
∂c
+ ∇ · (vc) = −Kw c P − Kd c + S + − S − .
(P.5)
∂t
Pri tem preprosto parametriziramo dva glavna procesa odlaganja aerosolov: konstanta Kw je parameter izpiranja zaradi trkov dežnih kapljic z aerosoli, Kd pa je
parameter suhe depozicije (npr. zaradi gravitacijskega posedanja delcev). Člen S +
predstavlja predpisane izvore, S − pa ostale ponore.

P.2.1

Numerična formulacija

MAD model je formuliran za meridionalno omejeno in zonalno periodično območje
na ekvatorialni β-ravnini. Sistem prognostičnih PDE (P.1-P.5) rešujemo s spektralno
metodo. Pri tem uporabimo kvadratično mrežo in eliptično spektralno odsekanje.
Za časovno integracijo uporabimo preskočno shemo z Asselinovim ﬁltrom, ki duši
numerično rešitev. Implicitna numerična difuzija 4. reda preprečuje akumulacijo
energije pri najkrajših še razrešenih valovih (z valovno dolžino 3∆x). Opisan numerični postopek reševanja je zelo podoben postopku v NWP modelih ALADIN
in HIRLAM (e.g. Gustafsson, 1998), podrobnejši opis postopka pa je naveden v
prejšnjih študijah s suho dinamiko (Žagar et al., 2004a, 2008).
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P.2.2

Primer sklopitve aerosolov, vlage in dinamike

Sledeč primer prikazuje vpliv vlage na prostorsko porazdelitev aerosolov prek izpiranja s padavinami v MAD modelu. Nehomogeni polji vlage in aerosolov sta advektirani z valujočim tropskim vetrovnim strženom vzhodne smeri s hitrostmi do
20 m s−1 , ki vzbuja nastajanje barotropnih vrtincev. 48-urna evolucija polj vlage,
aerosolov in vetra je prikazana na Sliki P.1.
Padavine nastanejo v območjih konvergence toka v že nasičenem ozračju. Slednje je lahko posledica konvergence toka na veliki skali (kot npr. na Sliki P.1g okoli
λ = 210◦ , φ = -5◦ ) ali pa posledica mezoskalne konvergence v spodnji troposferi, ki
jo vzbudi nek izvor toplote (Slika P.1g okoli λ = 187◦ , φ = -5◦ ). V območjih s padavinami se razmerje mešanosti aerosolov znižuje eksponentno, s časovno konstanto
1/(Kw P ) (glej na Sliki P.1b-d območje z nizkimi vrednostmi aerosolov pri λ = 187◦
na ekvatorju, pri λ = 210◦ , φ = -10◦ in pri λ = 220◦ , φ = 13◦ ).
Eksperiment prav tako ilustrira splošno lastnost prostorske porazdelitve
aerosolov: na krajši časovni skali (do 12 ur) porazdelitev določajo predvsem močni a
časovno kratki ﬁzikalni procesi, npr. izpiranje s padavinami, na daljši skali (med 24
in 48 urami) pa na porazdelitev najbolj vpliva advekcija. To je pričakovano, saj je za
tipično velikostno skalo vetra (U ∼ 10 m s−1 ), padavin (P ∼ 1 mm hr−1 ) in razmerja
mešanosti aerosolov (c ∼ 1 µg kg−1 ) in njihovih gradientov (∇c ∼ 1 µg kg−1 /100
km), magnituda izpiranja v (P.5) za en velikostni red večja od magnitude advekcije.
Fizikalni procesi in advekcija spreminjajo porazdelitev aerosolov, podobno pa vplivajo tudi na napake napovedi. Na 24-48 urni skali je večina napak posledica napak v
opisu advekcije medtem ko je na krajši časovni skali glavni vir napake nedoločenost
opisa ﬁzikalnih procesov aerosolov (Benedetti and Fisher, 2007).
Ta eksperiment prikazuje, da so v MAD modelu aerosoli predstavljeni z zadostno
mero realizma za študijo luščenja vetra.

P.3

Asimilacija opazovanj

P.3.1

Štiridimenzionalna variacijska asimilacija

Sistem MADDAM za asimilacijo opazovanj pri pripravi začetnega pogoja za modelsko napoved uporablja štiridimenzionalno variacijsko asimilacijo (4D-Var) (Lewis
and Derber, 1985; Dimet and Talagrand, 1986), točneje inkrementalno različico
4D-Var algoritma (Courtier et al., 1994). V 4D-Var je izračunana modelska
rešitev statistično optimalna kombinacija ozadja in vseh opazovanj znotraj nekega
časovnega okvira (asimilacijskega okna), hkrati pa zadošča dinamičnim enačbam
modela (Slika P.2). Izraz optimalna pomeni, da metoda poišče rešitev (analizo),
katere razdalja do ozadja in opazovanj, upoštevajoč njihove napake, je minimalna.
Metoda torej poišče rešitev, ki minimizira cenilko
J(x) =

N
1X
1
(xb − x)T B−1 (xb − x) +
(yk − Gk (x))T Rk−1 (yk − Gk (x)) , (P.6)
2
2 k=0

kjer je xb vektor ozadja, yk vektor opazovanj ob diskretnem času tk , B matrika
kovarianc napak ozadja, Rk pa matrika kovarianc opazovanj ob času tk . Posplošeni
nelinearni operator opazovanj Gk = Hk Mt0 →tk pretvori vektor modelskega stanja ob
t0 v vektor modelskega stanja ob tk (z integracijo Mt0 →tk , enačb P.1-P.5), nato pa
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Figure P.1: Evolucija polj razmerja mešanosti aerosolov (a-e), specifične vlažnosti in
6-urne vsote padavin (f-j) ter vetra (vse); (a,f) na začetku, (b,g) po 12 urah, (c,h) 24, (d,i)
36 in (e,j) 48 urah.
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Figure P.2: Štiridimenzionalna variacijska asimilacija opazovanj. Prirejeno iz: Blayo et
al. (2011).

napravi še transformacijo Hk iz modelskega prostora v prostor opazovanj. Optimalni
začetni pogoj za napoved oz. analiza xa minimizira cenilko, torej velja J(x) =
min. pri x = xa . Razliko med novim začetnim pogojem xa in ozadjem (prvim
približkom) xb imenujemo prirastek analize (ang. analysis increment) δxa , velja
torej xb + δxa = xa .
V 4D-Var se informacija o opazovani modelski spremenljivki z integracijo modelskih enačb znotraj asimilacijskega okna časovno in krajevno porazdeli, hkrati pa
preide tudi na druge spremenljivke. To pomeni, da opazovanje polja mase (npr. temperature, vlage, koncentracije aerosolov) vpliva na polje vetra - in obratno. Odkloni
opazovanj od trajektorije modela (ang. observation departures) so nato integrirani
z adjungiranim modelom v času nazaj in pomenijo občutljivost (ang. sensitvity)
cenilke J na spremembo vrednosti neke spremenljivke v določeni točki. Vektor teh
“občutljivosti” potem deﬁnira gradient cenilke, torej smer v mnogodimenzionalnem
faznem prostoru, v kateri iščemo minimum cenilke
∇x J(x) = B−1 (x − xb ) +

N
X

k=0

MTt0 →tk HTk Rk−1 (Gk (x) − yk ) .

(P.7)

Izračun tega zahteva izračun adjungiranega modela MTt0 →tk (ang. adjoint model,
ADM) tangentnega linearnega modela (TLM) Mt0 →tk , ki je zgolj lineariziran nelinearen model (NLM) Mt0 →tk .
V tej raziskavi je uporabljena inkrementalna različica 4D-Var algoritma. Nelinearno cenilko (P.6) pri tem zapišemo kot zaporedje kvadratičnih cenilk J(δx) za
majhne odmike (prirastke) δx od zadnjega približka xg , torej δx = x − xg . Temu
zaporedju običajno rečemo zunanja zanka (ang. outer loop). Vsaka kvadratična
cenilka je nato minimizirana (notranja zanka, ang. inner loop), pri čemer osvežimo
približek začetnega stanja xg za naslednjo iteracijo zunanje zanke. Majhni prirastki
nam tako omogočijo napraviti tangentni linearni približek M (x) − M (xg ) ≈ Mδx.
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Splošen problem asimilacije je, da je za tipično dolžino n ∼ 109 vektorja stanja
x nemogoče izračunati in shraniti matriko kovarianc napak ozadja B, ki ima
n × n ∼ 1018 elementov. Lahko jo zgolj modeliramo. Matriko B lahko poenostavimo npr. tako, da transformiramo vektor asimilacijskega prirastka δx v novo
kontrolno spremenljivko za minimizacijo χ, s čimer matrika B postane identiteta:
x − xg = δx = Lχ,

(P.8)

kjer je transformacija L deﬁnirana tako, da velja LT B−1 L = I.
Drugi način prenosa informacije med poljem mase in poljem vetra v 4D-Var je
prek matrike kovarianc napak ozadja (Derber and Bouttier, 1999; Fisher, 2003; Bannister, 2008b). Prek nje so v prirastku analize upoštevana multivariatna razmerja
med različnimi spremenljivkami (npr. med temperaturo in vetrom ali pa med speciﬁčno vlažnostjo in temperaturo, vetrom). V tej študiji je matrika kovarianc napak
dinamičnih spremenljivk u, v in θ modelirana z ekvatorialnimi lastnimi načini (ang.
tropical eigenmodes) (Žagar et al., 2004b). To so normalni načini lineariziranih
enačb plitve vode na ekvatorialni β-ravnini. Realističen model varianc dinamičnih
spremenljivk je bil izračunan z MODES programom (Žagar et al., 2015) iz enomesečne statistike razpršenosti ansambla asimilacij (EDA, Isaksen et al. 2010, ki ga
operativno uporablja za ansambelsko napovedovanje ECMWF.
Posebnega pomena v sistemu MADDAM je asimilacija vlage in aerosolov. V
prognostičnem modelu je (kot v naravi) nasičena speciﬁčna vlažnost funkcija temperature, določena s Clausius-Clapeyronovo relacijo. Ker želimo, da neko opazovanje
nasičenega stanja atmosfere ostane nasičeno tudi po asimilaciji, mora kontrolna spremenljivka ohranjati relativno vlažnost. Posledično morata biti vlaga in temperatura
multivariatno sklopljeni, vsaj blizu nasičenja. V nasprotnem primeru bi v nasičenem
ozračju asimilacija opazovanja temperature, nižje od ozadja, pomenila takojšnjo
izločitev odvečne vlage v obliki padavin ter izpiranje aerosolov. Rekonstrukcija vetra iz aerosolov v atmosferi blizu nasičenja bi bila tako že vnaprej nemogoča. Kot
kontrolno spremenljivko za asimilacijo vlage zato izberemo relativno vlažnost, ki je
funkcija speciﬁčne vlažnosti, temperature in pritiska:
RH =

e
Rd
p


 q ,
=
L
es (T )
Rv es0 exp c 1 − 1
Rv T0
T

(P.9)

oz. njen prirastek δRH, ki ga dobimo z linearizacijo zgornje enačbe okrog zadnjega
približka relativne vlažnosti RHg in temperature Tg :
δRH = −

Lc RHg
1
δT +
δq.
2
Rv Tg
qs (Tg )

(P.10)

Variacijska asimilacija predpostavlja, da je porazdelitev napak opazovanj in napak ozadja Gaussova. Vendar pa za pozitivno deﬁnitna polja, npr. speciﬁčno
vlažnost in razmerje meašnosti aerosolov, to ne drži. Napake so še posebej v bližini
ﬁzičnih mej, torej blizu vrednosti 0 ter pri vlagi blizu nasičenja, asimetrične, z dolgimi eksponentnimi repi proč od meje in ostrim odsekanjem proti meji. Zato namesto
relativne vlažnosti vpeljemo kontrolno spremnljivko, ki jo še dodatno normiramo s
standardno deviacijo, ki je funkcija relativne vlažnosti ozadja RHb , povečane za
polovico prirastka (Holm et al., 2002; Gustafsson et al., 2011):
δRHn =

δRH
.
σ(RHb + δRH/2)
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Nelinearna transformacija je aplikacija centralnega limitnega teorema, po kateri
je porazdelitev napak kontrolne spremenljivke mnogo bližje Gaussovi. Model avtokorelacij napak relativne vlažnosti je predstavljen z avto-regresijsko funkcijo drugega
reda (Gaspari and Cohn, 1999). V tropski atmosferi so korelacije anizotropne, saj
močno prevladuje zonalna komponenta toka. Zato so za korelacije v zonalni in
meridionalni smeri uporabljena različne velikostne skale Lx in Ly . Korelacija napak
med dvema oddaljenima točkama i in j je deﬁnirana kot
ρij

v
v



u
u
2
2
2
u ∆x2ij
u
∆x
∆y
∆y
= 1 + 2t 2 + 2ij  exp −2t 2ij + 2ij  ,


Lx

Ly

Lx

Ly

(P.12)

kjer sta ∆xij = xi − xj in ∆yij = yi − yj . Zonalna korelacijska dolžina je Lx = 400
km, meridionalna pa Ly = 200 km. Identičen avto-korelacijski model izberemo za
aerosole, medtem ko se potrebi po transformaciji kontrolne spremenljivke izognemo
tako, da v simulacijah dodamo neko majhno količino aerosolov povsod po domeni.
Avto-korelacijski model je v asimilaciji predstavljen v spektralnem prostoru.

P.3.2

Interna modelska dinamika v 4D-Var

Za boljše razumevanje interne 4D-Var modelske dinamike in načina prenosa informacije med vetrom in masnimi spremenljivkami (temperatura, vlaga, aerosoli)
analizirajmo enodimenzionalno sklopitev med poljem vetra in vlage v adjungiranem
modelu:
∂u
∂u∗
∂q
∂q ∗
∂u∗
− u∗
+u
− q∗
+q
=0
(P.13a)
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂q ∗
∂q ∗
∂J
∂u
+u
− q∗
=− .
(P.13b)
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂q
Opazovanje speciﬁčne vlažnosti (ali aerosolov), ta pride v zgornji sistem enačb prek
člena ∂J/∂q, ob nekem kasnejšem času vpliva na občutljivosti cenilke na zonalni
veter u∗ ob prejšnjem času, prav tako pa se z advekcijo vpliv tudi prostorsko razširi.
Močnejša kot je advekcija, bolj daljnosežen je vpliv nekega opazovanja. Opazovanje
vlage torej jasno vpliva tudi na izračunan veter.
Sistem analitičnih adjungiranih enačb (P.13a, P.13b) razkrije štiri nujne pogoje
za luščenje vetra iz meritev vlage s 4D-Var:
1. hitrost vetra je večja od 0, u 6= 0, sicer se informacija o opazovanju vlage ne
more razširjati v (P.13b) in opazovanje vpliva zgolj na območje v neposredni
okolici opazovanja, določeno z avto-korelacijskim modelom,
2. količina vlage je večja od 0, q 6= 0, sicer enačbi (P.13a,P.13b) nista sklopljeni,
3. polje vlage mora biti lokalno nehomogeno, gradienti neničelni, ∂q/∂x 6= 0,
4. opazovanje polja vlage mora biti različno od ozadja (mora prispevati novo
informacijo), posledično sta neničelna ∂J/∂q in q ∗ .
Še en trivialen pogoj za rekonstrukcijo vetra je, da lokalni gradient v polju vlage
in veter nista pravokotna - vsaj nekaj vetra se mora projicirati na smer gradienta
vlage. Od tod sledi, da večji zonalni gradient vlage pomeni večjo občutljivost cenilke
na zonalni veter in večji prirastek zonalnega vetra. Vsi našteti pogoji veljajo tudi
za druge z vetrom advektirane snovi v atmosferi, ki se slabo mešajo, npr. aerosole,
ozon itd.
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P.3.3

Nastavitve asimilacijskih eksperimentov

Ker je model močno poenostavljen, opazovanja aerosolov in vlage simuliramo.
Pristop je znan kot OSSE eksperiment (ang. observing system simulation experiment, Atlas et al. 1985). Najprej simuliramo “resnico” (ang. nature run), iz
katere generiramo perturbirana opazovanja (skupaj z njihovimi napakami), ki jih
nato asimiliramo. Tako dobljeno analizo (začetni pogoj) in njeno časovno evolucijo
(napoved) nato primerjamo z resnico. V preprostih eksperimentih, predstavljenih
v Poglavju P.4, je model perfekten, torej enak modelu, s katerim smo simulirali
resnico (1◦ ločljivost računske mreže), medtem ko je pri eksperimentih v Poglavju P.5
ločljivost resnice štirikrat večja (0.25◦ razdalja med sosednjimi računskimi točkami
v zonalni/meridionalni smeri).

P.3.4

Primer asimilacije ene meritve vlage

V tem eksperimentu asimiliramo eno samo meritev vlage v valujočem ekvatorialnem
vzhodniku. Eksperiment prikazuje, kako 4D-Var asimilacijski algoritem implicitno
s časom razvije kovariance napak specifične vlažnosti, hkrati pa opazovanje vlage
vpliva tudi na druge prognostične spremenljivke. Polja specifične vlažnosti, padavin
in vetra v prvem približku so predstavljena na Sliki P.3a-c.







































Figure P.3: Ozadje in prirastki analize (a,d,g) na začetku 12-urnega asimilacijskega okna,
(b,e,h) v sredini in (c,f,i) na koncu; za eno samo opazovanje specifične vlažnosti na koncu
asimilacijskega okna. Lokacija opazovanja je označena z modrim krogom. (a-c) prikazuje
polja vetra, specifične vlažnosti in 6-urne vsote padavin [mm] v ozadju. (d-f) prikazuje
prirastek analize specifične vlažnosti in 6-urno vsoto padavin v analizi, (g-i) pa prirastek
analize vetra in potencialne temperature.
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Eno samo opazovanje speciﬁčne vlažnosti na ekvatorju pri λ = 192◦ z napako
σo(q) = 1.1 g kg−1 (ekvivalentno 10% relativne vlažnosti) je asimilirano na koncu
12-urnega asimilacijega okna. Odklon opazovanja (ang. observation departure) od
prvega približka (Slika P.3c) je približno +2.4 g kg−1 (22% RH).
Rezultat 4D-Var asimilacije je prirastek speciﬁčne vlažnosti, ki je pri 12 urah (od
začetka simulacije) močno raztegnjen zaradi močnega vetra v ozadju (Slika P.3f).
4D-Var je torej implicitno raztegnil kovariance napak ozadja. Prirastek analize doda
ravno dovolj vlage, da se poveča intenziteta padavin v bližini. Hkrati s prirastkom
vlage dobimo tudi pozitiven prirastek temperature na začetku asimilacijskega okna
(Slika P.3g). Temperatura in vlage sta namreč pozitivno korelirani preko (P.10).
Prav tako opazimo inercijsko-gravitacijske valove z negativno perturbacijo temperature, ki se premikajo z zunanjega robu domene proti notranjosti in se združijo pri
12-urah (Slika P.3i), pri čemer ima prirastek temperature nasproten predznak kot
na začetku asimilacijskega okna.
Eksperiment prav tako pokaže, da so razlike med tangentnim linearnim modelom in nelinearnim modelom največje v območjih s padavinami - ta območja so
torej glavni vir nelinearnosti v modelu. Kondenzacija je namreč nezvezen proces in
kot tak izjemno občutljiv na najmanjše spremembe v poljih speciﬁčne vlažnosti in
temperature. Zaradi sproščanja latentne toplote pri kondenzaciji pa te spremembe
vplivajo seveda tudi na dinamiko.

P.4

Vplivni dejavniki pri luščenju vetra s 4D-Var

V tem poglavju s pomočjo relativno preprostih eksperimentov podrobno analiziramo
glavne dejavnike, ki vplivajo na točnost luščenja vetra iz časovno in prostorsko
porazdeljenih opazovanj vlage in aerosolov. Najprej prikažemo najbolj preprost
primer - homogen linearni tok v suhi atmosferi z gaussovskim oblakom aerosolov,
ki je popolnoma advektiran, nadaljujemo pa z zahtevnejšimi nelinearnimi primeri v
nasičeni atmosferi.

P.4.1

Luščenje vetra v suhi atmosferi

V linearnem primeru brez izvorov in ponorov je luščenje vetra enostavno, saj tangentni linearni model in njegov adjungiran model dobro opišeta dinamiko. Uspešnost
luščenja vetra je prikazana s primerom gaussovskega oblaka aerosolov, ki je advektiran s homogenim vzhodnim vetrom s hitrostjo 7 m s−1 . 12-urna simulirana resnica
(od tu naprej “resnica”) je prikazana na Sliki P.4a-c. Opazovanja aerosolov s tip(c)
ično napako σo(c) = σb = 2 µg kg−1 so asimilirana vsako uro, razprostirajo pa se na
območju med 150◦ in 198◦ geografske dolžine ter med 18◦ S in 18◦ N geografske širine
in sovpadajo z vsako drugo modelsko računsko točko v obeh smereh, torej so 2◦
narazen. Ozadje za asimilacijo je brez vetra in brez oblaka aerosolov.
Analiza, prikazana na Sliki P.4d-f, razkriva, da je prirastek analize vetra omejen na območje z visoko razliko med koncentracijo aerosolov v opazovanjih in v
ozadju, torej v inovaciji. Večja kot je inovacija, nova informacija, ki jo prinesejo
opazovanja, in bolj natančna kot je ta informacija, večji je prirastek vetra. Večji
zonalni gradient v polju koncentracije aerosolov (∂c/∂x) v resnici ustreza pri isti
hitrosti toka močnejši advekciji, posledično pa je večji tudi prirastek analize vetra.
Večje vrednosti koncentracije aerosolov v resnici pomenijo tudi, da so opazovanja
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Figure P.4: Resnica (a-c) in analiza (d-f) na (a,d) začetku, (b,e) po 6 urah in (c,f) po 12
urah. Analiza je dobljena s 4D-Var asimilacijo opazovanj aerosolov s standardno deviacijo
(c)
(c)
napak σo = σb = 2 µg kg−1 . Opazovanja so v vsaki drugi modelski točki v vsaki
smeri (220 km narazen) in so osvežena vsako uro. Masno razmerje mešanosti aerosolov je
prikazano z rjavo barvo. Črne črte v (d-f) so izotahe z razmikom 1 m s−1 .

s konstantno absolutno napako relativno bolj natančna v območjih z večjo koncentracijo. Nadalje, skoraj nič vetra ne moremo izluščiti na območjih severno in južno
od maksimuma koncentracije, kjer je smer vetra vzporedna izolinijam koncentracije
aerosolov in kjer se njihova koncentracija s časom tudi zelo malo spreminja zaradi
majhne ukrivljenosti izolinij. Opazimo lahko tudi, da lahko več vetra izluščimo
na privetrni strani maksimuma inovacije aerosolov (med 170◦ in 185◦ geografske
dolžine), saj so kovariance napak v B matriki implicitno razširjene v divergentnem
toku (∂u/∂x > 0, vzhodniki pospešujejo), in obratno na zavetrni strani maksimuma.
Kvaliteta izluščenega vetra, merjena s korenom povprečnega kvadrata razlike
med resnico in analizo (ang. root-mean-square error, RMSE), torej zavisi od
natančnosti razrešitve gradientov v polju aerosolov. V nadaljnih eksperimentih
(slike niso prikazane) variiramo prostorsko in časovno gostoto opazovanj, njihovo
natančnost, dolžino asimilacijskega okna ter strukturo B matrike, npr. tipično korelacijsko dolžino napak ozadja. Pri tem ugotovimo, da je v linearnem primeru
mnogo bolj pomembno, da so opazovanja prostorsko gosta kot da so časovno gosta.
Opazovanja aerosolov ob začetnem času k analizi vetra ne prispevajo nič. Pomembna so zgolj zato, da lahko 4D-Var interna dinamika prenese informacijo o polju
aerosolov od začetnega časa do skupka opazovanj ob nekem kasnejšem času in ju
poveže z advekcijo. Če je ozadje polja aerosolov dovolj dobro, ne pa tudi veter,
lahko 4D-Var asimilacijski model razreši advekcijo že iz enega samega skupka opazovanj ob kasnejšem času. Rezultati kažejo, da se v linearnem primeru analiza
močno izboljša s podaljšanjem asimilacijskega okna na 24 ur in poslabša v primeru
6-urnega okna. To pomeni, da moramo izmeriti precejšnje spremembe v prostorski
porazdelitvi aerosolov, če želimo razrešiti kinematične vzroke teh sprememb. V
primeru daljšega okna so seveda te spremembe večje.
Potem preskusimo še učinkovitost luščenja vetra v primeru kompleksnejšega
polja aerosolov in barotropno nestabilnega nelinearnega toka. V tem primeru (ni
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prikazano) se pri enaki povprečni magnitudi advekcije v domeni napaka analize vetra
nekoliko poveča napram linearnemu primeru, prav tako pa je počasnejša konvergence
cenilke J.

P.4.2

Luščenje vetra v nasičeni atmosferi iz opazovanj vlage

V nasičeni atmosferi je luščenje vetra iz opazovanj vlage bolj zapleteno. V tem
eksperimentu je v resnici (Slika P.5a-c) homogen tok s hitrostjo 5 m s−1 v ravnovesju
s temperaturo. Relativna vlažnost (RH) v domeni je 60%, dodana pa ji je prostorsko
omejena gaussovska perturbacija z amplitudo RH=40%, torej je na tem območju
atmosfera skoraj nasičena. Osnovnemu toku dodamo še perturbacijo vzhodnega
vetra s hitrostjo 1 m s−1 in sprožimo konvergenco v območju, ki je skoraj nasičeno.
Stekanje vlage povzroči kondenzacijo ter sproščanje latentne toplote, ogrevanje, to
pa še nadaljnje stekanje in krepitev kondenzacije.




























Figure P.5: (a-c) Simulirani resnica in (d-f) analiza dobljena z luščenjem vetra iz opazovanj vlage v nasičeni atmosferi. Veter, specifična vlažnost in 6-urna vsota padavin so
prikazane (a,d) na začetku, (b,e) v sredini in (c,f) na koncu 12-urnega asimilacijskega
okna. Potencialna temperatura ozadja je 335 K. Črna črta pri (a) je izotaha 5.25 m s−1
isotach, ki indicira perturbacijo vetra.
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Figure P.6: Analiza na koncu 12-urnega 4D-Var okna (enako kot Slika P.5f), za (a)
potencialno temperaturo ozadja 333 K, (b) 337 K, in (c) 333 K in kombinirana opazovanja
vlage in temperature.

Opazovanja specifične vlažnosti so asimilirana vsako uro v vsaki drugi modelski
točki v vsaki smeri. Ozadje za asimilacijski eksperiment je mirujoča tekočina s
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60% relativno vlažnstjo in potencialno temperaturo 335 K, kar je skoraj identično
potencialni temperaturi na območju kondenzacije v resnici.
12-urna analiza, prikazana na Sliki P.5d-f, razkriva, da lahko izluščimo veter tudi
v nasičeni atmosferi, če so okolišnji gradienti vlage zadosti veliki. Podrobna analiza
interne 4D-Var dinamike pokaže, da lahko gosta in točna opazovanja vlage pomenijo
zadostno vez za določitev dinamike, če je le dovolj točna tudi simulirana temperatura. Pomembnost slednje pri luščenju vetra v nasičeni atmosferi diskutiramo s
pomočjo eksperimentov, prikazanih na Sliki P.6. Slika P.6a prikazuje analizo po 12
urah, ki jo lahko primerjamo z analizo na Sliki P.5f, edina razlika je temperatura
ozadja, ki je sedaj 333 K namesto 335 K. 2.3 K nižja temperatura ozadja od simulirane resnice (335.3 K) pomeni nižjo vrednost nasičene vlažnosti, kar pomeni, da se
več vlage izloči, kot se jo dejansko. 4D-Var v tem primeru vzpostavi konvergenten
tok, ki kompenzira ponor vlage zaradi napačne temperature ozadja. Če je temperatura ozadja previsoka (npr. 337 K, kot na Sliki P.6b), potem je tudi nasičena
vlažnost previsoka in do kondenzacije sploh ne pride. 4D-Var posledično razvije
šibko divergenten tok, s katerim zmanjša speciﬁčno vlažnost in približa modelsko
trajektorijo meritvam vlažnosti.
Glavno sporočilo tega eksperimenta je, da je luščenje vetra v nasičeni atmosferi možno z natančnim modelom, dobrimi opazovanji vlage ter naprednim asimilacijskim sistemom. To velja tudi za manjše skale in kompleksnejše modele v
primerih, ko je konvergenca toka glavni proces, ki vodi do kondenzacije.

P.4.3

Luščenje vetra v nasičeni atmosferi iz opazovanj
aerosolov

V MADDAM so aerosoli, vlaga in veter sklopljeni prek advekcije, sproščanja latentne
toplote zaradi kondenzacije in izpiranja aerosolov s padavinami. Čeprav je opis
sklopitev v primerjavi z NWP modeli zelo preprost, pa 4D-Var le stežka rekonstruira
dinamiko, še posebej če manjkajo opazovanja več kot le ene spremenljivke.
V primeru konvergence vetra v območju nasičene atmosfere se zaradi izpiranja s
padavinami koncentracija aerosolov lokalno zmanjša. Če je ozadje vlage in temperature blizu resnice, potem veter, izluščen iz natančnih meritev aerosolov, sproži ravno
pravšnjo količino padavin, torej je ponor aerosolov dobro opisan, analiza aerosolov
pa podobna opazovanjem.
V realnosti je napačno ozadje vetra seveda povezano z napačnim ozadjem temperature in vlage, polja so namreč sklopljena. Posledično lahko izluščen veter sproži
premočne padavine ali pa jih sploh ne sproži - v obeh primerih je polje aerosolov
precej različno od opazovanih vrednosti. Če je količina aerosolov nižja (višja) od opazovanih vrednosti, potem model sproži konvergentni (divergentni) veter in s povsem
napačno dinamiko kompenzira manjko (presežek) aerosolov ter približa modelsko
trajektorijo opazovanjem. Pri tem pride do pozitivne povratne zanke: konvergenca,
ki povečuje količino aerosolov, hkrati povečuje tudi količino vlage ter pospeši kondenzacijo, vodi v še močnejše izpiranje, do še nižjih vrednosti aerosolov ter v naslednji
iteraciji zunanje zanke do še bolj konvergentnega vetra.
Aerosoli in vlaga se torej precej razlikujejo kot snovi, iz katerih je možno izluščiti
veter. Glavni ponor vlage v modelu je direktno povezan z vetrovnim poljem ter
temperaturo, medtem ko je glavni ponor aerosolov direktno povezan z padavinami,
torej poljem vlage, temperature in vetra.
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Figure P.7: Razlika med simulirano resnico in ozadjem (xt − xb ) ob (a) začetnem času,
(b) po 6 urah in (c) 12 urah. Razmerje mešanosti aerosolov je prikazano z rjavimi odtenki,
6-urna vsota padavin pa z mavričnimi barvami.

























































Figure P.8: Prirastki analize po 0, 6, 12 urah, dobljeni z asimilacijo (a-c) zgolj opazovanj
aerosolo (označeno kot c), (d-f) opazovanj aerosolov in temperature (Tc), (g-i) opazovanj
aerosolov in vlage (qc) ter (j-l) prirastki analize dobljeni z asimilacijo opazovanja aerosolov,
vlage in temperature (Tqc). Razmerje mešanosti aerosolov je označeno z rjavimi odtenki,
6-urna vsota padavin pa z mavričnimi barvami.
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Figure P.9: Podobno kot na Sliki 4.15; vendar za prirastke analize, dobljene z asimilacijo
qc v vsaki drugi modelski točki vsako uro (a-c) brez parametrizacije izpiranja v celotnem
asimilacijskem sistemu ter (d-f) zgolj v TLM in ADM.

Slika P.7 prikazuje razliko med resnico in ozadjem v primeru luščenja vetra
iz aerosolov v nasičeni atmosferi. Na začetku je relatvna vlažnost v okolici ekvatorja 95%, konvergence vetra pa privede do kondenzacije, padavin in izpiranja
aerosolov. Slika P.8 prikazuje rezultate asimilacije opazovanj različnih spremenljivk
(aerosoli, temperatura, vlaga) in njihovih kombinacij. Perturbirana opazovanja, ki
so po 2◦ narazen, so asimilirana vsako uro znotraj 12-urnega asimilacijskega okna.
Na Sliki P.8 so prikazani rezultati v primeru, če je proces izpiranja aerosolov (torej
njihov ponor) opisan v asimilacijskem modelu, na Sliki P.9 pa v primeru, da proces izpiranja ni opisan. Ta je podobno načinu asimilacije v operativnih centrih za
napovedovanje vremena, npr. ECMWF (Benedetti et al., 2009), kjer v asimilaciji
ne simulirajo nobenih procesov aerosolov, ki ne ohranjajo skupne mase.
Slika P.8a-c prikazuje rezultat asimilacije zgolj opazovanj aerosolov, pri čemer
pride do zgoraj opisane pozitivne povratne zanke. Če je vlažnost ozadja podobna
vlažnosti resnice, potem analizo izboljšamo, če dodamo opazovanjem aerosolov še
opazovanja temperature (Slika P.8d-f). Problem z izpiranjem se izognemo, če dodamo aerosolom opazovanja vlage, pri čemer pa mora biti tokrat točno ozadje temperature (Slika P.8g-i). Najbolj natančno analizo dobimo, če hkrati simuliramo
aerosole in obe termodinamski količini - temperaturo in vlago (Slika P.8j-l).
Če proces izpiranja aerosolov ni vključen, vseeno pa imamo vključen vpliv
aerosolov na veter (Slika P.6a-c), potem se trajektorija interne 4D-Var modelske
dinamike približa opazovanjem z vzpostavitvijo močnega zahodnega vetra, ki zmanjša koncentracijo aerosolov na območju, kjer sicer v resnici prihaja do izpiranja. Tu
ne pride do povratne zanke, saj je proces izpiranja izključen, vseeno pa je analiza povsem napačna. Slika P.6d-f prikazuje prirastke analize v primeru, ko je
izključen proces izpiranja zgolj v TLM in ADM. V tem primeru je analiza vetra
precej natančna, le padavine in posledično izpiranje so nekoliko premočni.
V tem poglavju predstavljeni rezultati sporočajo, da je za uspešno luščenje vetra iz aerosolov potrebno sledeče: izpiranje mora biti natančno parametrizirano,
temperatura in vlaga morata biti natačno poznani ali opazovani, kakršnakoli infor156
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macija o glavnem vzroku izpiranja (padavin, npr. iz radarskih podatkov) pa bi bila
izjemno dragocena. Pri luščenju vetra bi pomagalo tudi, da bi bila tudi intenziteta
padavin kontrolna spremenljivka. Narava sklopitve aerosolov, vlage in dinamike ter
dejstvo, da so procesi aerosolov v tem modelu zelo poenostavljeni, namigujeta, da
je v nasičeni atmosferi s 4D-Var skoraj nemogoče oceniti veter zgolj iz opazovanj
aerosolov.

P.4.4

Luščenje vetra v primeru neznanih izvorov

Potencial luščenja vetra je sedaj ocenjen v primeru neznanih izvorov aerosolov, ki
jih seveda pri integraciji trajektorije v asimilacijskem modelu ne moremo upoštevati. Potencial zapišemo kot razmerje med magnitudo intenzitete izvora (ali ponora)
aerosolov in magnitudo advekcije
κ=

|S + |

∂c
∂c
u ∂x
+ v ∂y

.

(P.14)

Figure P.10: NRMSE zonalnega vetra kot funkcija hκi (P.14).

Eksperiment je zastavljen takole: v različnih primerih simulirane resnice je različna intenziteta gaussovskega izvora aerosolov, ki se nahaja na območju s homogenim, konstantnim vetrom in konstantno hitrostjo advekcije v času 12 ur. Potem
vsako uro v 12-urnem 4D-Var oknu asimiliramo (tokrat neperturbirana) opazovanja
aerosolov, ki so po dve modelski točki narazen. Ozadje je brez vetra, koncentracija
aerosolov pa homogena. Izračunati želimo, kako se natančnost analize, merjene kot
RMSE analize, normalizirane z RMSE ozadja (v nadaljevanju NRMSE), spreminja
kot funcija povprečnega razmerja med izvori in advekcijo v domeni hκi. Slika P.10
prikazuje, da je razmerje med natančnostjo analize in povprečno magnitudo izvorov
v domeni skoraj popolnoma linearno. Razmerje hκi, pri katerem je analiza slabša
od ozadja, je v tem primeru pri hκi ∼ 1.7. Slednje je seveda funkcija gostote,
natančnosti opazovanj itd. Vseeno rezultati sporočajo, da je luščenje vetra z učinkom
na veter smiselno, vse dokler amplituda izvorov/ponorov ne preseže amplitude advekcije.
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Figure P.11: NRMSE analize (a) zonalnega vetra, (b) meridionalnega vetra in (c) potencialne temperature kot funkcija gostote opazovanj, tipa opazovanj in dolžine 4D-Var
okna. Polne črte označujejo 12-urno okno, črtkane pa 24-urnega. Opazovanja so osvežena
vsako uro. Različna opazovanja in njihove kombinacije so označeni s sledečimi simboli
v legendi: c označuje asimilacijo opazovanj aerosolov, q vlage, t temperature, tq kombinirana opazovanja temperature in vlage, uv pomeni asimilacijo opazovanj vetra (obeh
komponent), uvt pomeni asimilacijo opazovanj vetra in temperature, uvtq pa vetra, temperature in vlage. Rezultati NRMSE so povprečje 15 eksperimentov, napravljenih za vsako
kombinacijo opisanih lastnosti.

P.5

Kvantitativna ocena potenciala luščenja vetra
iz aerosolov in vlage

V prejšnjem poglavju smo pokazali mnoge vplive na luščenje vetra v 4D-Var z relativno preprostimi eksperimenti, sedaj pa želimo te vplive še ovrednotiti. Eksperimenti so zopet tipa OSSE, le da je tokrat simulirana resnica pripravljena pri štirikrat
višji resoluciji kot asimilacija (0.25◦ namesto 1◦ ), tako da je vpliv opazovanj bolj realističen.
Z metodo naključnega generiranja polj na podlagi kovarianc napak ozadja (ang.
randomisation method, Andersson et al. 2000) ter iz produktov prognostičnega modela GFS skonstruiramo realistična polja vetra, temperature in vlage v simulirani
resnici in v ozadju. Ozadje nato interpoliramo na 1◦ ločljivost za asimilacijo opazovanj. Najprej študiramo vpliv gostote opazovanj in dolžine asimilacijskega okna,
opazovanja pa so osvežena vsako uro. Rezultati so prikazani na Sliki P.11. Rezultati kažejo, da več vetra izluščimo iz opazovanj vlage (NRMSE zmanjšan za 2030% v primeru gostih opazovanj) kot iz aerosolov (NRMSE zmanjšan zgolj za 1015%). Razlika nastane pretežno zaradi nizke koncentracije aerosolov v večjem delu
domene, medtem ko je vlaga precej bolj homogeno porazdeljena. Vzrok je tudi v
tem, da amplituda kovarianc napak ozadja ni odvisna od toka, napaka opazovanj
pa je statična in ni funkcija lokalne vrednosti koncentracije snovi. Slednje je zaradi
močno nehomogene porazdelitve precej bolj pogubno v primeru asimilacije aerosolov
kot asimilacije vlage. V splošnem rezultati kažejo, da lahko napako analize vetra
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z indirektnimi meritvami (temperatura, vlaga, aerosoli) zmanjšamo za največ 40%,
medtem ko direktna opazovanja vetra lahko zmanjšajo napako za 60-70%. 24-urno
okno v primeru luščenja vetra izboljša analizo za 5-10% napram 12-urnem oknu.
Če aerosole asimiliramo skupaj z drugimi spremenljivkami (npr. vlago in temperaturo), je njihov vpliv na analizo vetra majhen (Slika P.12). Analiza se izboljša
zgolj za nekaj odstotkov, večinoma za 1-2%. V nadaljnjih eksperimentih sem testiral še vpliv pogostosti opazovanj (ni prikazano). Pri tem se izkaže, da z opazovanji
vsake 3 ure (namesto vsako uro) analize skoraj ne poslabšamo, negativen vpliv na
analizo se pokaže šele pri 6-urni pogostosti. Pri teh rezultatih moramo upoštevati,
da se nanašajo na poenostavljen MAD model in da bi bila najverjetneje v primeru
mnogo višje ločljivosti (npr. na konvektivni skali) pomembna razlika v analizi tudi
med triurno in enourno osvežitvijo opazovanj.

(a)

(b)

Figure P.12: Razlike NRMSE med eksperimenti z asimiliranimi opazovanji aerosolov
(označeni Xc) in brez opazovanj aerosolov (X). (X) označuje opazovanja vseh ostalih
količin in njihovih kombinacij. Opazovanja vseh količin so narazen 2◦ in so osvežena vsako
uro znotraj 12-urnega asimilacijskega okna. Črna črta pomeni nevtralen vpliv, negative
vrednosti pomenijo zmnjšanje NRMSE, torej je analiza boljša (pozitiven vpliv), pozitivne
vrednosti pa negativen vpliv asimilacije aerosolov na analizo.

Nazadnje še posebej ovrednotim analizo v nenasičeni (“suhi”) atmosferi in
nasičeni (“mokri”) atmosferi in s tem potrdim kompleksnost asimilacije v mokri
atmosferi, kjer se dogaja kopica nelinearnih in pogosto nezveznih ﬁzikalni procesov,
posledično pa TLM in ADM ne opišeta dobro dinamike niti za majhne odmike od
trajektorije. Slika P.13 prikazuje NRMSE analize zonalnega in meridionalnega vetra za različne kombinacije opazovanj, gostote opazovanj in dolžine asimilacijskega
okna. Razlika med analizo v suhi in mokri atmosferi je še posebej velika pri opazovanjih temperature (t), verjetno zaradi prestrogo predpisanega ravnovesja med
vetrom in temperaturo. Razlika med natančnostjo analiz v suhih in mokrih atmosferskih pogojih je nepomembna pri opazovanjih vlage (q). Najverjetnejši razlog za
slednje je učinkovitejše luščenje v primeru višje speciﬁčne vlažnosti in večjih gradientov vlage, območja višje vlažnosti pa so tudi območja, kjer so možne padavine.
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(a)
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Figure P.13: NRMSE za (a,c) analizo zonalnega vetra in (b,d) meridionalnega vetra
(a,b) 12-urno okno in (c,d) 24-urno okno. NRMSE so narisane kot funkcija prostorske
gostote opazovanj za različne tipe opazovanj. Rdeča označuje rezultate v primeru luščenja
vetra v “suhi” atmosferi, modra pa v “mokri“ atmosferi.

P.6

Zaključki

V doktorskem delu sem se ukvarjal z luščenjem vetra iz prostorsko in časovno porazdeljenih opazovanj vlage in aerosolov, katerih porazdelitev se v glavnem spreminja zaradi transporta z vetrom. Motivacija za to delo je močno naraščanje števila
opazovanj vertikalnih proﬁlov masne koncentracije atmosferskih delcev ter rezultati
preteklih študij, ki so pokazali, da lahko veter izluščimo iz gostih opazovanj vlage v
kompleksnih operativnih modelih za numerično napovedovanje vremena.
Za namen študije luščenja vetra iz vlage in aerosolov smo razvili srednje kompleksen modelski sistem, ki vključuje opise najpomembnejših sklopitev med aerosoli,
vlago in dinamiko v 4D-Var. Asimilacijski sistem “Moist Atmosphere Dynamics
Data Assimilation Model” (MADDAM) vsebuje spektralni prognostični “Moist Atmosphere Dynamics” (MAD) model. Realizem in zadostna kompleksnost modela
pomenita, da so v nadaljevanju omenjeni rezultati relevantni tudi za numerično
napovedovanje vremena.
Potencial 4D-Var asimilacije za pridobivanje informacije o vetrovnih poljih iz
opazovanj vlage in aerosolov je bil ocenjen s številnimi eksperimenti, ki idealistično
simulirajo atmosferski opazovalni sistem (OSSE). Z zanesljivo ocenjenimi kovariancami napak ozadja, realističnimi napakami opazovanj in OSSE s perfektnim modelom smo lahko ocenili zgornjo mejo uporabnosti luščenja vetra. Luščenje vetra v 4DVar je močno odvisno od prostorske gostote in natančnosti opazovanj ter frekvence
opazovanj in dolžine asimilacijskega okna. Prvi dve sta potrebni za natančen opis
gradientov v polju aerosolov, drugi dve pa podata informacijo o advekciji. V primeru
linearnega toka je prostorsko gostota opazovanj pomembnejša od njihove pogostosti.
Obratno velja v nelinearnem toku.
Eksperimenti v nasičeni atmosferi so pokazali, da je poleg opazovanj vlage za
luščenje vetra nujno potrebno poznati tudi polje temperature, intenziteta kon160
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denzacije je namreč odvisna od najmanjših razlik v temperaturi in torej nasičeni
vlažnosti. Rezultati kažejo tudi, da je mogoče izluščiti veter iz opazovanj vlage tudi
v nelinearnem toku in nasičeni atmosferi, če so le gradienti vlage zadostni. Luščenje
vetra je učinkovitejše v primeru daljšega, npr. 24-urnega okna, saj se krajevna porazdelitev snovi (tako vlage kot aerosolov) v daljšem času bolj spremeni, torej je
tudi advekcijski signal lažje izluščiti.
V primeru 4D-Var asimilacije opazovanj aerosolov v nasičeni atmosferi se majhna začetna razlika med poljem vetra (ali vlage in temperature) v resnici in ozadju
povečuje s pozitivno povratno zanko. Ugotovimo, da je problem luščenja vetra iz
aerosolov v nasičeni atmosferi predvsem problem dinamike glavne sklopitve med
aerosoli, vlago in vetrom (prek mokrega izločanja ter advekcije) ter ne toliko opazovalnega sistema. Da bi bilo luščenje vetra iz aerosolov v nasičeni atmosferi uspešno,
morajo biti vse termodinamične spremenljivke v ozadju dobro simulirane, kar je v
realnosti najverjetneje prehuda zahteva.
Luščenje vetra je močno odvisno tudi od nelinearnosti asimilacijskega problema. Večja kot je nelinearnost, manj natančna je evolucija majhnih asimilacijskih
prirastkov/občutljivosti (na opazovanja) s tangentnim-linearnim ter adjungiranim
modelom. Večja nelinearnost se odraža v počasnejši konvergenci minimizacije,
potrebno je več iteracij v zunanji zanki inkrementalnega 4D-Var algoritma, pa tudi
analiza je manj natančna.
Ponori in izvori aerosolov, ki niso razrešeni z asimilacijskim modelom, sploh
niso modelirani ali pa so modelirani z veliko mero negotovosti, otežujejo učinkovito
luščenje vetra. V disertaciji je bilo ugotovljeno, da je luščenje vetra smiselno, dokler
je magnituda izvorov/ponorov aersolov manjša od magnitude hitrosti advekcije.
Množica OSSE eksperimentov z neperfektnim asimilacijskim modelom je
pokazala, da gosta opazovanja aerosolov (v vsaki drugi ali vsaki tretji modelski
točki v vsaki smeri), asimilirana vsako uro ali vsake tri ure, izboljšajo analizo vetra
za 10% do 15% napram ozadju. Kadar pa aerosole asimiliramo skupaj z drugimi
količinami, izboljšamo analizo vetra kvečjemu za 1-2%. Podaljšanje asimilacijskega
okna na 24 ur izboljša analizo še za nekaj odstotkov. Opazovanja vlage so približno
dvakrat bolj učinkovita od opazovanj aerosolov (15-30% redukcija RMSE), kadar
pa jih asimiliramo poleg opazovanj polja temperature, se analiza tropskega vetra
izboljša za dodatnih 5-10% (35-40% redukcija RMSE) napram samim opazovanjem
temperature (30% redukcija RMSE).
Kljub temu da rezultati disertacije niso dobljeni z NWP sistemom, pa zelo verjetno izpostavljeni faktorji, ki vplivajo na luščenje vetra, lahko razložijo velike prirastke analize vetra iz opazovanj vlage (Geer et al., 2008). Glavna ovira pri luščenju
vetra so procesi, povezani s faznimi prehodi vode v ozračju. Tudi ansambelski rezultati kažejo na precej slabše analize vetra v območjih z nasičenjem.
Disertacija ugotavlja, da vsekakor obstaja potencial za luščenje vetra z asimilacijo visokoločljivostnih opazovanj atmosferskih delcev v NWP modelih, še posebej
v suhih območjih z močno advekcijo delcev, npr. v tropskem in subtropskem Atlantiku. Predstavljeni rezultati in ugotovitve zahtevajo še nadalnje študije in bolj
natančno primerjavo z operativnimi sistemi, kot je ECMWF, da lahko predlagamo
konkretne izboljšave v metodologiji asimilacije opazovanj.
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